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Speaker Churchill: lThe House will be in order. The Members will

be in their chairs. Representative Churchill in the Chair.

The Chaplain for today is Pastor Dennis Ammons of the

Bethel Baptist Church in St. Charles. Pastor Ammons is the

guest of Representative Tom Johnson. Will the guests in

the gallery, if there are any, please rise and join us in
the invocation. Pastor Ammons.?

Pastor Ammons: >All mighty God and our Father, we thank You for

the beauty of this day, for our freedoms. I thank You for

this deliberative Body. 1'11 pray You'll bless each person

here, our elected officials. Remind them God and remind us

that government comes from You and is a blessing. God,

help us to render under Caesar what is his and under God

what is His. 1 pray earnestly, Lord, that You kould give

wisdom to these people, each one here, and to us as

citizens of this state. to obey our laws and to live

peaceably and to seek Your Will and Your way and Your

values in our lives. Thank You, again, for the freedom to

have this Body in operation today. I pray in Christ's

name, amenv''

Speaker Churchilll ''We'll be led this morning in the Pledge of

Allegiance by Representative Johnsonw''

Johnson, Tom, et al: ''I pledqe allegiance to the flag of the

United States of America. and to the Republic for which it

stands, one nation under God, indivisible, with liberty and

justice for a1).''
Speaker Churchill: ''Roll Call for Attendance. Representative

Currie, are there any excused absences on the Democratic

side of the aisle?''

Currie: 'Indeed there are, Speaker. Would the record please show

that Representatives Martinez and Morrow are b0th excused

today.n
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Speaker Churchill: ''The Journal will so reflect. Representative

Hoeft, any excused absences on the Republican side of the

aisle?'

Hoeft: ''Sorry about that. Got confused. We're all here except

Representative Cross is among the missinq.n

Speaker Churchill: /Is that an excused missing or an unexcused

missing?''

Hoeft: >He has been unexcused for years, Sir.'

Speaker Churchill: 'Ieve never excused him. But 1 assume

Representative Cross is present somewhere and we'll find

him as soon as we can. Representative Hoeft.''

Hoeft: ''Ifve been informed that Representative Noland is not

present.''

Speaker Churchill: ''So, Representative..vl

Hoeft: pBxcused.''

Speaker Churchill: eNoland is an excused absence. The Journal

will so reflect. Mr. Clerk, take the record. There are

ll5 Members answering the roll and a quorum is present.

The House will come to order. We'11 now proceed to the

Order of Senate Bills Third Reading. Mr. Clerk, please

read Senate Bill 451.*

Clerk McLennand: 'fsenate Bill 451, a Bill for an Act in relation

to firearm trainin: programs. Third Reading of this Senate

Bi1l.''

Speaker Churchill: RThe Chair recognizes the Gentleman from Will,

Representative Wennlund.r'

Wennlundl ''Thank you, Mr. Speakery Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House. The Department oj Conservation is currently, by

law, required to provide firearm safety training to those

persons in Illinois between the ages of 12 and 21, and the

department..gThis was reguired by 1aw to charge a fee of

$6, which has been in effect since 1981. In truth, the
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department has not charged that fee at al1 and has been

working with the Department of State Police to provide free

firearm safety training for a1l persons. This 3ill

eliminates the $6 charqe because the department hasn't been

charqing it anyway. lnd this was done at the request of

the Auditor General Holland, who noted that in fact the $6

charqe was not bein: charged to participants in the firearm

safety proqram and saiety and hunting proqrams. This

eliminates the $6 and allows the department to charge fees

that would cover expenses and expenses only. In fact, the

department has not charged the fee in it's history and is

workin: and will continue to work with the Department of

State Police to provide firearm safety training at the

state police ranges. So what the Bill does, is it

eliminates the provision that the department shall conduct

these safety programs and says that it may conduct these

safety programs. And indeed, the Director of the

Department of Conservation is interested in continuing the

firearm safety proqrams for a1l citizens, females, males,

above the age of 21 and even under the age of 21# to

provide safe huntinq throuqhout Illtnois. I#d be happy to

answer any questions, Mr. Speaker.''

Speaker Churchill: FIs there any discussion? The Chair

recognizes the Gentleman from Effingham, Representative

Hartke.l

Rartke: ''Will the Sponsor yield? Will the Sponsor yield?''

Speaker Churchill: ''He indicates be Will. Please proceed.''

Hartke: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker, Members of the House. This is

eliminatin: a mandate that set the age of...for the

traininq between the aqes of 12 and 2l. and itfs my

understandin: this takes that away so it applies to all.

It can be seniors...citizens, it could be those, what? Any
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age? Is there no limit on it at all?O

Speaker Churchilll ''Representative Wennlundol !
Wennlund: ''That's correct. There's no limit at a1l on the age

I
group so that even Representative Hartke could enroll in a 1

1program
, who is 51 years o1d - in one day? since last night

- could enter the proqram and females and males. The

Department of Conservation encourages all citizens of

Illinois, male and female, senior citizens, to participate

tn it's firearms safety program so that we can have a safe

huntinq atmosphere throughout Illinois and T think that's

healthy for everybody. The department encouraqes

particlpation in it's safety programs.'

Speaker Churchill: 'Representative Hartke.?

Hartke: ''We11, I also understand how this is.o.the department haB

just authorized to collect costs of the proqram. And it's
my understanding that that would be for the organlzation,

the pamphlets you kould put out, maybe advertisinq where

these seminars are going to be held and so forth. They

could recover costs. Who from?''

Speaker Churchill: pRepresentative Wennlund.''

Wennlund: ''The Bill provides that the dèpartment may charge fees

to recover expenses only from the proqram from those

participants. In fact, the expenses have been rather

minimal in the past, just for instructional materials, and
have worked to provide these programs free of charge. And

basically, in the past...in the past 20 years they have

absorbed these costs wiEhin the department. They have only

been like a $1,000 a year for printinq of instructional

materials, and the department fully realizes that by

eliminatinq the cost or keeping it as low as possible,

they'll get more partlcipants in the firearm safetyv'' 1
1
I

Speaker Churchill: fRepresentative Hartkewe I
I
I
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Hartke: ''We1l, I don't know if itfll :et more participants since

there wasn't a cost before. Either more advertising will

have to be done or somethinq. Who ispeowho are the

instructors for this program??

Speaker Churchill: lRepresentative Wennlund.*

Wennlund: ''The instructors jor the program have been, by

department procedure, some of the authorized programs that

the department has approved, like the NRA'S certified

instructors, Illinois State Rifle Association's certified

instructors, and department personnel that have extensive

training in those type of facilities. You keep in mind

that the current statute says each application to

partictpate must be accompanied by a $6 fee and shall be

paid. This eliminates the requirement that the department

collect the $6 fee and this was at the request of Auditor

General Holland.%

Speaker Churchill: pRepresentative Hartke.n

Hartkel ''Wel1, I understand that, but if the old lanquage says it

must have and we never did collect that, I can see the need

to eliminate that. But my concern is, also, that at some

point tn time those dollars are goinq to have to come from

somewhere. Are they coming out of the General Revenue

Fund, out of the general budget of the Department of

Conservation? We're...I think we're letting and open end

by not putting a cap on what could be charged. think

this legislation says they may charge a fee to cover the

costs. At some point in time, could they charge $10?1'

Speaker Churchill: PRepresentative Wennlunds''

Wennlund) RWell, they could only charqe $l0 that, in fact, Was

the cost of the expense of providing the programs.'

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Hartke.n

Hartke: >Well, this is an ongoing annual program, so guess you
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really don't.e.you really wouldn't know what your proqram

would be, your program costs, until the end of the year.

And would you go back then and charge those participants or

would that establish the cost for the next year, or what

are you suggesting?''

Speaker Churchill: WRepresentative Wennlund.?

Wennlund: pLast year the total costs were $1,000 and it was

completely absorbed into their GRF funding from the

Wildlife Fund. which is where...which is where the program

operates out of.l

Speaker Churchill: *Representative Hartkep?

Hartke: ''Well, to the Bill. think it's a pretty qood idea.

I'm concerned about the open-endedness oi this just a
little bit, but I don't want to stop the firearm training

course because I think it's a very good program? developed

by and put forth by the Department of Conservation and I

urge your support.l

Speaker Churchill: ''Further discussion? The Gentleman from Cook,

Representative Dartoe

Dart: ''Thank you. Will the Sponsor yield?''

Speaker Churchill: *He indicates he will. Please proceed.''

Dart: 'Thank you. Representative, just a couple of real quick
questions. On the issue of the fees, how much would be

allowed to be charged as regards to fees in this Bill?''

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Wennlund.l

Wennlund: OThe current statute is mandatory. It says the

department shall charge each applicant $6 for participation

in the program. This Bill eliminates that and says that

the department can charge what it costs to put the proqram

on. Last year, the total costs of putting these programs

on was $1,000 and if you divide that by about 350,000

participants, the charge is minimal and that's what the

6
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charge would be . Maybe 354 an individual or less . ''

Speaker Churchi 11 l ''Representative Dart . ''

Dart k eWhat . . .Given that i t only costs a $1 , 000 , what we ' re they

doinq with the excess i f they were charging $6 bef ore?

What was goi ng . . .what would happen wi th the excess? ''

Speaker Churchi 11 : WRepresentat ive Wennlund . P

Wennlund : ''You just hit the heart of the Bi 11 . The statute said

we must charge $6 . The department was not charging $6 .

The purpose i s to encourage more partic ipat ion in f irearm

saf ety training , and so the department was working wi th the

Department of State Pol ice to provide cooperat ive programs

to put these programs on f or nothing . /

Speaker Churchi 11 : ''Representative Dart . ''

Dart : *1 just have a quick question about . . .at the beginning of
the Bi 11 where i t talks about the department on . . .in

cooperation with publ ic and private assoc iations that are

interested in promot ing saf ety and f i rearm handling , may

promote and develop proqrams f or tra ining . The language

tbat had been in there said that they shall ini tiate and

they went on to say training f or persons between 12 years

and 21 years of age . F'rom my reading of that , i t seems as

i f they were required, ' they shall initiate ' . They were

requi red to have these programs f or people between 12 and

21 and we ' re removin: that requirement? I s there . . . is that

the proper readinq of that'?l

Speaker Churchi 11 t ''Representat ive Wennlund . /

Wennlundk lcurrenEly , people in those a9e :roups are mandated by

law to take hunter saf ety courses bef ore they can in f act

qet thei r hunting l icense . And what this Bill does is it

opens it up so that a11 age qroups can part ic ipate and

hopef ully that would encourage those who desi re , who are

over 21 , who desi re to part icipate in the great Amer ican

7
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sport of hunt ing , to take f i rearm saf ety training before 1

they do so . *

Speaker Churchi 11 : NRepresentat ive Dart . >

Dart : ''So , Representat ive , was that language there where they

talk about ' shall ini tiate ' and the deleted language

deal i ng wi th the a:e of those indiv iduals? Was that

extraneous language that was sort of just stat ing what was
already in the law in another Section? >

Speaker Churchi l1: ''Representative Wennlund . *

Wennlund: ?We11 , the el imination of the words ' shall in i t iate '

and replaced it with ' may ' . In the el iminat ion of 12 to

21 . was to open up the program f or al1 c itizens of

1 llinois , the young and the old. Bven those as old as

Representat ive Hartke . *

Speaker Churchi 11 : NRepresentative Dart . ''

Dart : ''So , I guess just to be c lear then , thi s does not stop the
requi rement that the underage , between 12 and 21 , does not

remove that requi rement that they get training because

they ' re already required to do that under exi st ing law

elsewhere'??

Speaker Churchill: NRepresentative Wennlund . R

Wennlund: 'That requi rement already ex i sts . This i s to open it

up so the people l i ke Representative Pankau can partic ipate

in these programs at her very tender age . ''

Speaker Churchi 11 1 NRepresentat ive Dart . O

Dart : 'lNo f urther questions . ''

Speaker Churchi 11 t HFurther discussion? The Gentleman f rom St .

Cla i r , Representat ive Hof f man . ''

Hof f man ) ''Yes , wi 11 the Sponsor gield'?/

Speaker Churchi 11 : ''I ndicates he wi 11 . Please proceed . ?

Hof f man k ''Representat ive , wi th regard to the mandate in thi s

Bill , i t ' s my understanding that the department , and I
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apologize, I came in a little bit late, so. The Department

of Conservation may instead of shall develop these firearm

training programs? Have you talked with the department?

Are they qoing to continue the programs cause I think

they're really important.''

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Wennlund.''

Wennlund: >Yes, indeed. T spoke directly with the Director and

thts is a department initiative, incidentally. I've spoken

directly with the Director. In iact, they're going to

increase the program and on the 17th of this month, and 1

encourage you to attend alon: With Representative Pankau

and Hartke, a fats demonstration of a ne* hunter safety

equipment training program that the department hopes to

expand throughout the state to make fats machines available

throughout the state, which is a laser, computerized device

to teach hunter safety throughout the State of Illinois for

younq and old. And the department is launching a neW

initiative and going to be spending, together with the

Leqislative Sportsmen Caucus, a lot of money to expand this

program and to make all huntinq grounds in Illinois a safer

place for everyoneve

Speaker Churchill: lRepresentative Hoffman.''

Hoffman: ''Why, I certainly applaud you and 1 thank you for your

efforts. My only concern is, 1 want to ensure that we, in

the future, contlnue to have these programs and we don't

allow them to go by the wayside simply by making a change

from making somethlng mandatory to permissive. And 1 think

that otherwise I certainly support your Bill. think it's

a qood Bill and 1'11 be votinq 'ayel.?

Speaker Churchill: ''Being no further discussion, Representative

Wennlund to close.''

Wennlund: nThank you very much, Mr. Speaker. This is a
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Department of Conservation initiative. They are completely !
1

dedicated to brinqing about the increased use of machines I
I

ine and 1 invite you a11 to participate llike the fats mach

on the 17th of May and to see khat this new hunter safety

kraining machine is a1l about and it'll be here in the

Capitol on the 17th. I encouraqe you to stop by. The

department is definitely committed towards making hunting

grounds in Illinois a 1ot safer for everyone and I urge

your 'aye' vote.f

Speaker Churchill: pThe question is, 'Shall Senate Bi11 451

pass?' A1l those in favor vote 'aye'; al1 those opposed

vote 'nay'. The voting is open. This is final action.

Have all voted who wisb? Have a1l voted who wish? Have

all voted who wish? Mr. Clerk, take the record. On this

question there are 107 'ayeu', 5 'nays' and 3 'present';

and this Bill, having received a Constitutional Majority,
is hereby declared passed.n

speaker Churchill: *Mr. Clerk, please read Senate Bill 452.11

Clerk McLennand: ''Senate Bill 452: a Bill for an Act that amends

the Radiation Protection Act of 1990. Third Reading of

this Senate Bi1l.e

Speaker Churchill: ''The Chair recoqnizes the Gentleman from Knox,

Representative Moffitts''

Moffittk *Thank you, Mr. Speaker and Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House. Senate Bill 452 amends the Radiation Act of 1990 to

permit the Department of Nuclear Safety to exercise the

power, duties and responsibilities of an accreditation body

under the Federal Mammography Quality Standards Act of

1992, and it would allow them to implement a state program

to carry out certification program requirements under that

Act. lf enacted, the department then may implement a state

proqram to carry out the certification program requirements l
1
l
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provided for in the Mammoqraphy Quality Standards Act of

'92 and also establish, by rule, a reasonable inspectton

fee to be paid to the department by mammoqraphy

installations. The Mammography Quality Standards Act of

'92, requires a1l mammography facilities that conduct

breast screening or diagnosis after October 1st, '94, to be

certified by the United States Food and Drug

Administration. The certiiication process requires each

facility to be accredited by an accreditlnq body approved

by the FDA. This would provide a statutory foundation for

the Tllinois Department of Nuclear Safety to initiate and

pursue proposals in order to become an accrediting body and

a certifying body, pursuant to the Federal Mammography

Quality Standards Act of '92. This passed out of Senate

Committee with a unanimous vote; it passed out of the

Senate with a unanimous vote; it passed out of the House

Committee, Registration and Regulation, by a unanimous

vote. lf we are to adopt thls, we'll actually be lowering

a fee cause the State of Illinois can... will have a lower

fee for inspection, certification, than what the Federal

Government does and we can imprùve the response time from

what we have now. We probably have about a 30 day

turnaround time if it was conducted by the Illinois

department, compared to several months when it's regulated

by the Federal Government. 3e happy to answer any

questions.l

Speaker Wennlundk wRepresentative Wennlund in Ehe Chair. Excuse

me. The Chair recognizes Representative Currie for an

announcement. Representative Currie.,

Currie: ''Thank you, Speaker. Representative Ralph Capparelli ls

excused today because of illness. And so if the record

would please reflect that new piece of information.,

I

11
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Speaker Wennlund: RThe record will so reflect. Thank you very I
I

much, Representative. ls there any discussion? The Chair '
I

recoqnizes the Gentleman from Clinton, Representative I

Granbero.'l 1
I

berg: l'Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Will the Gentleman yield?l lGran
I

''He inaicates he will-', 1speaker wennlund:
I

Granberg: PRepresentative Moffitt, I heard that explanation and

I...but 1 just have a couple of questions. First of all,
who would be impacted by your legislation, Representative??

Speaker Wennlund: WRepresentative Moffitt.''

Moffitt: NRepresentative, the... certatnly the citizens of

Illinois, by receiving better healtb care, in this

situation will be reducin: a cost to provide health

services, as the fees that would be charged by the Tllinois

department would be less than what the Federal Government

charges. So we would be...the people impacted would be the

citizens of Illinois, anyone who uses the mammograpby

facility who would have a breast exam, and it would provide

better service at a lower cost and quicker response timep''

Speaker Wennlund: 'Representative Granberg.N

Granberg: ''You indicated, Representative, that this would lower

the fee. It's my understanding that the fee remains the I

same or in iact initiates a new fee. Would you please

comment on thatw?

Speaker Wennlund: ''Representative Moffitt. Representative

Moffittp''

Moffitt: lRepresentative, again I think that's an excellent

question, but it would replace an existing fee. So it's

not...it's just simply that the fee would be paid to the
state instead of the Federal Government, and so lt's

replacing a fee not what I would call creatinq a new one.

And it's creating a replacement fee that is lower than the
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present fee. The... Illinois, as far as certification, it

would be capable of assessinq an inspection fee of about

25% lower than the $1,178 facility fee noW being charqed by

the FDA. So Welre talking a 25% reduction in fee.

Twenty-five percent, that is. Illinois would be capable of

assessing an accreditation fee approximately 30A or more

below the current $700 facility fee that is now charged by

the American College of Radiology. So in both cases it's

replacing a fee with a lower fee.?

Speaker Wennlund: 'Representative Granbergs''

Granbergl ''Representative, what happens with the radiation...

radiation installakion? Isn't there a $25 per radiation

machine fee for the department?''

Speaker Wennlund: wRepresentative Moffitk.?

Moffitt: fRepresentative, that's a fee that would be eliminated

under the state program so that theylre not double

assessed./

Speaker Wennlund: ''Representative Granberg.''

Granberg: pWel1, my analysis indicates that it deletes the $25

inspection and testin: fee for radiation machines used for

mammography) however, it requires a radiatlon installation

to pay the $25 per radiation machine fee. Is that not

correct?l 1
I

Speaker Wennlundk WRepresentative Moffitt.'

Moffitt: PRepresentative, currently a fee is being paid to the 1
PDA and a separate fee is being paid to the Illinois

Department of Nuclear Safety. lf the Illinois Department

of Nuclear Safety takes this task oMerp this responsibility

over, that fee would be eliminated. They will not be being

paid both times, both ways. Another advantage of this

legislation is that it will reduce the number of

inspections. Currently, they have two inspections and

1
I
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thiso..there will be one consolidated inspection if this is

done by the Illinois Department of Nuclear Safety.''

Speaker Wennlund: ''Representative Granberg.''

Granberg: ''So it appears that youfre attempting to qive the

Department of Nuclear Safety the6e... the ability to

collect these fees due the testing and take that out of the

jederal purview. The Federal Government would allow tbe

department, the state department, to do these functions, to

collect these fees and that would not be in contradiction

to their policy or their standards for the application of

these types of testing?''

Speaker Wennlund: *Representative Moffitto''

Moffitt: RYes, Representative, it was the Mammography Quality

Standards Act of '92, actually had provisions in to allow

this to happen. The fact that it's in there, they knek

that there was a good possibility. Tn effect, it's even...

it's encouraged just by... being encouraged by the fact

that it was put in there as an option that could be adopted

by the state. Again, I would remind you by doing thisy ft

reduces the fee and there's a quicker response time. We

think that with the state doing it, the inspections could

be completed within 30 days after application, where now it

really takes months. So we would have a faster turnaround

time once a facility requested an inspection or to help get

them up and running sooner.'

Speaker Wennlund: 'Representative Granberg.''

Granberg: ''Would the fees collected by the state be deposited in

a dedicated fund administered by the states, or would there

be a pass throuqh to the federal agency after the fund...

after the fee is collected by the state. I assume the

state kould collect all fees and then transfer it to the

state, or would there be any federal... federal policy

58th Leqislative Day
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involved at a11 where those dollars would have to go to the

Federal Government?'

Speaker Wennlund: RRepresentative Moffitt.''

Moffitt: ''Representative, the fees generated.p.''

Speaker Wennlund: NRepresentative Moffitt.''

Moffitt: nRepresentative, the fees generated by this program

would be deposited into what's called the Radiation

Protection Fund, which is a state fund and would be kept

there. They would not be passed on to the Federal

Government. It would remain... it would be into that

f und . ''

Speaker Wennlund: RThank you. This matter is on Short Debate.

Representative Moffitt is recognized to closeo'

Moffitt: ''Wel1, thank you, Mr. Speaker. Again, remind you that

this is unanimous vote in Senate Committee and House

Committee, unanimous vote in the Senate. It improves the

health care that we can deliver to the cltizens of

Illinois, particular, the women of Illinois. will

provide better service, better inspection at a lower price,

so we will be reducing... actually reducing the cost of

health care. think that's important to consider. We'll

reduce the number of inspections from two to one, so we've

made more efficient government. Keeping in mind that it

would provide better health care, more local control,

quicker response, would simply ask a favorable vote.''

Speaker Wennlund: HThe question is, 'Shall Senate 3i1l 452 pass?'

Al1 those in favor vote 'aye'; a11 those opposed vote

'nay'. The voting is open. This is final action. Have

all voted who wish? Have a1l voted Who wish? Have all

voted who wish? Mr. Clerk, take the record. On this

question there are 1l3 voting 'aye', none voting 'nay',

none votin: 'present'; and this Bill, having received the
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Majority, is hereby declared passed. Mr.
Clerk, read Senate 3ill 453.>

Clerk McLennand: Psenate Bill 453, a Bill for an Act that amends

the State Employee's Group Insurance Act of 1971. Third

Reading of this Senate Bi11.%

Speaker Wennlund: 'The Chair recognizes Representative Hoeft.''

Hoeft: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker, Members of the Assembly. This is

Bill..oHouseoo.senate Bill 453 is a Bill that reflects the

changing nature of our families. In 1971, the Illinois

State Employee Group Insurance Act was created. And in the

Act it said that people would be covered, guardians would

be covered under this Act, if in fact, their parents were

dead or declared unfit by the court. There are a number of

situations in the state each year where people have

quardianship of children and they do not want to place

their own children or some other member in the embarassing

situation to be declaring unfit. This is a Bill that has

passed unanimously out oi the Senate Committee and Senate

and out of the House floor. It is a humanitarian act and l

would ask for passage.''

Speaker Wennlund: RAnd speaking oi children, the Chair would like

to recognize the students from Fairview South Elementary

School from Skokie, Illinois. They are the quests of

Representative Lou Lan: and Ralph Capparelli. Welcome. Is

there any discussion? And with that, the Chair recognizes

Representative Lang.''

Lang: 'Thank you. First, Mr. Speaker, we have the requisite

number to remove this from Short Debate.p

Speaker Wennlund: nI don't see seven hands.p

Lang: >Wel1, do you see them now?R

speaker Wennlund: 'Oh, yes, yes. Okay, thank you.'

Lang: ''Okay.''
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Speaker Wennlund: ''It#11 be so removed.''

Lang: ''Thank you. Will the Sponsor yield?''

Speaker Wennlund: >He indicates he will.P

Lang: ''Representative, can you give me an example of how this

change in the the State Employee's Group Insurance Act

would work?p

Speaker Wennlund: ''Representative Hoeft.''

Hoeft: 'Yes, 1 could.''

Speaker Wennlund: eRepresentative Hoeft.''

Lang: *We1l, appreciate that nice succinct answer. Now would

you give me that example?'

Speaker Wennlund: HRepresentative Hoeft.f

Hoeft: 'fsir, you asked if I could and I can. Now, you ask if I

will. Certainly. Give an example; for a grandparent takes

a child whose parent, single parent is placed in a mental

institution. The institution indicates that it is going to

be a two, three, four year stay in the hospital. They want

the child covered under the Act. They do not want the

parent dragged into court. They do not want the child

harmed by the procedure, whicb Would declare the parent

unfit. So during that period of hospitalization, the state

would cover. This is again only done if the courts declare

legal guardianship to the individual who is an employee of

the state.o

May 12, 1995

Speaker Wennlund: ''Representative Lang.''

Lang: eWere there any opponents to this Bill at al1 in committee

either ln the House or in the Senate?''

Speaker Wennlund: f'Representative Hoeft.''

Hoeft: ''Absolutely noneo''

Speaker Wennlund: ''Representative Lanq./

Lang: ''Just one or two additional questions, Representative. CMS

is reducing their budget this year and this will cost, not
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very much money, but it still has a cost to it.

Considerin: the fact that CMS is lowering their budgetary

requirements, can we afford this program?R

Speaker Wennlund: 'Representative Hoeft.''

Hoeft: p1 would look at the cost in terms of what does to a

state employee. A qood state employee, focusing on their

job, they have a guardian come to their home, a tragedy has

occurred. This will allow them to focus on their job
without having to qo through the grueling process of having

a loved one declared unfit. I think that it would create a

mucb safer, a much more dedicated staff, and that would far

exceed the $20,000, which is the estimate cost.''

Speaker Wennlund: 'fRepresentative Langp'f

Lang: ï'Are there other changes on other Bills that CMS is

proposing in the State dmployee's Insurance Program?''

Speaker Wennlund: ''Representative Hoeft.l

Hoeft: ''Yes.''

Speaker Wennlund: ''Representative Langpf

Lang: ''Well, why don't we handle these in a comprehensive way,

rather than having several different Bills that each tackle

some small portion of the changes'that you'd like .to make

in the State Employee's Insurance Proqram? Why don't we...

why do we have to do this piecemeal? Why don't you just
take all of it and put it on this Bill and let's take a

look at al1 of at once?''

Speaker Wennlundt ''Representative Hoeft.''

Hoeit: ODon't have a clue.p

Speaker Wennlund: ''Representative Lang.''

Lang: ''We11, the Gentleman from CMS is standing right behind you.

We'd be happy to wait while you confer with him.''

Speaker Wennlund: fRepresentative Langp is that a question?''

Lang: ''Xes. Add a question mark to the end of that, Mr.
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Speaker.'

Speaker Wennlund: lThank you. Representative Hoeft.''

Hoeft: ''Dnfortunately, if the agency person speaks, you

immediately ask that we pas: the mike to them. I'd like to

May l2# 1995

carry this myself, Sir. is obvious that this is a qood

positive step to help our employeeswf

Speaker Wennlund: NRepresentative Langp''

Lang: OWel1, back to the Bill. ls there some mechanism by which

CMS determines if the grandparents are still, as the

procedure goes on, the legal guardian? Perhaps they're no

longer the leqal guardian. Perhaps they've qone back to

the parent, or perhaps someone else has become the legal

guardian in the meantime. How does CMS make sure that the

program is bein: administered properly?''

Speaker Wennlund: rRepresentative Hoeft.l'

Hoeft: 'They have to, in order to do tbis, have court ordered

documents. This is what initiates their ability to pay.

The court ordered documents would have time frames dealing

with this. Dnfortunately, most of these cases, once they

are declared a quardian, they do not return.'

Speaker Wennlund: ''Representative Hoeft... Representative Lang.''

Lang: ''And so those court documents would then stay in place

until they receive new court documents. So then CMS kould

continue to assume that the grandparents are the legal

guardians until they got some other court document that

superseded that. ls that what the plan would be?l

Speaker Wennlund: ''Representative Hoeft.''

Hoeft: NThat is the knowledge that I have. Yes, Sir.e

Speaker Wennlund: ''Representative Lanq.o

Lang: ''Have you discussed this with AFSCME? Do they have any

opinion about thls?''

Speaker Wennlund: ''Representative Hoeftg''
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Hoeft: @No.''

Speaker Wennlund: NRepresentative Lango''

Lang: ''No, you haven't discussed it with them or no, they don't

have an opinion about it??

Speaker Wennlund: ''Representative Hoeft.?

Hoeft: 'You asked two questions. I answered the first. Have I

discussed it with them? No. The second question is, they

have no problems with this, theydre encouraging it.l

Speaker Wennlund: ''Representative Langp'

Lang: ''So AFSCMB is in iull support of this measure?'

Speaker Wennlund: 'Representative Hoeft.''

Hoeft: nYes.'

Speaker Wennlund: pRepresentative Langw'

Lang: *We11, why didn't you say so in the first place? Sounds

like a good piece of legislatlon, Representativeg'

Speaker Wennlund) ''Thank you. Further discussion? The Chair

recognizes Representative Krausevf'

Krause) ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 1 move the previous question.''

Speaker Wennlund: ''Representative Krause has moved that the

previous question be put. à11 those in favor signify by

saying 'aye'. All those opposed signify by sayin: 'nay'.

The 'ayes' have it. Representative Hoeft is recognized to

close.'

Hoeft: ''This is a good Bill. Help our workers, let's pass it.''

Speaker Wennlund: ''The question is, 'Shall Senate 3il1 453 pass?'

Al1 those in favor vote 'aye'; a1l those opposed vote

'nay'. The voting is open. This is final action. Have

a1l voted who wish? Have all voted who wish? Have all

voted who wish? Mr. Clerk, take the record. On this

question there are ll4 voting 'aye', none votinq 'nay',

none voting 'present'. This Bill, having received the

Constitutional Majority, is hereby declared passed. Mr.

May 12, 1995
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Clerk, read Senate Bill 457.''

Clerk McLennand: lsenate Bill 457, a Bill for an Act that amends

the Personnel Code. Third Reading of this Senate Bill.*

Speaker Wennlund: ''The Chair recognizes Representative

Rutherford.''

Rutherford: lThank you, Mr. Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House. Senate Bill 457 would change some reportinq

procedures within Central Management Services. When the

state's payroll system became computerized, Central

Management Services had to change it's procedures for

certified payrolls because a precertification of payrolls

was no longer practical. What is now being asked for, is

to be able to do this post-payroll, since the

computerization between the Comptroller's Office and CMS

can interface quite well. There was also two Amendments

added to it in the Senate. The one that may be of

question, in particular, is tn regards to transferrin:

approximately l00 employees from the Department of

Transportation into the Department of Natural Resources.

This Amendment, as adopked in the Senate, would put them

under the Personnel code of the State oi Illinois. I'd be

glad to answer any questions.''

Speaker Wennlund: ''Is there any discussion? The Chair recognizes

the Gentleman from Clinton, Representative Granberg.'

Granberg: lokay, thanks.*

Speaker Wennlund: ''He's on the telephonev'

Granberg: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Will the Gentleman yield?''

Speaker Wennlund: ''He indicates he wil1.''

Granberq: ''Representative Rutherford, who would be impacted by

your Bill, the number of people, in what capacity?e

Speaker Wennlund: ''Representative Rutherford.G

Rutherford: ''Representative, if you're referring to the Amendment
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adopted, there'd be approximately

l00 people. And what this would be is from the Department

of Natural... the new Department of Natural Resources,

which will go into effect by executive order July 1st, they

are transferrinq certain people irom various departments

such as the Department of Conservation, Department of

Transportation and so forth. It's approximately 100 people

that would be impacted because of thate/

Speaker Wennlundk 'Representative Granberg.''

Granberg: ?Wil1 those parties be under the Civil Service Code?l

Speaker Wennlundk ''Representative Rutheriord.''

Rutherford: 'Yes, Representative, that's what this legislation

would do ts to put them under the Personnel Code.p

Speaker Wennlund) 'Representative Granberg.''

Granberg: ''So they would be included in the Personnel Code.

Would there be any exceptions to that?'

Speaker Wennlund: lRepresentative Rutherford.''

Rutherford: ''Those... Representative, those that would fall under

certain professional categories, particularly engtneers,

will be excluded from the portion in regards to

examinations. And this is already being done today for

other professions such as lawyers and physicians. The

criterion for the processes, if they have certain

professional license, then they would not go through the

examination process of Central Management Services.''

Speaker Wennlund: ''Representative Granberg./

Granberg: PWould we be expanding the current laW to allow for

that exception?''

Speaker Wennlund) lRepresentative Granberg.'

Rutherford: ''Yes, Representative, we vould be expanding the 1aw

to include these people under the Personnel Code, and

because of their professional license, they would not have
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to take the exams.''

Speaker Wennlund: ''Representative Granberg.''

Granberg: NAnd the reason for expanding this classification at

this point in time, Representative, is because they had

already... they have already sought licensure and so that

should be deemed sufficient for purposes of the Personnel

Code?''

Speaker Wennlund: pRepresentative Rutherford.o

Rutherford: nTo make sure I#m answering your question correctly:

there's two parts of it. One of them is they will be under

the Personnel Code that would require the postings for

promotions and hiring... or firing and so forth. The

portion in regards to taking the exams is being expanded.

This is something that they would already have their

license in. If they have the specific license, then they

would be exempt of having to take the CMS examso''

Speaker Wennlund: 'Representative Granberq.'

Granberg: l'Representative, 1'm wondering Why this legislation

came before us now. Apparently, there was some audit

problems with CMS through the Oifice of the Auditor

General. Is that correct?''

Speaker Wennlund: lRepresentative Rutherford.''

Rutherford: 'Representative, you are... again, if you're talking

about the underlying 3ill before the two Senate Amendments;

yes, that is in response to an Auditor General's finding of

a feW years ago and we're trying to rectify this

statutorily.''

Speaker Wennlund: ''Representative Granberg.''

Granberg: ''This was an Auditor General's recommendation a few

years ago and the department is taking the initiative now?

Is that... is my understanding correct?R

Speaker Wennlund: ''Representative Rutherford.'
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Rutherford: ''A few years ago, potentially six to seven, perhaps.'l

Speaker Wennlund: PRepresentative Granbergo''

Granberg: 'Representative Rutherford, didn't hear that. Could

you repeat that, please?''

Speaker Wennlund: ''Representative Rutherford.''

Rutherford: >It was one of these partial statements With a

question mark at the end of it, meaning, yes, a few years

ago. Perhaps slx to seven.?

Speaker Wennlund: ''Representative Granberg.''

Granberq: nobviously, this is of a pressing need to the

department. So what prompted them to bring this into the

Legislature this year as opposed to six or seven years ago

when the ftndings were determined?''

Speaker Wennlund: 'fRepresentative Rutherford.''

Rutherford) nA Republican controlled House.''

Speaker Wennlund: lRepresentative Granberg./

Granberq: ''They had never souqht to introduce this legislation

previously, or they have been told that there was no way

that a Democrat controlled House would go along with moving

this from one item to another, one line item to another?n

Speaker Wennlund: ''Representative Rutherford.'f

Rutherford: 'I'm confident, Representative. wasn't by any

excuse of a Democrat controlled House. But now that I'm

here and have the opportunity to help carry legislation

forward to meet the Auditor General's findings and clarify

Gtatutorily thinqs that are important for the people of

Illinois, I'm here to provide that for you and in

cooperation with you, Representative.%

Speaker Wennlund: ''Representative Granberg.p

Granberg: ''Thank you. What would be the cost of this.

Representative?'

Speaker Wennlund: lRepresentative Rutherford.l'
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Rutherford: nRepresentative, that is a... there would be a

neqligible cost at a1l.@

Speaker Wennlund: lRepresentative Granberga''

Granberg: %If we had actually initiated the recommendations of

the Auditor General six or seven years ago, would that have

saved the state any money during the past... during that

same course of time?''

Speaker Wennlund: ''Representative Rutherford.*

Rutherford: @No.e

Speaker Wennlundl PThank you. Representative Granbergp please

bring your remarks to a close. Your time is up.'

Granberq: ''Thank you, Representative. 1 believe Representative

Ronan was going to designate her time to me once she was

recognized, Mr. Speaker.''

Speaker Wennlund: 'When she's recognized for that purpose. At

this time, 1 would ask the Members of the House to welcome

the students from Grant Elementary School from Elgin,

Illinois. The students from Grant Elementary School are

guests of Representative Hoeft and Representative Lindner.

Welcome. Welcome to the House floor. Welcome to

Sprinqfield. At this time the Chair recognizes

Representative McGuire.''

McGuire: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I just want to rise on a point
of personal privilege. I've got a fruit plate over here.

Today, May the 12th, is my twin brother's birthday and I'd

like you to share it with him. Thank youp''

Speaker Wennlund: ''Happy birthday. At this time the Chair

recoqnizes Representative Brunsvold for an announcement.

We'll 9et back to that. At this time the Chair

recognizes...Further discussion? The Chair recognizes

Representative Kaszako''

Kaszak: 'lThank you, Mr. Speaker. just kanted to share with the
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floor that we considered this Bill in the... State

Elections and State Government Committee and there was

extensive discussion about the transfer of the IDOT

employees to the new Department of Natural Resources, and

after this extensive discussion, it was really clear to me

that this is a good government Bill. It basically expands

the number of people that would be covered by the Personnel

Code. we do not pass this 3il1, there will be a qroup

of engineers who will not be subject to any regulations,
standing and working side by side with people who are

subject to the regulations of the Personnel Code. think
that this is a sound decision and after extensive

discussion and questioninq, I feel very comfortable with it

and I'd urge your support. Thank you.'f

Speaker Wennlund: eFurther discussion? Representative Krause.''

Krause: eThank you, Mr. Speaker. I move the previous question.'

Speaker Wennlund: fRepresentative Krause has moved the previous

question be put. A11 those in favor signify by saying

'aye'. Opposed same sign. The previous question is put.

Representative Rutherford is recognized to close.?

Rutherford: RThank you, Mr. Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House. This Bill has been extensively discussed in the

committee. There were some questions that some Members of

the committee did have about this. tried to address them

to them personally and hopefully was responded to

adequately for them. This is a good government 3ill and

I'd appreciate your favorable roll call. Thank youpn

Speaker Wennlund: ''The question is, 'Shall Senate Bill 45? pass?'

A11 those in favor vote 'aye'; a11 those opposed vote

'nay'. The votin: is open. This is final action. Have

al1 voted who wish? Have al1 voted who wish? Have all

voted who wish? Mr. Clerk, take the record. On this
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question there are ll4 voting 'aye' none voting 'nay'

none voting 'present'; and this Bill, having received the

Constitutional Majority, is hereby declared passed. Mr.
Clerk, read Senate 3il1 459.''

Clerk McLennand: 'Senate Bill 459, a Bill for an Act relating to

common carriers by pipeline. Third Reading of this Senate

3ill.*

Speaker Wennlund: pThe Chair recognizes Representative Wirsing.''

Wirsing: pThank you, Mr. Speaker, Members of the House. Senate

Bill 459 moves the statutory provision under which the

Illinois Commerce Commission regulates common carriers by

pipeline. And it moves it from the lllinois Commercial

Transportation Law to the Public Utilities Act. The common

carriers by pipeline for the last several years have been

regulated by the Illinois Commerce Transportation Law which

deals primarily with the interstate trucking as opposed to

the Public Utilities Act Which deals with public utilities.

Congressional action in the fall of 1994 preempted state

regulation of most aspects of interstate trucking industry,

including many of the provisions in the ICTL. is

appropriate to remove the regulation of interstate

transportation by pipeline common carrier from the ICTL and

to place it in the Public Utilities Act. The law under

wbich pipelines are historically regulated. Now the

expertise to handle cases involving common carriers by

pipeline resides in the public utilities area oi the

commission. The intent behind Senate Bl11 459 is simply to

move the commission's regulation of common carriers by

pipeline in it's current form from the ICTL to the PDA.

Common carriers by pipeline will continue to regulate under

the PDA as they have been under the ICTL. There Was a

Senate Amendment Which makes several technical and fine
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tuning chanqes to more accurately accomplish this without

impact to the common carrier.''

Speaker Wennlund: ''Is there any discussion? The Chair recognizes

the Lady from Cook, Representative Schakowsky.''

Schakowsky: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Will the Sponsor yield?''

Speaker Wennlund: *He indicates he wil1.%

Schakowskyl ''When first looked at this Bill 1 thought that

maybe some mistake had been made and put it not leavin: the

regulation ot pipelines, not having them under the Public

Utilities Act, but then when I looked at the legislative

history, 1 saw that in 198.7 the regulation of pipelines was

actually moved to the Illinois Vehicle Code. And I'm just
wondering what, at the time, the rationale was to have the

pipelines regulated under the Illinois Vehicle Code?''

Speaker Wennlund: PRepresentative Wirsing.''

Wirsing: 'Under Public Act 85-553, Section 2, plaeed the common

carrier by pipeline regulation in the commercial

transportation law when the pipelines were deregulated:

when the pipelines were deregulated, undoubtedky

caused...because pipeline safety provisions at the federal

level are found within the federal transportation law. I

think that's the reason was because of the derequlation.

It created a change.''

Speaker Wennlund: ORepresentative Schakowsky.''

Schakowsky: lAnd then what is the rationale now for moving it

from that at... regulation under that Act? to regulation

under the Public Utilities Act.''

Speaker Wennlund: ''Representative Wirsingo'l

Wirsing: ''Okay. Let me see if can explain this. Because of

recent federal action in 1994, it has now created a

situation where for the sake of safetyy the regulation of

safety, that under the current law there is concern that
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the ability to regulate from that safety aspect of the

pipeline carrier and so this law would change it over to

the Public Utility Act for continuity so that the ICC can

continue to be there as that safety regulator of the

pipeline. And once again, this is due to federal 1aw

change which is trying to brinq Illinois in line if for no

other reason, simply from the safety feature.'

Speaker Wennlund: NRepresentative Schakowsky.''

Schakowsky: ''There does seem, though may not have a fiscal

impact... Well, will this cost the state anything to change

this over??

Speaker Wennlund: lRepresentative Wirsinge/

Wirsing: ''Your question was, is there a fiscal impact? Well,

there's a fiscal impact, but it's something that's

already... it has been in place for some time. It does

allow the commission to impose a .l% rate which the common

carrier pays. Okay? Which that's the common carrier that

pays that. But that has been in place, that's not

something new that's been added under this proposed piece

of leqislation.*

Speaker Wennlund: RRepresentative Schakowsky.''

Schakowsky: HBut isn't it true that that tax will now be

deposited in the Utility Fund rather than in the

Transportation Fund? And just what are the implications of
that change?''

Speaker Wennlund: ''Representative Wirsing.?

Wirsing: ''ïes, your absolutely right. It will be... that

transfer will occur and historically, in 1994, that

amounted to about $48,000. little over 48,000. There

will be no impact, no ramtfications from making that

chanqe.''

Speaker Wennlund: RRepresentative Schakowsky.'f
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Schakowsky: eDoes that $48,000 fully cover the state's cost in

requlating or monitoring as you say, the safety of these

pipelines? Is there any additional costs to the state for

the function that the $48,000 is intended for?''

Speaker Wennlund: pRepresentative Wirsinqo'

Wirsing: HMy understanding is that the 48,000 plus does cover the

C O S V. * C

Speaker Wennlund: 'Representative Schakowsky.''

Schakoksky: HWhat is the... what... for what purposes are the

funds in the Dtility Fund used?W

Speaker Wennlund: ''Representative Wirsing. Representative

Wirsing.'

Wirsing: ''Yes, that fund pays for the cost within the public

utilities realm for gas or water or whatever. So that's

where those dollars are used.''

Speaker Wennlund: ''Representative Schakowsky.?

Schakowsky: 'Thank you. To the Bill, Mr. Speaker. This Bill

seems to me just changes the authority for regulating
pipelines from the Illinois Vehicle Code to the Illinois

Public ztilities Act. A change that will have virtually

little impact on consumers and taxpayers and seems to be

sensible in light of chanqes in federal law, so I urge it's

support.''

Speaker Wennlund: ''Further discussion? The Chair recognizes the

Lady from Cook, Representative Shirley Jones.?

Jones, S.: *Wil1 the Sponsor yield?n

Speaker Wennlund: ''He indicates he wi11.n

Jones, S.t ''Sponsorg..''

Speaker Wennlund: ''Representative Jones.'l

Jones, S.: pDo you have any opposition to this Bill? Was...>

Speaker Wennlund: 'Representative Wirsinq.''

Wirsinq: >My understanding is that there is no opposikion to this
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B i l l . ''

Speaker Wennlund: 'Representative Jones.'

Jones, S.: ''So you're saying that al1 the utility companies was

in favor of this Bi1l?p

Speaker Wennlund: pRepresentative Wirsing.''

Wirsing: ''Yes.''

May ;2, 1995

Speaker Wennlund: pRepresentative Jones.''

Jones, S.: HWiII this cbange the regulations of the motor

carriers?''

Speaker Wennlund: 'Representative Wirsing.''

Wirsing: ''I'm sorry. You want to repeat that question.,

Speaker Wennlund: PLadies and Gentlemen, please give the speakers

your attention. Representative Jones.''

Jones, S.: ''Wi11 this change the motor carrier regulations?''

Speaker Wennlund: 'Representative Wirsingon

Wirslng: nThank you. No, it will not.p

Speaker Wennlund: ''Representative Jones.?

Jones, S.: ''And what did the Amendments do?N

Speaker Wennlund: 'Representative Wirsing.?

Wirsing: lsenate Amendment l Was a series of technical

corrections that kind of cleaned the Bill up, made it work,

designed it, better prepared it for the job that it's
intended to do. My understanding is that the initial

Senate Bill had... needed that and that was the purpose for

the Senate Amendment.l

Speaker Wennlund: 'Representative Jones.''

Jones, S.: ''Could you tell me what effect that that would have on

the regulations?''

Speaker Wennlund: ''Representative Wirsingw''

Wirsing: 'The 5i1l itself was so long as they went through it,

after was initially...They just found a series of, you
know, some... some 'i's' that weren't dotted or 't's' that
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whatever that... So it truly Was a

technical. It didn't make any dramatic change in the

underlyinq Bill.''

Speaker Wennlund: ''Representative Jones.n

Jones, S.: ''Didn't Amendment 2 become the Bi11?''

Speaker Wennlund: 'lRepresentative Wirsing.''

Wirsing: ''No, the Amendment did not become the Bill. The

Amendment was technical corrections to the underlying

3i11.>

Speaker Wennlund: ORepresentative Jones.''

Jones, ''Wi1l this effect the five member public utilities

regulatory?''

Speaker Wennlund: fRepresentative Wirsing.''

Wirsing: >No.@

Speaker Wennlund: ''Representative Jones.l

Jones, S.: ''And what's the fiscal impact on this?''

Speaker Wennlund: lRepresentative Wirsinga'

Wirsing: >Those dollars go from the Transportation Fund to the

Public Utility Regulatory Fund.?

Speaker Wennlund: NRepresentative Jones.'

Jones, S.: ''And what do the common car/iers of the pipeline do??

Speaker Wennlund: eRepresentative Wirsing.p

Wirsinq: *We11, think 'common carriers' is a term used.

Pipelines are a form of carrying product and that makes

them a carrier. You know, and that comes under the realm,

that terminoloqy under... of oi1 and liquified petroleums.

So it's just a terminology. know when was first
looking at this and read the word 'carrier', you think of a

truck, not pipelineo'f

Speaker Wennlund: ''Representative Jones.''

Jones, S.: ''Could you just name a few companies of who carried
the pipelines?''
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Speaker Wenntund: ''Representative Wirsing.'

Wirsinq: f'Yes, there's a pretty extensive list. Amoco pipeline,

Ashland pipeline, Marathon pipeline. I'm trying to pick

out some. Mobil pipeline, Phillips pipeline, Texaco

pipeline, Trans-ohio, Westshore, Williams-Bay, Wolverine

pipeline. There's a pretty extensive list of those.n

Speaker Wennlund: FRepresentative Joneso''

Jones, S.: ''And how are these carriers... care of federally?''

Speaker Wennlund: 'Representative Wirsing.>

Wirsing: 'l'm sorry. Can you repeat that again, please?'

Speaker Wennlund: FRepresentative Jones.n

Jones, S.: ''How are they regulated federally?''

Speaker Wennlund: FRepresentative Wirsing.''

Wirsing: lThey're requlated because it's interstate. . . pipelines

run interstate. Okay, that's where the federal aspect

comes into. But they are regulated within the state.p

Speaker Wennlund: ''Representative Jones.'

Jones, S.: ''How do the transportation... commercial

transportation laws effect them?/

May l2y :995

Speaker Wennlund: lRepresentative Wirsyng. Representative

Wirsinq.''

Wirsing: wThe transportation law, it's future is uncertain. Okay?

And that's why this legislation, so that it's transferring

into the public utilities which is an entity that is

going to be there because of some things that have happened

in 1994 federally, that has made this.o.coming under this

realm an uncertainty. And rather than living with that, it

seemed more appropriate to go ahead and make this move

w @no .

Speaker Wennlund: ''Representative Jones, your time is expired .

Please bring your remarks to a closeoG

Jones, S.: f'Representative Wirsing, 1 think that this is a good
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that this 3il1 did come

out with the leave of Attendance Roll Callr so I encourage

the people on this side of the aisle to vote 'aye'. Thank

you.*

Speaker Wennlund: PNo one furtber seeking recognition, the Chair

recognizes Representative Wirsinq to close.''

Wirsing: ''Wel1, just a couple quick comments. And 1 think that
the fact that it came out of the Senate with a unanimous

vote, came out of the House Committee with a unanimous vote

it's a piece of legislation that's addressinq an issue

that's here and now and rather than waitin: until an

emergency situation where the transportation no longer has

the safety iactor. And 1 think's that the bottom line, is

the regulation and the concern about the safety of moving

product through pipeline. think this is a qood

government 3i1l and I would encouraqe your 'yes' votee''

Speaker Wennlund: lThe question is, 'Shall Senate Bill 459 pass?'

A11 those in favor vote 'aye'; a1l those opposed vote

'nay'. The voting is open. This is final actioq. Have

a1l voted who wish? Have all voted who wish? Have all

voted who wish? Mr. Clerk, take the record. On this

question there are ll4 voting 'aye', none votin: 'nay',

none voting 'present'; and this Bill, having received the

Constitutional Majority, is hereby declared passed. The
Chair recognizes Representative Brunsvold for an

announcement. Representative Brunsvold. Have we got him

June 10th or June llth?n

Brunsvold: nThank you, Mr. Speaker. We'd like to announce the

Democrats would like to caucus at 11 o'clock.l

Speaker Wennlund: ''Thank you very much. Mr. Clerk, read Senate

3il1 460./

Clerk McLennand: 'fsenate Bill 460, a B(1l for an Act that amends
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the Environmental Protection Act. Third Reading of this

Senate Bill.n

Speaker Wennlund: ''T*e Cbair recognizes Representative Persico.n

Persicok ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker and Members of the House.

Senate 3i11 460 is a Bill that was suqgested by the

Illinois EPA, and basically, it amends tbe Environmental

Protection Act to provide that in any state implementation

plan for ozone containment an emissions reduction market

system in which marketable emission trading units may be

averaged, banked, and exchanged by the participating

sources. It further requires the Environmental Protection

Agency to provide for the emissions reduction market system

and it's state implementation plan for ozone attainment

submitted to the U.S. EPA. The U.S. EPA has qiven us

written assurance of it's support for the adoption of the

market based approaches for ozone non-attainment areas, and

this approach is consistent with those recognized by the

U.S. :PA as suitable for severe non-attainment areas such

as the City of Chicago. I ask for your 'aye' vote and

would be happy to answer any questions.''

Speaker Wennlund: ''Is there any discussion? The Chair recognizes

Representative Novak.''

Novak: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Will the Sponsor yield?''

Speaker Wennlund: ''He indicates he wi11.''

Novak: RYes, Representative Persico, 1 know in committee we

studied the... or discussed this Bill in detail. For the

edification of tbe Members who weren't ln committee, could

you just explain what a emissions reduction market system
is?''

Speaker Wennlund: ''Representative Persico.e

Persico: ''Yes, thank you, Representative. Basically, what it

does, it lets the sources trade emissions back and forth.
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To... provides them flexibility to do this.''

Speaker Wennlund: 'Representative Novak.M

Novak: ''Xes. Thank you. So it lets the... lets who trade?

Businesses, industries, smokestack industries, I guess.

Can I assume, or what?f'

Speaker Wennlund: 'Representative Persico.''

Persico: WThat's correct, Representative. The businesses will be

trading these emissions.p

Speaker Wennlund: pRepresentative Novak.'

Novak: ''Well, do these... are they called credits?ff

Speaker Wennlund: ''Representative Persico.''

Persico: lRepresentative, right now tbey're called emissions

trading units.?

Speaker Wennlund: ''Representative Novak.W

Novak: ''Units. You mean, do they have numerical value? Cash

value? I mean, what do you mean by a trading unit??

Speaker Wennlundt 'fRepresentative Persico.'r

Persico: HRepresentative, they probably will have some monetary

value, but as of yet, they do not. When we set up the

guidelines, that may happen.*

Speaker Wennlund: ''Representative Novak.e

Novak: ''So we could assume that if a company has a very efficient

plan in reducing, let's say sulphur dioxide as an example,

which often creates acid rain. they bave a very

efficient plan that reduces their sulphur dioxide emissions

below the acceptable levels from the IBPA or the U.S. EPA,

then tbey'll get sort of credits or units and they can

trade these on the open market with companies that, let's

say are a little bit above their S02 emissions. Is that

correct?e

Speaker Wennlund: ''Representative Persico.''

Persico: NYou're absolutely correct on that, Representative
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Novakw'

Speaker Wennlund: pRepresentative Novak.''

Novak: >Mr. Speaker, thank you very much. To the Sill. I

certalnly rise... : know I am one of the hyphenated

Sponsors and I think this is a very timely and efficient

manner in bow we can instill incentives in our industries

to reduce pollution. Pollution is a very very serious

public health matter, and any type of market based system

that we can provide rather than some type of a blanket

mandate that makes thinqs very unreasonable for businesses

and industries to work with, 1 think this system is going

to be successful. It hasn't been tested yet, but I think

as we go into the... into the next century, J would hope

that this system becomes very effective. And, you know,

should it... there be some flaws, 1'm sure we can always

come back and make some corrections. But I think we should

encourage this type of a emissions market system amongst

business and industry in the State of Illinois and I ask my

colleagues to support this measure.l

Speaker Wennlund: ''Further discussion? The Chair recognizes the

Gentlemen from Clinton, Representative Granberq. Further

discussion? The Chair recognizes the Lady from Cook,

Representative Davis.f'

Davis, M.: HThank you, Mr. Speaker. Will the Sponsor yield??

Speaker Wennlund: pHe indicates he will.f'

Davis, M.: ''Representative, what is the national... is it the

national ambient air quality standard. What is that

standard for Chicago?f'

Speaker Wennlund: pRepresentative Persico.'

Persico: *1 have no idea, Representative.?

Speaker Wennlund: ''Representative Davisw''

Davis, M.: ''You don't... do you know what it is for the rest of
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the state?f'

Speaker Wennlund: NRepresentative Persicoo''

Persico: ''Representative, I would be happy to provide this

information and 1 will get back to the EPA. .. Illinois EPA

on this and get this... these questions answered for you.
'

Speaker Wennlund: MRepresentative Davis.''

Davis, M.k ''Representativer do you know how such is determined?

Do you know how we determined the standard... the standard

national ambient aïr quality? How is that determined?K

Speaker Wennlund: ''Representative Persico.p

Persico: ''Representative, there are studies done by the U.S. EPA

that determine these standards and what is acceptable in

that.''

Speaker Wennlund: ''Representative Davis.p

Davis, M.: ''These studies are done at a local level, at a state

level?''

Speaker Wennlund: ''Representative Persico.M

Persico: f'Representative, it's done a1l across the state, but

mainly in the City of Chicago and otber areas surroundinq

that.''

Speaker Wennlund: ''Representatfve Davis.''

Davis, M.: ''Representative, What is... do you know vhat a

non-attainable area means?''

Speaker Wennlund: HRepresentative Persico.''

Persico: ''It means non-attainment for the ozonev
''

Speaker Wennlund: 'Representative Davis./

Davis, M.: ''Exactly what are We talking about when we say that

it's non-attainable?''

Speaker Wennlund: ''Representative Persico.''

Persico: 'Representative, there's a certain level established by,

basically, the U.S. EPA and the IEPA for attainment

PurPoses.''
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Speaker Wennlund: ''Representative Daviso''

Davis, M.: ''Representative, vhat is a suitable ozone control

season. A suitable ozone control season. What is that?''

Speaker Wennlund: ''Representative Persico, if you know.''

Persico: ''Representative, if a suit... or the ozone attainment

level starts in about March and ends in mid-August, around

that time, and you have to be within certain standardse*

Speaker Wennlund: ''Representative Davis.f'

Davis, M.: ïlRepresentative, why is this not done year-round

considerinq that different conditions exist during

different seasons or times of the year? Why would we not

do that all year-round?''

Speaker Wennlund: ''Representative Persico.''

Persico: NRepresentative, this is done year-roundy except that

during this particular... or during these seasons, we're.. .

it's a higher standardo''

Speaker Wennlund: pRepresentative Davis./

Davis, M.: ''Do we have certain companies being given difierent

seasonal allotments? 7ou know, during the different

seasons tbey're given different amounts of allotments based

on those seasonsa'' '

Speaker Wennlund: ''Representative Persicov''

Persico: lRepresentative, what this Bill will do will set up the

guldelines for this program. And once we receive.. . once

we have these guidelines, then we're going to... they'll

be... the rules will be adopted by the Pollution Control

BOa rd . W

Speaker Wennlund: ''Representative Davis.''

Davis, M.: MWell, Representative, I've asked you about certain

conditions or requirements in this piece of legislation,

but you don't seem to know what they mean. And if we're

goinq to pass such an important Environmental 3i1l, we

I
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should know what we're asking to occur in this state and at

the local level. That's the question. Why would we pass 1
tbis 3il1 and you don't seem to have the answers to these

very significant questions of Sections in this piece of

legislation.''

Speaker Wennlund: ''Representative Persico.'

Persico: ''Representative, this is a highly technical Bill

suggested by the Illinois BPA. If you would like, I will

proceed to run througb the different provisions oi tbis

particular Bill and 1111 do that now. And these are

guidetines that are going to be set up by the EPA and then

they wi11... these regulations will be adopted by the

Illinois Pollution Control Board. One, it assures that the

compliance with the required emission reductions under this

program are at a minimum as cost effective as the

traditional requlatory control requirements in existence in

Illinois. Two, it assures that the emissions reductions

will not be mandated under the program unless required by a

federal 1aw or regulation. Three, it assures that sources

will not be required to reduce emissions to an extent wbic:

exceeds their proportionate share of the total emissions

reductions required of a1l emission sources to attain and

maintain compliance for the Chicago non-attainment areas.

Four, it assures that credit is given for reduction of

hazardous air pollutants as if they occurred after the

initiation of the proqram. Five: it assures that unusual

or abnormal operational patterns can be accounted for in

the source's baseline from which reductions would be made.

Further, it assures that relative economic impact and

technical feasibility of emissions reductions under the

program, as compared to other alternatives, is considered. j
And finally, it assures that the feasibility of measuring
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and quantifying emissions is considered in developing and

adoptinq the proqram.''

Speaker Wennlund: ''Representative Persico, have you completed

your... Representative Davis, I gave you an additional

minute already. assume your staff has further questions.

Thank you. One more minute.''

Davis, M.: ''Final question and I appreciate this opportunity.?

Speaker Wennlund: 'Thank you.''

Davis, M.: >l'd like to know what hazardous pollutants will be

effected by this legislation. Now, I hope the Legislature

will listen to this because it is extremely important.

What hazardous pollutants does this Bill effect? Which

ones are they?''

Speaker Wennlund: nRepresentative Persico.l

Persico: NRepresentative, it deals With ozone non-attainment

areas.''

Speaker Wennlund: PRepresentative Davis.p

Davisy M.: HExcuse me. The Bill states that there are hazardous

pollutants that will be effected in this Bill. Which ones

are they?''

Speaker Wennlund: HRepresentative Persicoo''

Persico: nRepresentative: specific emissions reduction is going

to be determined by rules once we set this program up.''

Speaker Wennlund: ''Further discussion? Representative Hartke.''

Hartke: ''Thank you: Mr. Speaker. I'd like to yield my time to

Monique Davisp if I could, please. Representative.''

Speaker Wennlund: ''Representative Davis. Representative Davis,

you've already had seven minutes and if your... your staff,

evidently..o''

Davis, M.: ''Excuse mev he gave me five minutes of his..v?

Speaker Wennlund: H...has more questions, so we'll allow your

staff to answer. Please proceedo?
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Davis, M.: ''I'd like to know, won't this give the Illinois

Environmental Protection Agency total control of this

area?f

Speaker Wennlund: ''Representative Persico.''

Persico: ?No, Representative, itfll be market driven.''

Speaker Wennlundk *Representative Davis.''

Davis, M.: ''Sorry, didn't hear his reply.'f

Speaker Wennlund: lRepresentative Persico.'

Persico: ''Representative, said, no, it will not. lt will be a

market drlven approachq''

Speaker Wennlund: lRepresentative Davis.''

Davis, M.: HRepresentative, how long Will this market approach be

in effect?''

Speaker Wennlundk ''Representative Persico.''

Persico: HRepresentative, the goal is to reach attainment in this

area and it will be in effect until we reach that

attainment level.p

Speaker Wennlund: ''Representative Davis.''

Davis, M.: 'fWhat happens, Representative Persico, under the

Federal Clean Air Act of 1990? The Clean Air Act

Amendments of 1990. What happens under that particular

àCt?''

Speaker Wennlundk HRepresentative Persico./

Persico: ''Representative, what this will do if it becomes law.

It's going to require the Illinois EPA to design an

emissions market system to assist the state in meeting the

applicable post-l996 provisions of the Federal Clean Air

Act Amendments of 1990. And it's going to provide some

maximum flexibilities for designated sources to reduce

emissions and to take into account these national ozone

transport assessment levels.o

Speaker Wennlund: lRepresentative Davis.''
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Davis. M.: lRepresentative, hoW will smaller companies - you

know, very small companies or small companies, hoW will

they receive their emission allotments?''

Speaker Wennlund: RRepresentative Persico.''

Persico: lRepresentative, initially, what will happen is the

agency Will set up these levels of attainment and then from

then on it will be market driven.'

Speaker Wennlund: ''Representative Davis. Representative Davisr

please proceedo?

Davis, M.) pokay. Representative, if 1'm a small company and I

want to sell my allotment to another company, I can do

that?''

Speaker Wennlund) 'Representative Persico.''

Persico: wRepresentative, if they meet their certain level of

attainment and it's lower than that, they can sell their

credits, riqht.m

Speaker Wennlund: ''Representative Davis.''

Davis, M.: ''Is that regardless to the hazardous material that may

be emitted? They can sell it?''

Speaker Wennlund: ''Representative Persicoo''

Persico: lRepresentative, if they are below their level that the

EPA has set up for them, yes, they can then sell those.''

Speaker Wennlund: 'fRepresentative Davis.''

Davis, M.: ''Representative, who is the... or who is the group,

perhaps, who wants this legislation? Who are the groups?''

Speaker Wennlund: 'Representative Persico.'

Persico: ''Representative, as mention in my opening statement,

first of all, this aill was initiated by the Illinois EPA.

But for people that are in support of this legislation, the

chemical industry, the Illinois Manufacturers , the

Illinois State Chamber, as well as the Illinois

Bnvironmental Council. U.S. EPA has signed off on this
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quidelines.'

Speaker Wennlund: 'Representative Davis.''

Davis, M.: ''Representative: if I'm going through Chicago and I

have a barge and that barge is emitting pollutants but I

don't use up my allocation, can I sell my allocation of

pollutants that I didn't use yet to someone else?''

Speaker Wennlund: ''Representative Persico.?

Persico: ''Representative, from what 1 understand, the barges are

emittinq a diesel fuel and doesn't meet that... the

requirements of the ozone layer. So that's something that

we can 9et back to you on, tbougb.''

Speaker Wennlund: ''Representative Davis.''

Davis, M.: HAre we... Does this Bill effect automobile, truck,

train or regular modes of transportation emittance into the

air??

Speaker Wennlund: ''Representative Persico.''

Persico: ''Representative, to clarify my previous answer. A barge

is a mobile source as well as trucks and cars are mobile

sources. This Bill will only effect stationary sources

such as factories and so on.''

speaker Wennlund: nFurther discussion? The Chair recognlzes

Representative Stephens.''

Stephens: ?Mr. Speaker, thought heard earlier that the

Democrats were going to call a conference at 11 o'clock and

think I know the reason. think they're upset with the

way the Calendar is being handled this morning. I've

talked to them and some of their Representatives, and they

believe we started with the wrong Bill this morning. And I

think we can take care of that in conference and maybe save

some time if we reviewed the Calendar and went back to oh,#

'

say, Senate Bill 438.''

Speaker Wennlund: ''We'11 review the Calendar and we'll get back
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to you, Representative Stephens. Thank you.

recognizes Representative Brunsvold.''

Brunsvold: 'Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Just for announcement

purposes. Ladies and Gentlemen, the Sportsmen's Caucus is

havin: their annual sporting clays tournament in Oakland,

Illinois on June 10th and think everyone received

information from the Sportsmen's Caucus. We'd like to know

who, we've got a list already, but would like to know who's

qoing to participate in that activity. Going to have l20

shooters. A 1ot of corporations, sportin: groups, Duck's

Dnlimited, Pheasants Forever, will be attending. And I'd

just like you to indicate to myself or Representative
Wennlund if you're going to attend that on June 10th. We'd

like you to come around and... or we'll come around and

check with you to see you'll be there. Fun day, fun

weekend. If you want, wefll be shooting sporting clays in

a sporting clay settinq with a number of manufacturers from

around the state: Winchester Western, Norfolk Southern and

so on. Thank youo''

Speaker Wennlund: ''Further discussion? The Chair recognizes

Representative Eugene Mooree''

Moore, E.: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Would the Sponsor yield,

please?'

Speaker Wennlund: ''Jf he still has the strength to continue on

this Bill. He indicates that he will yield, but his

strength is wanin: quickly. Representative Persico.H

Moore, E.: Hl'm sure that he has excellent strength because he's

from Proviso High School, so I knov he has good strength.''

Speaker Wennlund: ''Representative Persico.''

Persico: Rouestion?e

Moore, E.: PRepresentative Persico. understand that this

process will be a two-phased process. Can you explain

May l2, 1995

The Chair
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those processes, the two phases, please?''

Speaker Wennlundk ''Representative Persico.l

Persico: ''Basically, Representative, what will happen is the

Illinois EPA will set up the guidelines or the parameters

and that's what we're doing bere. Then, it will be

adopted. These rules will be adopted by the Illinois

Pollution Control Board and then it will be implemented.p

Speaker Wennlund: ''Representative Moore.'

Moore, E.: f'How will industry be benefited by this,

May l2, 1995

Representative?'

Speaker Wennlund: wRepresentative Persico.''

Persico: ''Representative, I understand your question, did you

say, how will industry benefit from this legislation?''

Speaker Wennlund: ''Representative Moore.p

Moore: E.: PYes, Representativeo''

Speaker Wennlund: ''Representative Persico.e

Persico: ''Basically, what it will do is Will provide industry

with the flexibility to meet these emission standards.''

Speaker Wennlund: RRepresentative Moore.?

Moore, E.: lAre you aware of the rules that IEPA is trying to

develop now in regards to this?o

Speaker Wennlund: HRepresentative Persicop''

Persico: ''Representative, could you repeat your question,

Please?''

Speaker Wennlundk ''Representative Mooreo'r

Moorep E.; ''Have the IBPA begun to develop any types of rules?

and if so, what are they?''

Speaker Wennlundk ''Representative Persico.H

Persico: RBasic... Representative, these are what ve're trying to

set up. This is the Bill, Senate Bill 460, to set up the

guidelines by, you know' the Illinois EPA and then again,

these regulations will be adopted by the Illinois Pollution
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Control Board.''

Speaker Wennlund: ''Representative Moore.p

Moore, E.: ''Ho% ts the Clean Act...

Chicago now, Representative?H

Speaker Wennlund: ''Representative Persico.'

Persico: ''Right now, the Illinois EPA enforces the Clean Air

Act./

May l2. 1995

Clean Air àct enforced in

Speaker Wennlund: lRepresentative Moore.''

Moore, E.: HWhat methods will the President use now to make sure

that the EP Act, the emission levels does not go too high

ROW ? 10

Speaker Wennlund: ''Representative Persico.'

Persico: 'Representative, currently it's done through the permit

process.''

Speaker Wennlund: *Representative Moore.''

Moore. E.: 'Will this be required to be cost-effective??

Speaker Wennlund: ''Representative Moore... Representative

Persico.''

Persico: ''Yes, will. That's the whole point of this

legislation.l'

Speaker Wennlund: lRepresentative Moore.''

Moorep E.: lWhat is the lllinois role now presently in this?''

Speaker Wennlund: PRepresentative Persico.''

Persico: PDid you say, what is Illinois' role in it or their

9Oal?''

Speaker Wennlund: ''Representative Moore.''

Moore, E.: ''The Pollution Control Board.?

Speaker Wennlund: l'Representative Persicop''

Persico: lRepresentative, the Illinois Pollution Control Board

adopts the rules that we followa''

Speaker Wennlund: ''Representative Mooreo''

Moore, E.l ''What Will the annual allotment set-asides for market
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control insurance be?''

Speaker Wennlund: l'Representative Persicoo'

Persicol ''Representative, we believe that it's going to be

determined through the rulemaking process.'

Speaker Wennlund: lRepresentative Moorep''

Moore, E.: ''What wtll be done witb thts set-aside?''

Speaker Wennlund: lRepresentative Persico.'

Persico f'Representative, this will make available these credits

to other industries that currently are not able to receive

these credits.''

May 12, 1995

Speaker Wennlund: ''Representative Moore.*

Moore, E.: 'HOW much pollution is included in one emission unit?l

Speaker Wennlund: 'Representative Persico.''

Persico: ''Representative, that will be determined by the rules

that are set up.e

Speaker Wennlund: 'Representative Moore.''

Moore, B.: HWhat type of control technology can be put in place

by the companies that we're going to be dealin: with,

Representative?'

Speaker Wennlund: ''Representative Persicove

Persico: RRepresentative, I'm sorry. Would you repeat your

question?*

Speaker Wennlund: ''Representative Moorep please bring your

remarks and comments to a close. Representative Moore.''

Moore, E.: ''What type of control technology Will be used by

companies?'

Speaker Wennlund: MRepresentative Persico.''

Persico: ''Representative, this Bill becomes laW it will be up

to the companies to determine how they're goin: to meet

these standards with what, you know, control measures.''

Speaker Wennlund: HRepresentative Moore, you have attained your

five minutes. Further discussion? The Chair recognizes
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 Representative Wojcikwn
Wojcik: f'Mr. Speaker, I move the previous question.''

Speaker Wennlund: ''Representative Wojcik has moved that the
previous question be put. All in favor signify by saying

'aye'. Opposed say 'nay'. The 'ayes' have it. The

previous question is put. Representative Persico is

recoqnized to close.''

Persico: nThank you, Mr. Speaker: Members of the House. This is

an extremely important piece of legislation that was

initiated by the Illinois BPA. We have written assurances

by the United States EPA that if this program is

implemented, tbey will... it will be acceptable to them.

Again, the... everyone is in agreement on this particular

piece of legislation. The Illinois Environmental

Protection Agency, the Illinois Environmental Council, the

IMA, the Illinois State Chamber, so I ask for a favorable

Roll Call on Senate Bill 460./

Speaker Wennlund: ''The question is, 'Shall Senate Bill 460 pass?'

Al1 those in favor vote 'aye'; all those opposed vote

'nay'. The votinq is open. This is final action. Have

al1 voted who wish? Have al1 voted who wish? Have all

voted who wish? Mr. Clerk, take the record. On this

question, there are agatn 114 voting 'aye', none xoting

'nay', none voting 'presentf. This question, having

received the Constitutional Majority, is hereby declared

passed. Mr. Clerk, read Senate 9il1 461.*

Clerk McLennand: l'Senate Bill 4461, a Bill for an Act that amends

the Environmental Protection Act. Third Reading of this

Senate Bil1.''

Speaker Wennlund: pThe Chair recognizes Representative Hasserto''

Hassert: RThank you, Mr. Speaker: Members of the General

Assembly. Senate Bill 461 amends the Environmental
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Protection Act. It deletes language providing that tbe

amount appropriate from the Environmental Protection Permit

and Inspectional Fund for regulatory and judicatory
proceedinqs of the Pollution Control Board may not exceed

550,000 annually, and amends provisions concerninq the

Clean Air Act Permit Program. It also amends the

Environmental Protection Act to exempt from the toxic

packaging reduction provisions. Those packagings are

packages' components used to contain wine or distilled

spirits that have been bottled before July 1st, 1994, and

also amends the Environmental Protection Act to add bakers

to the list of activities not subject to air containment
regulations. 1'11 be happy to answer any questions.'

Speaker Wennlund: ?Is there any discusston? The Chalr recognkzes

the Gentleman from Kankakee, Representative Novak.''

Novak: f'Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Wikl tbe Gentleman yield?''

Speaker Wennlund: ''He indicates he will.?

Noxak: ''Yes, Representative Hassert: uhy are We taking... why are

we removing the cap... In the underlyin: Bill, why are

removing the cap, I guess which currently is $550,000?''

Speaker Wennlund: ''Representative Hassert.''

Hassert: ''My understanding: Representative, is that basically

right now the Pollution Control Board's caseload has

increased dramatically about 40 to 50% over the last few

years, and this is one fund that has been statutorily

capped. They are not askin: for any additional money? but

they would like in the future to be able to go through the

appropriation process if they deem necessary to increase

these fundsq'

Speaker Wennlund: lRepresentative Novak.''

Novak: ''Thank you, Representative. Tbe money in this fund, does

it come from GRF or does it come from fees or can you
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explain, please?n

Speaker Wennlund: ''Representative Hassert.f

Hassertk RRepresentative, these basically are made up of fees

that are generated from the permits and whatnot dealing

with different agencies and dijierent companies through the

EPA.M

Speaker Wennlund: lRepresentative Novak.'ï

Novak: ''And how are these fees assessed?''

Speaker Wennlund: ''Representative Hassert.o

Hassertl 'Basically, from the application of different procedures

through the EPA, inspection... type fees. Different fees

are collected by the EPA and segregated into these accounts

for these purposes.''

Speaker Wennlund: ''Representative Novak.'

Novak: OWe11, I understand that, you know, we need fees for

certain functions in state government, but are the fees,

are they based on the size of a company, the number of

employees the company has? Could you be a little bit more

specific?q

Speaker Wennlund: ''Representative Hassertq''

Hassert: RRepresentative, I'm not exactly sure. 1 can't answer

that question.,

Speaker Wennlund: 'Representative Novak./

Novak: ''Thank you: and you indicated earlier in our conversation

that the reason why you want to take the cap off and you

said the Pollution Control Board doesn't... is not

requesting further money, but you indicated tHe caseload is

growing. Is that what you said? Vou said the caseload

beiore the ICPB is growing, and that's why the cap wants to

be removed.''

Speaker Wennlund: ''Representative Hassert./

Hassert: 'There's many diéferent reasons. One, yeah# one is the
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caseload has increased dramatically. Secondly, there's

other programs that wepre looking at now, such as the

Brownfield situation, the LUST Fund, different things that

their... have to wrtte rules and regulations regarding

this, and that they feel... that may be necessary in the

future to look at some additional funding for these

l different programs that we're lookinq at
o
/

r
Speaker Wennlund: ''Representative Novako''

Novak: ''Okay, thank you. On the next part, concerning the. . . now

this is the Amendment, this is formally I believe Senate

Bill 231, this toxic packaging reguirements. Can you

explain wby we are doing this?n

Speaker Wennlund: ''Representative Hassert.f'

Hassert: ''Tbis is basically grandfath... This came into laW as

basically grandfathering in prior packaging type things on

wines and still they were not exempted from this. It's

just an oversight.''
Speaker Wennlund: ''Representative Novak./

Novak: ''In my analysis, we are exempting this... distilled

spirits from the toxic packaqing requtrements. Do you mean

to tell me, like, spirits such as Absolut Vodka and Remy

Martin, Cognac, I mean are we going to exempt them from

toxic requirements?''

Speaker Wennlund: ''Representative Hassert.''

Hassert: ''We're not exempting them from this package. We're just
grandfathering other previous qoods that are still on the

shelfp that have a longer shelf liie that they weren't

exempt from this before.?

Speaker Wennlund: ''Representative Novak.f'

Novak: >Js it not a fact, Representative, that Absolut Vodka and

Remy Martin are pretty toxic themselves in nature?''

Speaker Wennlund: ''Representative Hasserta''
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Hassert: /1 could not speak to that since 1 do not use those

products. Maybe you could tell us.''

Speaker Wennlund: 'Representative... Representative Novakal'

Novak: ''Excuse me, Mr. Speaker. 1'11 continue. I mean is there

mercury or cadmium in Absolut Vodka or Remy Martin: I mean

1'm a little confused here on this Amendment.''

Speaker Wennlund: ''Representative Hassert.''

Hassert: f'Since I do not use these products, : couldn't tell you

cause : never read the label.''

Speaker Wennlund: pRepresentative Novako''

Novak: ''I mean if you went to a liquor store and bought a liter

Of Absolut Vodka, let's say Citron or Absolut pepper Vodka

or Remy Martin, Cognac, you mean the cardboard package that

the bottle is contained in, that has toxic materials?o

Speaker Wennlund: lRepresentative Hassert.l

Hassert: ORepresentative, your absolute knowle6ge of these

products amaze me, but I haven't been in a liquor store to

read these packaging information, but maybe you have, so

maybe you could tell me.n

Speaker Wennlpnd: ORepresentative Novak, please bring your

remarks to a closem'' .

Novakk ''Well, Representative Hassert, you know, T appreciate your

absolute attention to my questions. One last aspect to

this Bill, I understand we are exempting commercial

bakeries from air emission regulations. Can you explain

Why? What bappens during the baking/process?''

Speaker Wennlund: ''Representative Hassert.''

Hassert: ''Basically, what werre exempting is existing bakeries'

ovens who are having a hard time meetlng the compliance.

They create less than about 1/10th of 1% of the emissions

within the noncontainment areas. Theybre having a hard

time because of cost factors of meeting this. We're
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exemptinqv.w''

Speaker Wennlund: ORepresentative Hassert, proceed.'

Hassertt pWe're grandfathering in the existing bakers. Any neW

bakers coming on line would have to meet this requirement.''

Speaker Wennlund: %Further discussion? The Gentleman from

Macoupin, Representative Hannig. Representative Hannig.
''

Hannig: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Will the Sponsor yield?l

Speaker Wennlund: >He willoD

Hannig: ''Representative, Which funds are involved in this cap

that we're trying to uncap, so to speak?/

Speaker Wennlund: lRepresentative Hassert.''

Hassert: NThe Permit and lnspection Pund and the Clean Act... Air

Fund... Clean Air Act Fund.''

Speaker Wennlund: lRepresentative Hannig./

Hannig: ''And could you tell us what the balance in tbose funds is

today or any time within reason?''

Speaker Wennlund: ''Representative Hassert.l

Hassert: PRepresentative, I don't have that information.'

Speaker Wennlund: ''Representative Hannig.?

Hannig: ''I guess 11m trying to get to the issue of whether or not

there's really adequate monies in these accounts for us to

allow the Pollution Control Board to draw down additional

balances. Could you at least address that issue?*

Speaker Wenntund: ORepresentative Hannig lsic Hassertl.''

Hassert: ''Representative: in remembering in the committee and the

hearing process and talking to EPA, do you remember there

is a substantial, sizeable fund left in each one of the

accounts, in tbe millions as I remember. but I 6o not have

the exact figure. So the funds are there. The EPA did not

have no objections. They seem to be adequately funded, if
tbat's your question./

Speaker Wennlundt ''Representative Hannig.''
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Hassert: f'But I can get that information to you later if you

would like.'

Speaker Wennlund: PRepresentative Hannig.'

Hannig: ''So you're not really sure of the balance, but you could

at least assure us that tbere is adequate monies available.

Is that what you're saying? I see you have some new

information. Maybe you do have the balances.''

Speaker Wennlund: ''Representative Hassert.''

Hassert: 'Xes, there's adequate fundg. The balance is in t*e

funds I just received in the Clean Air Act Fund: there's

$12,928,000 and in the Permit Inspection Fund, there's

$9,427,000 - as of this yearw''

Speaker Wennlund: 'Representative Hannig.,

Hanniq: ''And what other... what other agencies draw out oë that

fund?l

Speaker Wennlund: PRepresentative Hassert.?

Hassert: f'The :PA and the Pollution Control Board.''

Speaker Wennlund: DRepresentative Hannig.''

Hannig: ''So is the Environmental Protection Aqency, are they

satisfied that by allowing additional monies to go to the

Pollution Control Board Ehat it does not jeopardize any of

the activities that they are enqaqed in?''

Speaker Wennlunds ''Representative Hassert.*

Hassert: ''Basically, the EPA, the existin: funds that theylre

asking for next year's budget is exactly tbe same of what

they've requested with the caps in place right now. This

still has to go through the Bureau of the Budget. It has

to go through a budgeteering process. It has to go through

tbe appropriation process. So we will still have the final

say so on how much money goes into these funds. You know,

they're not asking for a set amount. They have to go

through the budget process, just like anybody else would to
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get this fund increased or even

case may bev'

Speaker Wennlund: ''Representative Hanniq.f'

Hannig: ''I guess, though my question was, has the Environmental

Protection Agency taken any position on this 3ill? Are

they in favor of it? Opposed to it? Neutral?''

Speaker Wennlund: ''Representative Hassert.''

Hassert: 'fRepresentative, they are neutralw'

Speaker Wennlund: mRepresentative Hannig.f'

Hannig: *And in the budget that the Governor presented to us for

Fï 96, for the year that begins July 1st, how much money is

the Governor requesting that they draw over and above the

cap that's in the Statutes now. Is there any?%

Speaker Wennlund: ''Representative Hassert.?

Hassert: *There's no increase ior 96./

Speaker Wennlund: HRepresentative Hannig.f'

Hanniq: >So the net effect of the Bill would... T quess do you

anticipate amending the budget anywhere through the

process, to go over the cap? You're saying: no: so that in

effect this is a prospective 3i1l that would provide this

authority to tbe Pollution Control Board for FX 97 and

beyond. Is that what you're sayinq?n

Speaker Wennlund: ''Representative Hassert.''

Hassert: ''Again, just to re-emphasize, this will remove the caps
and will allow them, through the regular appropriation

process, to increase this fund we in the General

Assembly so desirevH

Speaker Wennlund: ''Representative Hannig, please bring your

remarks to a closev.''

Hannig: l3ut you're saying that there's really no need for the

3ill for FY 96 because you're not requesting money over and

above tbe cap. ls that correct?''

May 12, 1995

whatever thedecreased,
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Speaker Wennlund: ORepresentative Hassert.l

Hassert: ''We1l, basically there is a need because they go into

their budgetary process in the fall of this year, so they

want to know the parameters that they can work within for

the upcoming year.''

Speaker Wennlund: fRepresentative Hannig.''

Hannig: ''I1m not sure you've really answered the question. Let

me ask you another question thouqh since T'm running out of

time here. Why was this cap imposed to start with? What

was the underlying reason we even have this cap?'

Speaker Wennlund: NRepresentative Hassert. Representatize

Hassert, please proceedw''

Hassert: ''Apparently when this was developed a few years back,

they weren't sure of the amount of money that was going to

be generated by the fees, and this is arbitrarily the

amount that they set back then, not knowing exactly how

much money would qo into these funds or how much money

would be supported by the fees.l

Speaker Wennlund: ''Further discussion? The Chair recognizes

Representative Howard.''

Howard: HThank you, Mr. Speaker. Wll1 the Gentleman yield for a

couple of questions??

Speaker Wennlund: f'He indicates he wil1.%

Howard: 'Thank you. Representative, as I understand, this Bill

will eliminate the caps. What is this additional money

needed for? What is it goin: to be used for?''

Speaker Wennlund: ORepresentative Hassert.l

Hassertl ''Basically the money is used for their caseload with the

Pollution Control Board and their hearing process in

setting up rules and regulations for possibly some of the

regulatory things that we're developinq right now, sucb as

the Brownfields, the LUST Fund, the underground storage
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tank removals.

Speaker Wennlund: 'Representative Howard.''

Howard: pRepresentative, do you anticipate how much money you're

going to need for those things?''

Speaker Wennlund: 'Representative Hasserto?

Hassert: lNot at this time.l

May l2, 1995

Huge increase in the caseloado'

Speaker Wennlundk ''Representative Howard.N

Howard: ''Question. understand that bakeries will be exempt

from the state emissions regulations. What kind of

emissions do bakeries produce? Can you tell me that??

Speaker Wennlund: pRepresentative Hassert.W

Hassert: ''My understanding is they produce a methane byproduct.'

Speaker Wennlund: lRepresentative Howard.''

Howard: NAre those emissions currently controlled in any Way at

a1l?''

Speaker Wennlund: 'Representative Hassert./

Hassert: ''Yes, under the Clean Air Act, they are controlled,

C P S * 51

Speaker Wennlund: pRepresentative Howard.''

Howard: %Representative, what kind of technology do they use?/

Speaker Wennlund: ORepresentative Hassert.o

Hassert: f'They have to have a catalytic oxidizer control system.*

Speaker Wennlund: 'Representative Howard.''

Howard: 'îDo you know how many commercial bakeries tbere are in

the Chicagoland area?'

Speaker Wennlund: nRepresentative Hassert.?

Hassert: WLooking at themr there's approximately.p.lust let me

have a moment: count them. About 20 bakeries in the

Chicagoland area: the noncontainment area.R

Speaker Wennlund: NRepresentative Howardo''

Howard: H1s this exemption just for the Chicagoland area?''
Speaker Wennlund: ''Representative Hassert.''
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Hassert: HFor the nonattainment areasr bakeries within the

nonattainment areas.''

Speaker Wennlundl pRepresentative Howard.f'

Howard: HSo that Woukd be Metro-chicago?f

Speaker Wennlund: 'Representative Hassert.''

Hassert: ''Yes.*

Speaker Wennlund: ''Representative Howard.''

Howard: ''Representative, what about Metro-East St. Louis?o

Speaker Wennlund: pRepresentative Hassert.''

Hassert: ''My understandinq, they were not included in the rule.''

Speaker Wennlund: ''Representative Howard./

Howard: '':'m sorry, I didn't understand that answer.''

Speaker Wennlund: ''Representative Hassert.''

Hassert: ''They were not covered by the rule that was adopted.f'

Speaker Wennlund: nRepresentative Howard.''

Hassert: ''They were not in that... not under that requirement.n

Speaker Wennlund: lRepresentative Howardw''

Howard: ''Thank you very much, Representative.ff

Speaker Wennlund: ''Representative Hassert. Representative

Howard, is there a question pending? Furtber discussion?

The Chair recognizes Representative Krauseon

Krause: OThank you# Mr. Speaker. I move the previous question.?

Speaker Wennlund: MRepresentative Krause moves the previous

question be put. A1l those in favor signify by saying

'aye'; those opposed signify by saying 'nay'. The 'ayes'

have it. The previous question is put. Representative

Hassert, to close./

Hassert: *1 just ask for a favorable vote. Thank youa''
Speaker Wennlund: nThe question is, 'Shall House... Shall Senate

Bill 46l pass?' All those in favor vote 'aye'; a1l those

opposed vote 'nay'. The voting is open. This is final

action. Have all voted who Wish? Have a1l voted who wish?
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Have a1l voted who wish? Mr. Clerk, take the record. On

this questionp there are ll4 voting 'aye', none voting

'nay', none voting 'present'. This Bill, having received

the Constitutional Majority, is hereby declared passed.
The Chair would like to welcome l80 seventh grade students

from the Mokena Junior High School. They are here with

Gary Bradburyp the principal, and our guest students are

represented by the Chair. Welcome, Mokena Grade School and

Principal Bradbury to Springfield. Welcome to the Illinois

House Floor. I ask fellow Members of the House to join me
in welcoming Mokena Junior High School students. Mr.

Clerk, read Senate 3il1 428.''

Clerk McLennand: ''Senate Bill 4428, a Bill for an Act that amends

the Criminal Code of 1961. Third Reading of this Senate

Bill.''

Speaker Wennlund) ''Tbe Chair recognizes Representative Stephenso''

Stephens: >Well, thank you, Mr. Speaker. House... Senate 3ill

428, as amended, is compilation of several veteran related

issues, and I will try to be as brief as possible. It

amends the Veterans Affairs Act to clarify the unit... that

the use of benefit funds at the Illinois Veterans Home to

ensure that they are used for the special comfortp pleasure

and amusement of the home residents; repeals various

Sections of the Veterans Home Code and consolidates them

into one Section of the Act. Furthermore, it amends the

University of Illinois Act, clarifying that the Qniversity

of lllinois will provide one scholarship, per county, per

hostility, to children of veterans. Furthermore, it amends

the Military Code, dealing with the salary of the Adjutant
General as compared with the Director of Veterans Affairs

and makes them equal and also adjusts the salary of the

Assistant Adjutant General. And this Would take effect...
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this would not take effect until appointment or after

reappointment of tbe Adjutant General in Fiscal 97.
Furthermore, clarifies retirement provisions for the

Illinois National Guard, requiring federal military

retirement, rather then ten years in the guard before being

able to receive military exempt status for employment

purposes. Furthermore, designates December 7th of each

year as Pearl Harbor Remembrance Day. And furthermore,

amends the... clarifies the healtb and life insurance

benefits for personnel on military leave; distinguishes

between military leave with pay and benefits and military

leave without pay and benefits and allows coverage to

continue for a maximum of four years through personal

payments. It further expands the crime for impersonating a

peace officer, a veteran or similar...'

Speaker Wennlund: NExcuse me, Ladtes aq6 Gentlemen of tbe House,

please give Representative Stephens your attention on this

matter. It's an important veterans' Bill. Thank you.

Representative Stephens, proceed.''

Stephens: po..veterans or similar charitable organization,

includes the false representation of being a veteran when

seeking employment or public office. Furthermore, requires

the Department of Central Manaqement Services to adopt

rules and implement procedures, to verify claims of

veteran's status and creates the Prisoner of War

Compensation Actp providing World War 11 and Korean

Prisoners of War With a $50 war bonus, similar to that that

was given to Vietnam veterans. And furthermore, creates a

tax check off for women in military services memorial. And

finally, amends the Historic Preservation Act to declare

the Korean War Memorial in Sangamon County a state historic

site. I'd be qlad to respond to any questions. I move
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passage of Senate 3ill 428, as amended.''
ISpeaker Wennlund: ''Is there any discussion? The Chair recognizes I
I

the Gentleman from Effingham, Representative Hartke.l 1
1
IHartke: NThank you very much, Mr. Speaker. Will the Sponsor I
I

y i e ld? '' I
I

''He indicates he wil1.'' lspeaker Wennlund:
I
I

Hartke: ''Yesterday 1 had an opportunity to talk to the Department I
I

of Military Affairs, and one of the things they would like I
1

was the somewhat supported, but maybe not, by CMS and that
1

was the verification of the veteran's status. Could you I

explain that, please?'' 1
Speaker Wennlund: ''Representative Stephens.f

Stephens: pWhat are you referenctng? I'm not sure what your

question is referring to./

Speaker Wennlund: 'Representative Hartke.'

Hartke: WWe11, let's take this off Short Debateol

Speaker Wennlund: RRepresentative Hartke, Representative I

Brunsvold has requested a conference at eleven o'clock,

which is yourq..f

Hartke: ''Wel1, I want to take this off Short Debate.''

Speaker Wennlund: ''It is now three minutes to eleven.
IRepresentative Brunsvold has requested a conference for

eleven. If we take this off Short Debate...?

Hartke: @We can take it a little bit later than that I think, the

caucus. Or you could take it out of the record, but...*

Speaker Wennlundt lproceedgo

Hartke: ''Is it off Short Debakea''

speaker Wennlund: ?We'11 so remove it. Proceed.''

Hartke: WWhat I'm referencinq to is, right noW We have veteran's

preference for those individuals that are hired at... in

1the State of Illinois, and 1 think this piece of
I

legislation calls for CMS to verify that they are veterans. I
I
I
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Js that correct?/

Speaker Wennlund: 'Representative Stephens.''

Stephens: PTbat's corcect, Sir.o

Speaker Wennlund: 'Representative Hartke.'

Hartkel *Wi1l that be an extra cost to the Central Management

Service?'f

Speaker Wennlund: 'Representative Stephens.''

Stephens: ''Ho, 1 wouldn't believe that it should make any

additional cost at al1.'f

Speaker Wennlund: 'Representative Hartkev'

Hartke: PHow many Korean War veterans and World War 11 veterans

were POW's? And what will this cost the State of

lllinois?n

Speaker Wennlund: ''Representative Stephens.''

Stephens: OA note Was filed on that. Let me look throuqh the

file here. believe the maximum: as to the numbery the

total POW's from the State of Illinois were 2:426; eight

from Vietnamr l94 from Korea; 2,224 from World War II. If

this on an annualized basis were implemented over... Well?

for the first four months, would cost $356,0002 $50 per

montb for the next 36 months would come to 8QI,QQQ, for a

total fiscal impact over... a one time payment of $1.4

million.''

Speaker Wennlund: 'Representative Hartke.'

Hartke: ''Yes, Representative Stephens, is this a one

stipend?''

Speaker Wennlund: ''Representative Stephens.n

Stephens: pYes: just like we did for the other Vietnam veterans.''
Speaker Wennlund: ORepresentative Hartke.m

Hartke: >Well, I think the stipend that went to the Vietnam

veterans were just not specified to PoW's, was it? It was

for every veteran, was it not?''

time $50
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Speaker Wennlund: ''Representative Stephens.?

Stephens: 'That's right. was just referring to... as to the
nature of the payment.'

May l2, 1995

Speaker Wennlund: ''Representative Hartke.''

Hartke: HBut this applies just to MIA's and P0W's.%
Speaker Wennlund: ''Representative Stephensol

Stephens: pI believe it's just P0W's.''
Speaker Wennlund: NRepresentative Hartkev''

Hartke: ''Yes, what about the wives of the MIA's? Or spouses or

families?''

Speaker Wennlund: *Representative Stephenso'

Stephens: *1 believe when we dealt with that language as to

relatives, we decided that it was best that we stop at

the... at the spouse. And the spouse is surviving, that

she would qualify for the benefit. I may stand corrected

on that, but that's my understandinq. As I said... as I

said, this is a very long Bill, but as we read it again, it

provides that the payment will be made to the surviving

spouse of a deceased prisoner to which the deceased person

would have been entitled. 1t... The rights go no further

than the spouse.''

Speaker Wennlund: 'Representative Hartke.o

Hartke: ''That's fine. Let me ask you another question. You

talked about the scholarships to children of veterans that

are awarded in eac: county. Is that equal among counties,

whether it's a small county or a large county?''

Speaker Wennlund: 'fRepresentative Stephens.'f

Stephens: Rlt's county by county. It's not relative to

population.'

Speaker Wennlund: 'Representative Hartke.''

Hartke: NHow does this selection process take place? Do the

local veterans' organization make recommendations for the
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veterans' scholarship to be given to the child in the

county or is that at the state level?R

Speaker Wennlund: ''Representative Stephens.''

Stephens: ''The actual document that's forwarded to the

universities or to the University of Illinois is filed by

the County Board Chairman, I believe, and a lot of counties

will, of course, take guidance from the local VF... or

local veterans' organizations.?

Speaker Wennlund: PRepresentative Hartke, I gave you an

additional minute, you're down to 30 seconds. Please bring

your comments to a close./

Hartke: ''So the... So the county organ... County Board in each

county makes the recommendation, and they send it to the

veterans' organization, and the veterans' orqanization

forwards that name to the University of Illinois. Do the

veterans' organization or does the Veterans' àffairs group

here certify that the resident is from that county? Or is

that at the coun...l

Speaker Wennlund: 'Representative Stephens.p

Stephens: ''The... The application or the paperwork, you have to

attest that you do live tn that county and, of course,

you falsify that document, you'd... and you're caught,

you'd pay the appropriate price for that. We're not

changing any current practice. We're just clarifying the
language because of the House Bill, I think 1509 that

passed earlier: that some attorneys believe may have caused

a problem with current practice. This clarifies that and,

Representative, this is the furthest thing from

controversial.'

Speaker Wennlund: pFurther discussion? The Gentleman from Will,

Representative Meyerop

Meyer: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker, Ladies and Gentkemen of the
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House. 0n... to the Bill. The Bill that you have before

you today is an omnibus package that was put together

within the House Veterans' Affairs Committee by both sides

of the aisle. It contains Bills that originated with the

House Republicans, the House Democrats: the Senate

Republicans, the Senate Democrats, and it has the unanimous

support of the Veterans' Affairs Committee. All the 3ills

passed out of the Committee with no dissenting votes.

There were no dissenting testimonies given. would

strongly encourage the Members of this Body to vote 'yes'

and ask for your total support on this package. Thank

you.?

Speaker Wennlund: nFurther discussion? The Lady from Cook:

Representative Davisan

Davis, M.: nThank you, Mr. Speaker. Will the Sponsor yield?''

Speaker Wennlund: *He indicates he will.f

Davis, M.: NRepresentative, is there an Amendment in this

provision that clarifies the use of benefit funds at

veteran homes and provides for the creation of separate

home funds?''

Speaker Wennlund: ''Representative Stephenson

Stephens: nI believe you're referring to the very first Section

of the Bill that referred to. The answer to your

question is, yes, and that was based on the Auditor

General's recommendations.''

Speaker Wennlund: lRepresentative Davis.''

Davis, M.: ?Is...Why is it needed, Representative?''

Speaker Wennlund: ''Representative Stephens.''

Stephens: ''Clarification to prevent any abuse of the monies that

were... that are collected.''

Speaker Wennlund: 'Representative Davis.''

Davis, M.: ''Representative Stephens, are there any documented
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cases of inappropriate use of funds, of the home funds,
If

rom the past?H I
1I

Speaker Wennlund: ''Representative Stephens.''

Stephens: *1 know of none and if there are noney this will just
make sure that that practice will continue. If there are

any that we don't know about, this will prevent them in the

future. And if there are some that someone knows about,

this will deal with that problem. This is very good

language, Ma'am.'

Speaker Wennlund: ''Representative Davis.''

Davis? M.: ''Representative, I have documentation in reference to

the former Superintendent of the Quincy Home who used some

home funds to pay for printinq of tickets for Edgar

fund-raisers. Will this help to eliminate that kind of

practice?''

Speaker Wennlund: ''Representative Stephens.''

Stephens: >1 have not seen the document that you're talking

about, but if it dealt with the benefit funds at the

veterans' homes: that should be used for the special

comfort, pleasure or amusement of the home residents, then

this would deal with that./

Speaker Wennlund: ''Representative Davis.''

Davisr M.: ''Wil1 the department have to maintain information on

Who donates money to each of the separate home funds?''

Speaker Wennlund: pRepresentative Stephens.'

Stephens: RYes,''

Speaker Wennlund: ''Representative Davis.l

Davis, M.: ''Wi1l the agency collect information on what the

donated junds are to be used for?e

Speaker Wennlund: ''Representative Stephensml'

Stephens: ''Did you say collect information as to what the donated

funds are to be used for? And how to do you define collect
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information?'

Speaker Wennlund: MRepresentative Davis.''

Davis, M.1 >Well, if someone makes a donation to the fund, could

they designate how they expect it to be used? And if so,

will that record be kept of that?''

Speaker Wennlund: lRepresentative Stephens.''

Stephens: lYes, and as far as designation of how the funds are

used, yes. And if we're going to call that

collecting...that information, then the answer to your

original question is, yes.n

May 12, 1995

Speaker Wennlund: ''Representative Davis.'

Davis, M.: ''Okay, Mr. Stephens, provided in this Amendment is a

pay raise for the Adjutant General and the Deputy General.
What is the current salary of these peopler'

Speaker Wennlund: ''Representative Stephens.p

Stephens: ''The current salary of the current Adjutant General is

$48,000, a substantial, I believe in the area of $25,000,

decrease from the previous Adjutant General. This simply
brings equity bet we... to the position and makes that

$68,152, which is the same as the Director of the Illinois

Department of veterans' Affairs and the same as it was in

this department just last year. It takes place, as I said
earlier, for fiscal 97.1'

Speaker Wennlund: fRepresentative Davisz'

Davis, M.: ''So, Representative, we are here again giving a

$20,000 raise to two people. Is that correct?''

Speaker Wennlund: NRepresentative Stephens.''

Stephens: ''It simply restores a $20,000 pay reduction.''

Speaker Wennlund: pRepresentative Davis.o

Davisp M.: ''We11, Representative, how was the salary reduced?

Youfre saying that someone took a pay reduction. Who took

a pay reduction and why?''
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Speaker Wennlund: ''Representative Stephenspn

Stephens: ''The slot took a pay reduction for the reason of the

federal government choosing not to subsidize it as they

have in the past.''

Speaker Wennlund: ''Representative Davis.''

Davis, M.: ''Representative, in this Amendment: there is a

provision to allow insurance coverage to continue for up to

four years for persons on military leave. And is this not

the current practice of CMS?'

Speaker Wennlund: ORepresentative Stephens.''

Stephensl PYes, but there was some disagreement as to the full

time status of military and whether when you left, could

you, on your own, pay four years? Dnder CMS guidelines,

you could do that. That...''

Speaker Wennlund: RRepresentative Stephens, please bring your

remarks to a close.''

Stephens: lThat was not the practice for military and this

clarifies and corrects that situation - and allows them to

pay their own way for those four years.''

Speaker Wennlund: 'Further discussion? The Chair recognizes the

Gentleman from Vermilion, Representative Black.f

Black: RThank you very much: Mr. Speaker. On behalf of every man

and woman who served this country honorably in the United

States Armed Forces, I move the previous question.p

Speaker Wennlund: ''The Gentleman has moved the previous question

be put. Al1 those in favor signijy by saying 'aye'; those

opposed 'nayï. The 'ayes' have it. The previous question

is put. Representative Stephens is recognized to closeo?

Stephens: ''I would, in the honor of the Democrat Caucus, be as

brief, but I do Want to say that it is appropriate at this

time of the year, especially that we pay special honor to

our veterans. This is a Bill that ought to go out with
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100% support. I appreciate an 'aye' vote and move passage

of Senate 3ill 428 as amended.''

Speaker Wennlundk HThe question is, 'Shall Senate Bill 428 pass?'

A1l those in favor vote Iaye'; all those opposed vote

'nay'. The voting is open. This is final action. Have

all voted who wish? Have all voted who wish? Have all

voted who wish? Mr. Clerk, take the record. On this

question, there are l15 voting 'aye', none voting 'no',

none voting 'present'. And this 3il1, having received the

Constitutional Majority, is hereby declared passed.
Representative Brunsvold.''

Brunsvold: lThank you, Mr. Speaker. The Democrats would

conference immediately in Room 118.*

Speaker Wennlund: 'Thank you. Representative Biggert.?

Biggert: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. The Republicans will

conference in Room ll4 immediately - for approximately one

hour . ''

Speaker Wennlund: nRepresentative Brunsvold, for one hour? Thank

you. The House will stand in recess for... until the hour

of 12:15 p.m.''

Speaker Daniels: ''The House will come to order. Members, please

be in their chairs and those not entitled to the floor will

please retire to the gallery. Speaker Daniels in the

Chair. Mr. Clerk, can you tell me the status of Senate

3il1 19?11

Clerk Rossi: 'Senate Bill 19 is on Calendar - Order of Third

Reading.''

Speaker Daniels: rReturn that Bill to Second Reading, Mr. Clerk.

Senate Bills - Third Reading. Mr. Clerk, call Senate Bill

1149.*

Clerk Rossi: ''Senate Bill 1149, a Bill for an Act amending the

State Officers and Employees Money Disposition Act. Third

i

I
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Readinq of this Senate Bill.''

Speaker Dantels: ''Representative Rutherford.'l

Rutherford: NThank you, Mr. Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House. Senate Bill 1149 would increase the General

Obligation Bond Authority for the State of Illinois by $361

million. In that, our capital facilities projects of $297

million, transportation projects and the mass

transportation category of $53 million and environmental

protection agency category authorization for $1l million.

For those that are relatively new in the General Assembly,

let me just take a brief moment to explain what bond
authorization is. What that is saying is that we in the

General Assembly will authorize the State of Illinois to

issue bonds for certain identiiied projects. Once this is
passed. it is then still the obligation and responsibility

of the General Assembly, through its budgeting process, to

allocate the funds for those bonds. We still have the

control in regards to where that money's goins to go and by

project through the appropriation process. With that, Mr.
Speaker, I would answer any questions.''

Speaker Daniels: ''Is there any discussion? The Gentleman from

May l2, 1995

Macoupin, Representative Hanniq.''

Hannig: ''Yes, Mr. Speaker on a parliamentary inquiry.'

Speaker Daniels: 'State your inquiry.''

Hannig: Psince this increases bonded indebtedness tor the state,

would this require votes??

Speaker Daniels: ''Yes, Sir, it would. Require your full active

and complete participation. Representative Hannigo?

Hannig: ''Yes, will the Sponsor yield?''

Speaker Daniels: ''He indicates he wi1l.''

Hannig: ''Representative, yeah, Representative, when we... when we

sell bondsp obviously there's a cost to the state. In the
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future, we'll have to repay interest and principal as we

qo. Can you give us some thought as to how much this will

cost us? For example, in F797 and eight and as we go out

on an annual basis, how much Will this cost us in debt

service?''

Speaker Daniels: 'Representative Rutherford.?

Rutherford: ''Thank you. Representative Hannig, the... the Fiscal

Note as is filed with this Bill estimates that

approximately $100 million will be issued out of this 36l

million, and the debt service on that is approximately $6

million.'

Speaker Daniels: HRepresentative Hannig.?

Hannig: OEventually, now we're authorizing an increase of how

much did you say?p

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Rutherford.l

Rutherford: t'Three hundred and sixty-one million dollars in

general obligation bond authorization.l

Speaker Danielsl ORepresentative Hannig.'

Hannig: ''So, When the state finally gets around to... to issuing

a1l 361 million of these additional bonds, at that time

what will the debt service be?''

Speaker Daniels: lRepresentative RutherfordeH

Rutheriord: ''We will be paying off bonds as we go, of course,

throuqh this cycle, but the approximate debt service, if we

did issue and have a11 36l outstanding, be about $27

million. Representative Hannig, I could also just take

one moment to highlight the fact that a11 be it we are

going to be authorizing an additional $361 million in

fiscal 1995, we did retire approximately $380 million worth

of bonds: and the Governor's budget and projection for the

next fiscal year also has another $380 million worth of

bonds to be retired as wel1.''
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Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Hannig.?

Hannig: ''So, 1... I maybe I#m not following what you said, but if

we retired these bonds, if we have the money to retire

these 380 some million dollars in bonds, why do we need to

issue new bonds?n

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Rutherforde''

Rutherford: OActually, Representative, what this is, is the

authorization by category. So, what we are saying, as you

have broken out withtn the Amendment, the amended piece of

legislation, it is saying we have authorization for $361

million worth of projects in these very specific
categories. As we go forward to sell these bonds: We have

the debt service, which you brought out in testimony a fe*

moments ago, but then as we do this progressively through a

fiscal year, we also retire bonds. And that's the point I

tbink that is imperative to have highlighted is that we are

retirin: approximately $380 million worth of bonds as

We1l.''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Hannig.''

Hannig: ''But as we retire bonds in a given category, does that

not give us additional authority to sell more bonds or do

we need... Do we actually need authorization from the

Assembly? Could you help explain that to the Members?''

Speaker Daniels: HRepresentative Ruthe'rford.N

Rutherford: nThank you, Representative. I do appreciate you

highlighting that. No# it does not allow us to issue

additional bonds within previously authorized categories.

We have to, on each of these projects as we go forward,
authorize specifically by statute the issuance of those

bonds.n

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Hannig.''

Hannig: NCould... and our staff isn't quite sure they agree wltb
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that, Representative, but... but maybe we could work that

out. But in any case, you may very well be right. How

much statutory authority do we have remaining? If we

offer... if we authorize no additional bond sales this

year, what do we still have left that the state can sell?n

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Rutherford.''

Rutherford: ''Representative, T'm sorry. I don't have that number

off hand, we're going to try to search that out. If ;

could also go back to the previous comment in reqards to

discrepancy and opinion on it. The position of the Bureau

of the Budget is in regards to the ability to be able to

authorize bonds and once retired: those bonds, then they do

not have authorization to issue witbin that same cateqoryv''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Hannig.p

Hannig: ''Yes, in the last three years... or last five years,

Representative, we've seen our bond rating reduced, I

believe three times. Can you give us any opinion as to

whether or not this will cause further deterioration in our

bond ratinqs?M

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Hannig... or Rutherford.e

Rutherford: oYes, Representative, I can.' 1'd like to highlight

that particularly Moodyfs and others have looked at our

whole bond rating issuance, and none of the down grading of

our bond rating has been because of our long term capital

projects. What's been the impetus to our bond rating
problem or concern has been in regards to the 1ow cash

balances we have in our State Treasury as well as

outstanding balances we have not necessarily in...*

Speaker Daniels: ''Do you want to bring your answer to a close?''

Rutherford: ''Not regards to outstanding long term but in regards

to liabilities in the short term basis.''

Speaker Daniels: ''The Lady from Sangamon, Representative
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Kl i ng le r . ''
w ïKl ingler : Thank you very much 

, Mr . Speaker . I r i se in support 1

of this legislationy and I would like to address this both

from the perspective of how this... the bonding is

important to Springfield and Sangamon County and then also

address the issue in a statewide basis. In Springfield and

Sangamon County, there's some very important improvements

that are needed at the State Fairgrounds, such as repair

and replacement of sidewalks, curbsy gutters and streets

and up... upgrading the fair sewer and water system.

Included... also included is fundin: for the McFarland

Mental Health Facility to replace the heat and air

conditionin: system as well as... as renovations in the

kitchen area. I think something that's very important to

all of us here is the upgrade of the life safety systems

and the security in the Capitol Building. Unfortunately,

the recent Oklahoma tragedy has indicated to us the serious

need and responsibility to protect our citizens in our

public buildings. So, it's very important that the

security systems be upgraded. Funding is also allocated to

the Illinois State Museum Collection Center Climate Room to

protect and preserve the state's archeoloqic treasures.

Moneys will also be made available to upgrade and complete

the access to Sangamon State University, which will be the

University of Illinois at Springfield. The total dollars

of lmprovements to the Springjield area equal over $15

million. These $15 million Will generate jobs whlle
improving public safety. On the per statewide perspective,

1'd like to emphasize two areas, one is the importance to

higher education for universities throuqhout the state.

Education is extremely important to al1 of us and to the

state. If ve do not pass this, tbese moneys will not be
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available to our university. Finally, want to emphasize

the importance on crime and the Department of Corrections.

This Bondin: 3ill create... provides for $159 million for

the Department of Corrections to construct work camps, add

bed space, expand our correctional facilities. We have

talked a lot in this General Assembly about crime, about

truth in sentencing, about keeping criminals away from our

citizens and protecting them. Members of the General

Assembly, if you want to put your money Where your mouth

is, you'll vote for this Bill. A 'no' vote on this bond

means that you're voting to let criminals out on early

release. A 'no' means you don't stand for truth in

sentencing. A 'no' means you don't stand for natural life

for repeat sexual offenders. A 'no' means you don't want

natural life imprisonment for those sentenced to that.

Many of you campaigned that you uere running on... being

tough on crime and you wanted to shut that prison door.

Many unsuccessful challengers on the other side also said

they were going to close the prison door. Well, Members,

if you vote 'no' on this, you're opening up the prison

door. You don't believe in being tough on crime. urge a

' es' vote ''y *

Speaker Daniels: 'Further discussion? The Gentleman from

Whiteside, Representative Mitchell.'

Mitchell: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 1, too, rise in strong

support of Senate 3i1l 1149. This is a bold approach that

Wefre taking, and : am very bappy to see that we're goln:

to take a look at some of the problems that we have in the

state and through the 73rd District. The $159 million in

new funds designated for the Illinois Correctional System

will belp us out in Dixon. We had some problems at our

center that will cost about $700,000 in order to rectify
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situation. The Dixon Armory has sought funds,

know, for at least six to eight years on the project that
will be funded under this program. Way back when was

Assistant Superintendent of Schools, we were working with

the Armory at that time to acquire the land needed to

finish their project. This plan expands the prison
facilities and will help us to keep criminals behind bars

and off the strootso..streets. Several universities and

community colleges will receive over $9l million in new

funding. This proposal will help educational facilities,

and they'll be able to purchase new equipment and expand

their services. This plan doesn't increase the state's

debt. This money's already budgeted. A favorable vote

today shows your commitment to local long term projects,
that'll have a positive affect for your community. urqe

an 'aye' vote on Senate Bi1l 1149. Thank you.''

Speaker Daniels: HThe Gentleman from Clinton, Representative

Granbergwp

Granberg: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. One of the previous speakers

indicated that if we vote 'no' on this and we're against

bein: touqh on crime and those other things, in fact, it's

just the opposite. want to see more work camps built; I
want to see more prisons built. But do I put work camps

over my hospitals in the same area who aren't being paid?

Do put extra bonding ahead of my nursing homes that

aren't being paid? Do I put increased debt service ahead

of hospitals closing, nursing homes closing, kids' programs

being cut back in our schools? Ladies and Gentlemen, our

bond rating has been lowered three times in four years,

unprecedented in the history oi this state. We have to get

the debt under control. We have to take a long term look

at what happens with our states. We cannot continue to
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borrow with no revenue stream, no

acknowledged debt service for these bonds. We have to

acknowledqe the long term health problem in this state. We

have to deal With the long term problems of Medicaid

funding. We have to deal with the lonq term problems of

funding education. These are not issues that divide

Illinots. These are not issues that divide the suburbs from

downstate or Chicaqo. These are solutions and ideas that

need to be dealt with on a statewide basis, somethinq that

has not happened in this Body. Now we're seeing a Bill

doing..odo the general obligation bond service increase.

Without addressing the issue of Medicaid funding, without

addressing the issue of funding our nursin: homes, without

the issue of addressing education. That is not the way we

should be looking at the state's budget. That is not the

way we should be looking at the state's problems. We

should be lookin: at resolvin: these things on a long term

basis, not continually borrowing on a short term basis to

fund existinq programs. want to say 'yes' to

Corrections. I want to say 'yes' to al1 these thinqs, but

I also want to say 'yes' to our nursing homes and our

hospitals and our kids. And until we can do that in a long

term solution in one plan, I'm going to vote 'no'./

Speaker Daniels: ''Further discussion? The Gentleman from

Jackson, Representative Bost.''

Bost: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen of the House.

too, rise in support of Senate Bill 1149. The money in

these projects are much needed in the 115th District. The
funding for our district will improve quality education,

take care of our...take care of our mentally challenged and

ensure families can continue to enjoy America's favorite

pastimes. SIU Carbondale will receive $500,000 for
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additional upgrading of the heatinq, ventilation and air

conditioning systems at Altgeld Hall. Choate Mental Hea1th

Development Center in Anna will receive over 2 million to

renovate Magnolia Hall which houses 50 people. The 115th

District will also receive $100 million to expand the

Duouoin State Fair Grandstands. This Bill also provides

ozer $160 million tn fundinq to maintain prisons, build

four new work camps for... for criminals and complete

construction of the super max prison, which will keep

the... state's most violent criminals. This doesn't only

affect the 115th District. This helps people al1 over the

state. A lot of these projects are extremely important.

Al1 the projects - all the projects in 1149 are
improvements that are needed, and it's qood qovernment to

support. Senate Bill 1149 is good legislation. It'll help

many of our communities, and 1 urge your support and your

'aye' vote.R

Speaker Daniels: ''Further discussion? The Gentleman from Saline,

Representative Phelps.''

Phelps: NThank you, Mr. Speaker. 1'd like to yield my time to

Representative Hannig. Thank you.?

Speaker Daniels: oRepresentative Hannig./

Hannig: ''Yes, thank you, Mr. Speaker. Will the Sponsor yield?/

Speaker Daniels: ''He indicates he Wi1l.''

Hannig: H7es, Representative, we've...we've been hearing money

about prisons in this Bill. Can you tell us where these

are going to be built and when they will be built?''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Rutherfordo?

Rutherford: ''Thank you, Representative. I can... I can give you

the projects. I don't have the exact dates here: but we

can, of course, get those for you. There'll be an Illinois

Youth Center in Harrisburq for $1.2 million. There#ll be a
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Danville Correctional Center in Vermilion County for $4

million. The East Moline Correctional Center of Rock

lsland County for $1.5 million. The Dixon Correctional

Center in Lee County for $700,000. The Dwiqht Correctional

Center in Livingston County for $1.7 million. And again, 1

want to highlight, these are not necessarily new Bills, but

these are new 3ills as well as improvements and capital

efforts within those facilities. There'll also be the

Hannah City work camp for $175,000. There's the Menard

Correctional Center in Randolph County for $4 million

roughly. The Menard Psychiatric Correctional Center for

$2.4 milliong' There wl1l be the Illinois Youth Center in

Pere Marquette for $215,000. Therefs the Pontiac

Correctional Center in Livingston County for $1 million.

The Stateville Correctional Center in Joliet for $800,000.

There's the Illinois Youth Center in Joliet for $6 million.

The Illinois Youth Center, Valley View, for $550,000. The

Vandalia Correctional Center in Fayette County for

$450,000. There'll be the Vienna Correctional Center in

Johnson County for $6.1 million. There will be the Tamms,

want to highlight the Tamms Super Maximum Security

Penitentiary in Alexander County for $4.5 million. As

well, there will be the Meyer Correctional Center ln

Decatur for $400,000. Again, Representative Hannig, to

hiqhlight, these are not necessarily new constructions, but

as wellg capital efforts and projects at these centers as
We l l . ''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Hannig.''

Hannig: ''Yes, my notes sho? that there's $20 million in the... in

this proposal for two work camps? Could you tell me where

those will be?''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Rutherford.'
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Rutherford: ''Ves, thank you, Representative. There are two in

there. It's the Vandalia Work Camp and the Pittsfield Work

Camp at approximately $l0 million a piece.'

Speaker Daniels: 'Representative Hanniqe'

Hannig: ''Representative, when we look in the actual language of

the Bill that we see, we don't actually see where those...

any of these things are spelled out, as you have so spoken

on this floor. So, could you clarify why we don't see all

these projects in the Bi11?%
Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Rutherford.''

Rutherfordk RRepresentative, this, as we both know, is the bond

authorization allowing the state the ability to be able to

issue tbe bonds for these projects. Where the actual
appropriation comes to fund these bonds is in the

Appropriation Bill. This is hlghlighted by the specific

sites in the Governor's budget proposalsg''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Hannig.l

Hannig: ''So, this proposal really doesn't provide specifically

any money to any project. We have to look to the
Appropriations Bill in order to do that. Ts that correct?'

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Rutherlordal

Rutherford: ''Well, Representative, yes, it does because this...

this Bill actually authorizes these projects that are in

the Governor's budget. The two work camps you just
questioned or asked about are specifically within the

capital development budget within the appropriations as

presented by the Governor.''

Speaker Daniels: 'Representative Hannig.''

Hannig: ''Now when I look at the language of the Bill, just

says $20 million for work camps, as far as the Bi1l.''

Speaker Daniels: 'Representative Rutherford.ff

Rutherford: NRepresentative, youpre talking... youpre saying the
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Bill itself, help me clarify. Vou're talking about the

General Obligation Bonding Authority Bill or the

Appropriations 3ill?*

Speaker Daniels: NRepresentative Hannig.''

Hannig: 'Representative, welre... werre... First of all, 1'm

talking about this Bill that's in front of us here that

authorizes additional borrowing. Now we've heard

discussion about how it does such great things for

different parts of the state and Ifm... I have a question

as to whether or not it actually does?'

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Rutherford. Timels coming to a

close, Representative Hanniq, so he'll answer your

question, then we're going to go on.'

Rutherford: 'Okay, Representative, this actually is the

authorization to spend the money.o.''

Speaker Daniels: pRepresentative Rutherfordw''

Rutherford: >To spend the money as is outlined in the Capital

Developments Board's projects as they're in the
appropriation budget... Appropriation Bi11.*

Speaker Daniels: ''The Gentleman from McDonough, Representative

Myers. Representative Myers.'

Myers: RThank you, Mr. Speaker. I also rise to stand in support

of Senate Bill 1149. This Bill takes a long term funding

approach to provided much needy dollars for capital

projects across the state and for the 95th District. Like

upgrading facilities at the Illinois School for the

Visually Impaired and the School for the Deaf in

Jacksonville, which impact residents throughout the state.

A vote against Senate Bill 1149 will mean voting against

over $900,000 to upgrade liqhting for the school for the

visually impaired in Jacksonville. It also means voting

against over $1.1 million to construct an addition, replace
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roofing systems and upgrade the fire detection system for

the School for the Deaf in Jacksonville. Students from al1

over the state who attend Western Illinois University would

also benefit from this Bill, which would provide over $2.3

million to convert Simpkins Hall gym and adjacent areas
into a performing arts facility. This measure is fiscally

responsible. It provides funding for needed capital

projects over the long term without breaking the state's

budget. I urge everyone to join me in voting for Senate
Bill 1149.1'

Speaker Daniels: lThe Lady from Cook: Representative Currie.''

Currie: ''Thank you, Speaker and Members of the House. I rtse in

opposition to this Bill. The fact of the matter is that

the state budget is already broken. The three downgradings

of the state credit rating during Governor Edqar's short

tenure in office speaks to the fact that this is not a

fiscally well managed state. Representative Rutherford

reminds us that the most recent downgrading wasn't because

of our long term debt, he's right. What Moody said, is

that the state is in a continuing state of chaos because we

can't manaqe our finances in a fiscally responsible way.

Well, I would say to you: Members of this chamber, that if

we can't do that, we have no business piling on debt upon

debt upon debt. While it may not of been the long term

debt that explains the downgrading, the downgrading does

mean that when we do long term borrowing? our taxpayers

face substantially higher interest costs. And let's talk

about the long term debt we already have, $1,300 million

worth of o1d bills in the state's Medicaid program. If

that isn't long term debt enough, I'd like to know what is.

Thirteen hundred million dollars, the Governor proposes

that we pay back 63 million of it this year. At that rate,
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we'll pay off the total in 20 years long term debt.

Werve got and we have no way to figure out how we get

out of it. think it's time for us to face the music. I

think it's time for us to recognize our serious, deep

seated, every day, fiscal problems. It is wrong for us to

assume a1l tbese wonderful new projects wben we can't pay
the bills we already have on hand, when we cannot reimburse

those who provided care to the elderly in our nursing

homes, to our clients in hospitals across the state, When

we can't fund a quality education for our younqsters. What

Senate Bill 1149 is about, Speaker and Members of this

House, what it's about is pie in the sky. It's goodies

sprinkled from district to district, goodies that the

people of this state cannot afford. If you believe in

fiscal responsibility, and I hope that all of us do, the

proper vote on this measure Cs a resounding 'no'.>

Speaker Daniels: ''The Lady from Cook, Representative Krause.?

Krause: ''Thank you: Mr. Speaker. move the previous question.o

Speaker Daniels: PThe Lady was within her rights. There will be

a Roll Call. A1l those in favor of the previous question

signify by voting 'aye'; opposed by votin: 'no'. Voting is

open. Have all voted who wish? Have all voted who wish?

Take the record, Mr. Clerk. This question, there are 64

'aye', 46 'no' and none voting 'present'. The previous

question has been moved. The Gentleman from Livingston,

Representative Rutherford.''

Rutherford: 'Thank you very much, Mr. Speaker, Ladies and

Gentlemen of the House. We've heard discussions in regards

to our bond rating here. Highlighting once again, and I

started saying it in a very elementary way so we all could

understand this is for long term indebtedness. Moody

has not looked at the bond rating of the State of Illinois
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long term capital projects.
We do have a concern in regards to our cash flow and in

regards to our liabilities. We say that on the floor, we

know that. This will not affect our bond rating, but what

it will do, if we do not give authorization for this

bondinq, it will mean that the Centralia Animal Disease Lab

will not get $200,000. Vandalia Correctional Center will

not qet $450,000. Murray Developmental Center will not get

$646,000. Des Plaines Regional Office Building will not

get $5.4 million. The rehabilitation center in Chicago

will not 9et $2.2 million. Tbe University of lllinois in

Chicago will not get $5.9 million. The East Moline

Correctional Center in Rock Island County will not get $1.5

million. We've talked about the Metropolitan Water

Sanitary District, Reclamation District, they will not qet

$32 million of capital projects. The Hannah City work camp
will not get $175,000. The town of Farmington, the town of

Farmington's EPA grant for the sewaqe projects will not get

$1.4 million. The Menard Correctional Center in Randolph

County will not get $4 million. The Menard Psychiatric

Correctional Center will not get $2.4 million. Ladies and

Gentlemen, the Illinois Youth Center in Joliet will not get

$6 million. The Vienna Correctional Center in Johnson

County will not get $6.1 million. Shawnee Community

College... Shawnee Community College will not get $310,000.

A sad one... Tamms Supermax Security Penitentiary in

Alexander County will not get its $4.5 million. Meyer

Correctional Center in Decatur, they will not get their

$400,000. Poleman Factory, the historic site, I've been

invited to visit, they will not qet their half a million

dollars. Cahokia Mounds, the state historic site in St.

Clair County, will not get their $360,000. The courthouse,
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the historic site at Cahokia, will not :et its 378... or

$387,000. Alton Mental Health Center, Madison County,

you're not goinq to get your $1.9 million. Up in Chicago,

the Northwest Armory, you're not getting your $1.2 million

of capital projects unless this 3ill passes. Streator,
Streator Armory in Lasalle County, you're not qoing to get

your $450,000. Starved Rock... Starved Rock Conservation

Park, you're not getting your ...your $1.3 million

unless this Bill passes. Benton Mine Rescue Station,

you're not getting your $76,000 unless this Bill passes.

The forensics lab in Chicaqo, you're not gettin: your $2

million unless this Bill passes. Litchfield, District 18

State Police, listen up, youfre not getting your $377,000

unless this 3i11 passes. Manteno, over there in Kankakee,

Manteno Veterans Home, $5.5 million of capital projects are
not coming your way. Northeastern Illinois University in

Chicago, $4 million of capital projects cannot come your
way unless this Bill passes. The bigqy, Ladies and

Gentlemen, SIU Edwardsville. Listen, SIU Edwardsville: $2l

million for your engineering facility, it's not coming your

way unless we get the votes to pass this bonding authority.

Belleville, Illinois, the EPA grant for sewage and waste

disposal, $1.2 million, it ainlt coming. Ladies and

Gentlemen, Rock Rlver Water Reclamation District, $9.8

million is not coming your Way. And above all, Skokie -

Skokie, Illinoisp your EPA grant for seWage and waste

diGpoGal, $3.1 million is not coming your way. Mr.

Speaker, ask for a favorable Roll Call.''

Speaker Daniels: ''You've heard the Gentleman's Motion. The

question is, 'Shall Senate Bill 1149 pass?' All those in

favor signify by voting 'aye'; opposed by voting 'no'. The

votinq is open. Have all voted who wish? Have a11 voted
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who wish? Have a1l voted who wish? Have all voted Who

wish? Have all voted *ho wish? Mr. Clerk: take the

record. On this question, there are 64 'aye', 47 'no', none

voting 'present'. Representative Rutherford. This Bill,

having jailed to receive a Constitutional Majority,

Bxtraordinary Majority, is hereby declared lost. Senate
Bill 567. Read the Bill, Mr. Clerkp/

Clerk Rossi: lsenate 3ill 567, a Bill for an Act creating the

Economic Development Project Area Tax Increment Allocation
Act of 1995. Third Reading of this Senate Bil1.P

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Black.'f

Black: 'Thank you very mucb, Mr. Speaker and Ladies and Gentlemen

of tbe House. Senate Bill 567 creates the Economic

Development Project Area Tax Increment Allocation Act of
1995. This addresses the concerns that everybody has in

this chamber who has had or will have a military base

closure in their district. The Bill has been amended to

accommodate tbe request of Representative Younge and

Representative Holbrook. It's my understandinq that this

Bill is wanted by al1 communities in those areas of the

state that, again, have had or will have a military base

closure. lt has been amended now to take into

consideration Chanute Air Force Base in Rantoul, Glenview

Naval Air Station in Glenview, Fort Sheridan in Lake Forest

and any other bases that have been closed. Also has been

amended so it can incorporate if anything happens to the

Mel Price Army Depot in the southern part of the state. Be

glad to answer any questions you havevo

Speaker Daniels: ''There is an announcement. There will be an

immediate Rules Committee meeting in the Speaker's

Conference Room immediately. Rules Committee meetinq in

the Speaker's Conjerence Room, Representative Currie and
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others. Qkay, discussion on the 3ill. The Gentleman from

Cook, Representative Lang.l'

Lang: ''Thank you, Representative, this fairly sizeable Bill, and i

I have an analysis that runs five pages. You didn't give

me five pages worth of explanation. I'm not sure what your

Bill does. Can you give us a little more?'f

Speaker Daniels: nRepresentative Black.''

Black: ''I'd be more than happy to, and if you would like to send

your staff over, we'11 show them how to condense

information. But in the meantime, let me tell you what

this does. As the title says, it creates the Economic

Development Project Area Tax Increment Allocation Kct of
1995 by providing that the corporate authorities of a

municipality shall by ordinance propose that the

establishment of an economic development project area for
closed military installations and fix a time and place for

public hearinq. At the hearing, interested parties and

affected taxing districts may file written objections and
may be heard orally. Provides that at any time within 30

days of the final adjournment of the public hearing, a
municipality may by ordinanée approve the economic

development plan, establish the economic development

project area and authorize TIF financing for the project.
After an economic development plan and economic development

project area has been established/ the plan may be amended

and the boundaries of the area may be altered. This

legislation stems from the closin: of military bases that

many of our communities have undergone. This is thought to

be a valuable tool for the redevelopment of those closed

military base facilities.''

Speaker Daniels: eRepresentative Lange''

Lanq: ''Thank you. The... the statement that you made that a
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municipality shall by ordinance propose these developments.

Does that have any effect on home rule? Is there any

difference between home rule municipalities that can do

this and non-home rule municipalities?''

Speaker Daniels: 'Representative Black.'r

Black: ''With staff's assistance, Representative, it's my

understanding that there is no difference whatsoever and,

in fact, dependinq on what the Base Closure Commission does

at O'Hare, I would think that the City of Chicago, if

necessary, could take advantage of this legislation if

those... if, in fact, those units are closed out at

O'Hare.*

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Lang.'

Lang: ''And did I understand you to say that there's a back door

referendum on this Bill?*

Speaker Daniels: 'Representative Black.''

Black: ''No, I don't belleve there's any referenda procedure in

the Bill whatsoever.''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Lang.M

Lang: ''Well, my staff seems to indicate there is, and while

they're lookinq that up, 1et me go on to another area. Who

would benefit by this legislation, Representative?''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Blacke''

Black: 'The people who reside in those communities who have been

economically impacted by the closure of what in many cases

was their largest single employer. ln trying to come up

with a redevelopment plan on these closed military bases,

they are finding it's not as easy as the federal government

would have had us believe. It is thought that TIF

financinq might be a way to redevelop the closed military

facilities into tax producing businesses, housing and what

have you. So the people who Would benefit obviously would
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be those people who live in those communities that have

been impacted by a base closure.''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Lang.''

Lang: PDoesn't your Bill potentially commit the full faith and

credit of the municipality to the repayment of the bonds?

And isn't that, in fact, the back door referendum?''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Black.l

Black: pHang on just a second and let us check. it does have
a back door referendum, that's fine with me, but 1et me

check and make sure.?

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Lanq. Representative Black.l

3lack: *We don't see that a back door referendum provision

stipulated in the Bill. If your staff could site a line or

page number, we'd certainly look at it.''

Speaker Daniels: lRepresentative Lang, your time is almost over.R

Lanq: ''That would be on page 23, subsection (e) of the Bill. As

soon as you pledge the full faith and credit of your

municipality toward bond payments, you're authorizing

basically an ordinance that would allow for a tax on the

people in these municipalities to pay for these bonds. So

isn't this a tax increase, Sir?''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Black.p

Black: ''I suppose that you could characterize it as that. And

staff has found your reference. There are provisions for a

back door referendum in the leqislation.'

Speaker Daniels: ''Further discussion? The Gentleman from

Champaign, Representative Johnsony?

Johnson, Tim: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker and Members of the House.

For those of us like myself, Senator Weaver, indirectly

Representative Weaver, Representative Hanrahan, indirectly

Representative Black and others, who felt the devastation

oi the loss of military installations through cutbacks over
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the years, we realize the necessity of state assistance,

federal assistance and local assistance, as well as

cooperation in addressing tbe problem. T:e Village of

Rantoul, combined with a number of state initiatives and

federal initiatives through the good offices of Congressman

Ewing and before him, Congressman Madigan, have done a

remarkable job of making a comeback in what was a
potentially devastating impact on their economy by the

closure of Chanute Air Force Base. But we haven't gone far

enough. The unemployment rate still is substantially

higher than the average, and it's still an issue that needs

to be seriously, seriously addressed by the General

Assembly and by the... by a11 units of government. This

Bill, sponsored in the Senate by the Assistant Majority
Leader, Repres... Senator Weaver, is one that helps address

a serious, sertous problem. And I would ask you to join
with Representative Black and those of us who are impacted

throughout the state, now and potentially in the future, by

the closure of military installations in supporting this

Bill that's a people Bill. It's a jobs Bill that means
something for the local economy and that it would be a

tremendous boost for areas that have been devastated by the

necessitated and in some cases not necessitated cutbacks by

the federal qovernment. Thank you.p

Speaker Daniels: ''Further discussion? The Lady from St. Clair,

Representative Younge.''

Younge: 'Thank you very much? Mr. Speaker. I rise in support of

this Bill. Representative Black was kind enough to change

the definition to include bases of 200 acres or more.

Therefore, making it possible for the Mel Price Support

System in Granite City, Illinois, in my district to be

included. And I appreciate that and I support this
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legislation.''

Speaker Daniels: ''Further discussion? The Gentleman from Jo

Daviess, Representative Lawfer.''

Lawfer: ''Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Ladies and Gentlemen of the

General Assembly, we won the Cold War, but now we're faced

with some economic developments: some things that we have

to do. And I urge support of this Bill, cause in my

district we're faced with the possible closure of the

Savanna Army Depot. It's tremendously changin: the complex

of that community. I urge support of this 3il1.>

Speaker Daniels: ''The Lady from Cook, Representative Krause.''

Krause: OThank you, Mr. Speaker. I move the previous question.''

Speaker Daniels: ''The question is, 'Shall the main question be

put?' All in favor signify by saying 'aye'; opposed 'no'.

The 'ayes' have it. Representative Black, to close.''

Black: ''Thank you very much, Mr. Speaker and Ladies and Gentlemen

of the House. This Bill has been carefully drafted at the

request of several of our communities who have faced

economic hardship and difficulty because of the drawdown of

the Department of Defense in closing many of the military

installations that we once had in the State of Illinois.

We're simply qiving communities by this Bill the ability to

try to redevelop those now abandoned military bases and to

make them part of their community and add to their economic

base. I am joined by bipartisan support on this. I think

it's a reasonable attempt to help cities that have

suffered, as Representative Johnson said, economic

devastation by the loss of what was usually considered to

be their... the anchor, the cornerstone of their economy.

It's been supported by every community. Chapman and Cutler

have signed off and the United States Navy as well. I urge

an 'aye' vote.''
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Speaker Daniels: 'The Gentleman moves for the passage of Senate

Bill 567. Al1 those in javor signify by voting 'aye';

opposed by voting 'no'. The voting is open. Have all

voted who wish? Have all voted who wish? Have a1l voted

who wish? The Clerk will take the record. On this

question there are 99 'ayes', 8 voting 'no', l voting

'present'. This 5ill, having received the Constitutional

Majority... Excuse me, l00 'ayes', 8 'no', 1 voting

'present'. This Bill, having received the Constitutional

Majority, is hereby declared passed. Senate 3ill 587.

Read the Bill, Mr. Clerk.''

Clerk Rossi: ''Senate Bill 587, a Bill for an Act in relation to

the use of electronic vouchers. Third Reading of this

Senate Bi1l.*

Speaker Daniels: 'The Lady from Kane, Representative Lindner.'

Lindner: 'Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Senate Bill 587 authorizes the

Comptroller to accept electronically submitted vouchers,

requires state agencies to maintain signature documents and

records of delegations of voucher signature and authority

and requires state agencies to maintain revocations of the

delegation of voucher signature authority. It also

eliminates the Comptroller's Merit Advisory Board,

establishes an administrative fund for the Comptroller With

two components and provides an exemption to changes in the

lapse period for textbook purposes. lt mainly allows the

Comptroller to use modern technology and eliminate

paperwork, and there's no opposition to this Bill.''

Speaker Daniels: ''The Gentleman from Clinton, Representative

Granbergo''

Granberg: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Will the Lady yteld??

Speaker Daniels: ''She indicates she wi11.''

Granberg: ''Representative, what is the rationale for the
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elimination of the Merit Advisory Board in the Office of

the Comptroller?R
!

Speaker Daniels: 'Representative Lindner.p

Lindner: ''That Advisory Board has not met in more than six

years.l

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Granberg.''

Granberg: ''So this would save the state money because we would no

lonqer... Oh, we never did pay per diem or expenses or

anything of that nature?''

Speaker Daniels: RRepresentative Lindner.N

Lindner: ''No, there is no money involved.''

Speaker Danielsl ''Representative Granberg.''

Granberg: ''Representative, what was the rationale for the Merit

Advisory Panel, if it did not meet?''

Speaker Daniels: 'fRepresentative Lindner.'

Lindnert ''The Merit Kdxisory Board originally was authorized by

statute to advise the Comptroller and her personnel

director on problems concerning personnel administration.

And they had not met within the last six years, and there

are other controls within that office that are taking over

those duties.?

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Granberg.''

Granberg: ''Wel1 it sounds like a very reasonable idea. Can you#

tell me what other controls take over those iunctions and

Who the Board members might be now? And apparently they're

in complete agreement since they haven't met in six years.''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Lindner.''

Lindner: ''Large numbers of employees are unlonized now,

Representatlve, and... I'm sorry, you asked wbo was on that

Board? I guess the records were not complete as to who was

appointed to that Board.''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Granberg.'' 1
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Granberg: ''Thank you. And could you please tell me what the

rationale is for the electric voucher system? I think this

would increase, not increase but actually decrease

paperwork. Is that the rationale behind the idea.''

Speaker Daniels: lRepresentative Lindner.''

Lindnerl ''Yes, it iso''

Speaker Daniels: 'Representative Granberg.''

Granberg: ''And this would affect all

Representative Lindner?''

Speaker Daniels: *Representative Lindner.l'

Lindner: ''Yes, to the extent that they can do that.
''

Speaker Daniels: PRepresentative Granberg.l

Granberg: ''When you say to the extent they can do it, does your

legislation call for that they have to take thls policy or

implement this policy or is it permissive? Is there any

requirement? Is there any limit of any ability by any

agency to conduct this action?'

Speaker Daniels: lRepresentative Lindner.''

Lindner: HNor it is not mandatory.''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Granberg.''

Granberg: oSo it's more or less a recom:endation to the agencies

that they provide electronic voucher processing?''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Lindner.m

Lindner: ''It would actually depend more on the capability.''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Granberge''

Granberg: pSo your legislation Would tell them that if they have

the capability, then they have to do this or they should do

They should provide that information to the

state aqencies,

Comptroller?l

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Lindner.p

Lindner: ''Well, it's asking them to do it because it is a matter

of efficiency in those agencies and for the Comptrollero''
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Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Granberg.''

Granberq: pRepresentative, could you explain that to me just a

little bit more, please? We have to have the legislation

to eliminate the requirement for paper. Is that What you

said?,

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Lindner.?

Lindnerl ''Representative, current law in practice requires hard

copies of vouchers, magnetic tape or microfiche be

submitted for payment. And so we have to have legislation

to say that it can be done electronically.'

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Granbergo''

Granberg: Roh, I see, so now you're amendinq the existinq law by

saying these agencies can provide this information

electronically, because they are required by statute

currently to provide it in writing. This would afford them

the opportunity to transmit it electronically. Otherwise,

they would be required to submit it in writing by the

current statute. So you would just qive them then this
option they have the capability. Is that correct?'r

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Lindner.''

Lindner: 'rThat is correct and it should be... prove more

efficient ior b0th agencies and the Comptroller.''

Speaker Daniels: eRepresentative Granbergo'l

Granberq: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Since my time is ending, Sir,

1... there are some other questions. I'm joined by the
requisite number of my colleagues to remove this Bill from
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Short Debate, please. And: Representative, one last

question. Will this... will there be any cost to any state

agency to implement this? Or will they already have the

capability because you are now goin: to... now goinq to

allow them this option?''

Speaker Daniels: 'Representative Lindner.'

Lindner: MThere should not be any cost incurred. It Would

involve a reduction, in fact, in paperwork so there may be

cost minimized.R

Speaker Daniels: ''The Gentleman from McHenry, Representative

Skinner.'

Skinner: ''1 wonder if this will allow the State Comptroller to

finally send by electronic transfer our mileage cbecks and

our perdiem checks?'

Speaker Daniels: RRepresentative Lindner.'f

Lindner: 'This, Representative, this is at the agency voucher

stage and not at the payment stage. 3ut they would hope to

move in that direction.f'

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Skinnerv'f

Skinner: ''It would seem to me, that this awesome office of

comptroller, if it's capable of sending our paychecks

electronically, ought to be able to figure out a way to

send our mileage and perdiem checks electronically. I would

hope that perhaps my questioning raise this farther toward

the top of the comptroller reform efforts than it would be

otherwise.''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative bindner.''

Lindner: ''I believe that is one of the comptroller priorities,

Representative, to expand the use of electronic fund

transfers.'

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Skinner.''

Skinner: ''For those two specific purposes, right?l

I
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Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Lindner.'f

Lindner: ''Yes.''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Skinner.o

Skinner: ''Thank you.''

Speaker Daniels: 'The Lady from Cook: Representative Krause.''

Krause: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 1 move the previous question.'

Speaker Daniels: OThe question is, 'Shall the main question be

put?' A11 thoge in favor signify by saying 'aye'; opposed

'no'. The 'ayes' have it. Representative Lindner to

close.''

Lindner: pThank you, Mr. Speaker. There is no opposition to this

Bill. I feel that we need this to bring the comptroller's

office into the present technology. This should eliminate

paper work and save the state time and money.''

Speaker Daniels: ''The Lady's moved for the passage of Senate Bill

587. Al1 those in favor signify by votinq 'aye'; opposed by

voting 'no'. The voting is open. Have a11 voted who

wish? Have a11 voted who wish? Clerk, take the record.

On this question, there are ll1 'aye', none votin 'no'#

none votin: 'present'. This Bill having received the

Constitutional Majority, is hereby declared passed.

Committee reportsop

Clerk Rossi: 'Representative Churchill, Chairman for the

Committee on Rules, to which the following Resolutions and

Amendments were referred, action taken on May 17... May l2,

1995, reported the same back With the following

recommendations; 'do adopt' Senate Joint Resolution 48, 'do

approve for considerationf Floor Amendment 51 to Senate

Bill 19.''

Speaker Daniels: nLadies and Gentlemen of the House, we are going

to work today until 3:00 (p.m.) at which time we'l1

adjourn until Monday, at 11:00 (a.m.). When you come back
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on Monday, at 11:00 (a.m.), you should be prepared to stay

until Session completed. So make the according

arrangements. We Will be in Session next Saturday and

Sunday. So make sure that you pack accordingly, until we

complete our legislative agenda. So we're now qoinq to move

on to House... Senate Bills Third Reading, Senate Bill 448,

read the 3ill, Mr. Clerk.''

Clerk Rossi: 'Senate Bill 448: a Bill for an Act concerning

pesticides. Third Reading of this Senate Bi1l.''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Noland.''

Noland: 'Thank you, Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen. Senate Bill

448 creates a voluntary self-funded remediation program, so

that pesticides can be... cleaned up at contaminated sites

at agri-chemicals facilities. The objective is to remove
contamination from soil before it gets into water and

creates a public hazard. This is... objective has been
going on for about six years. It's a combination of work

with the Illinois Fertilizer and Chemical Association, the

Farm Bureau, the EPA, the Department Agriculture and many

others. Another Major part of this 3ill, was contained in
Senate Bill 392, which establishes permanent authority:

for the Department of Agriculture to authorize land

application of pesticides from contaminated soils at

agronomics rates. I'd appreciate any questions or

comments.e

Speaker Daniels: 'Is there any discussion? The Gentleman from

Effingham, Representative Hartke.p

Hartke: ''Thank you very much, Mr. Speaker, Members of the House.

Representative Noland has the honor of after six years of

work, being the lead Sponsor on this piece of leqislation.

Six years ago, We started this process because of the

posstble cbemical contamination around many fertilizer
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sites in the State of Illinois. Chemical sales and so

forth. We have worked hard and as Representative Noland

said, this is the cumulation of six years of work by a1l

the involved groups, the Illinois Farm Bureau, Farmers

Union, Fertilizer and Chemical Association, Department of

Agriculture, Pollution Control Board, Illinois EPA, Fire

Marshall's Office, believe the... many of the

environmental groups were also involved over the years and

they finally come to an agreement and so forth. I think

this is a very important: in depth piece of legislation for

the agricultural community and the environment in Illinois

and I urge your passage.''

Speaker Daniels: lplease welcome the Edison School from Danville,

Illinois. Danville is represented by Representative Bill

Black and they are in the Gallery, so please join in
welcomins them to Springfield. Further discussion? The

Lady from Cook, Representative Krause.''

Krause: lThank you, Mr. Speaker. I move the previous questiono'r

Speaker Daniels: lThe question is: 'Shall the main question be

put?' A1l in favor signify by saying 'aye'; opposed 'no'.

The 'ayes' have it. Representative Noland to close.''

Noland: lThank you. Ladies and Gentlemen, there's no know

opposition to this 3ill. It's a very environmentally

friendly Bill. The Fertilizer and Chemical Association and

Industry is being very progressive in trying stem a problem

before it creates... creates one. 1 'd appreciate your

Support. Thank youo'

Speaker Daniels: ''The question is, 'Shall Senate Bill 448 pass?'

Al1 those in favor signify by voting 'aye'; opposed by

voting 'no'. The voting is open. Have all voted who wish?

Have all voted who wish? Have a1l voted who wish? Take the

record, Mr. Clerk. On this question, there are l08 'aye',
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none votin: 'no', none voting 'present'. This Bill havtng

received the Constitutional Majority, is hereby declared
passed. Senate Bill 533, read the Bill, Mr. Clerk.''

Clerk McLennand: Osenate Bill 533, Bill for an Act that amends

the Illinois Insurance Code. Third Reading of this Senate

B i l l . ''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Bradyvp

Brady: RThank you, Mr. Speaker and Ladies and Gentlemen of the

Assembly. Senate 3ill 533 is a Bill which provides a means

for arbitrating automobile damage disputes, $2,500 or

less. And I would ask for favorable consideration.''

Speaker Daniels: ''The Gentleman from Cook, Representative Lang.?

Lang: NThank you, will the Sponsor yield?l

Speaker Daniels: *He indicates he willo?

Lang: 'Representative, the Bill contains provisions which

conflict with Supreme Court rules regarding mandatory

arbitration. For instance, the Bill provides for a $50

rejection fee. The Supreme Court rules provide for a $200

rejection fee. The Bill permits judicial circuits to adopt

a rule to provide for one member arbitration panels. The

Supreme court rules require a three-member arbitration

panel, unless a lesser number is agreed to by the parties.

Because we have a conflict with the Supreme Court rules,

are we not setting up a problem with the separation of

Powers Clause of the Constitution? And is this not

unconstitutional?''

Speaker Daniels: WRepresentative Brady.H

Brady: ''Representative, we have spoken with the Supreme Court and

they have not indicated any problem with this legislation.

And it... the purpose tor the changes that you mentioned,

the reduction from $200 to $50 coincides with the same

purpose for the change from three members to one member.
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claims, we Wish to speed up the system. And

hopefully will reduce the cost and therefore, we don't need

the $200 fee.''

Speaker Daniels: PRepresentative Brady or Representative Lang?

LZ R 9 * 11

Lang: ''Thank you. Mr. Bradyp who at the Supreme Court did you

talk to? I mean, was it just a Justice Heiple or Justice
who? Who did you talk to? can't imagine the Supreme

Court would have discussed a matter with you that might

become litigation before them. Who did you talk to, Sir?''

Speaker Daniels: 'Representative Brady.''

Brady: pl'm advised to say it is attorney/client privilege and T
can't disclose that, Representative.'

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Lang.f

Lang: ''We1l, so I'm going to presume you didn't talk to anyone at

the Supreme Court and you're just assuming that for some
reason un... unbeknownst to me that they've approved this.

The clear fact is? that this is an unconstitutional

violation of the separation of powers. The Supreme Court

has set up rules regarding mandatory arbitration. We can

not change them, statutorily, without violating the

separation of powers. Let me go on to another area. By

setting up this mandatory arbitration, do you not make it

very difficult for the small insurers in Tllinois to do

business? Doesn't this set up an unlevel playing field

and give advantages to the major insurers, the All Statesp
the State Farms? At the disadvantage of the very small

insurers who will not be able to stand the cost of the

attorney's fees or the effort it takes to do these

arbitrations?''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative BradypR

Brady: ''First of all, Representative, the prevlous question, thls
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legislation has been given to the Supreme Court. They've

reviewed it, their staff has not indicated any opposition

at this time. Secondly, to answer your question, no we

don't feel we're in conflict. The arbitrational system

that's put in place now is put in through legislation.

Thirdly, no we don't believe that we are creating any

unfair advantage for any one. We just simply believe, like
in the first arbitration legislation we passed that reduced

the backlo: of settlements from seven years down to four,

that this will allow an equal level playing field, so that

these cases can be arbitrated and can move up the backlog

of those unarbitral cost. The point and the purpose of this

legislation, Representative, is to speed up the processes

of these disputed claims. The disputed claims and the

length of those dispute, cost money. They backlog the

courts. They cost tax payers money by backlogging the

courts. They cost insured money by backlogging the system

of settling disputes by providing this mechanism of

arbitration for these claims, like we have done in previous

legislation, providin: for the arbltration that exists

today. We hopefully, will be able to save the tax payers

money and we will hopefully be able to save the insured

money. allowing the premiums to be reduced because of a

more efficient, more effective system. In fact, a more...

a system that provides a leveler playin: field.N

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Lang.''

Lang: ''We11, strongly support the system of arbitration but I

note tbe proponents of this Bill, are all the large

insurance carriers. The opponents are a11 the small

insurance carriers, the Speciality Insurance Association.

Why is it do you think that the larqe insurance carriers

think this is great idea, the small insurance carriers do
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not? Perhaps they agree with what I've said hereo''

Speaker Daniels: 'Representative Brady.?

Bradyz lsomeone over here said perhaps you're wrong.

Representative, we've... we've tried to work with in it.

This point and time, we don't know of any known opposition

to this 3ill. There were individuals and insurance

companies that proposed some initial opposition. We have

tried to work that out with them. At this point and time,

don't know of any known opposition. I'm not sure

that...''

Speaker Daniels: HBring your answer close, Representative Bradyo''

Brady: ?I'm not sure that those Who were in initial opposition

are completely satisfied but wedve done the best we can.'

Speaker Daniels: ''The Gentleman from Cook, Representative

Pedersen.'

Pedersen: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker and Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House. Representative Brady, I really commend you for this

legislation. That's why I'm a part of it. And my

experience in the past, we have a 1ot of little of

situations where, you know, that they just clutter things
up on purpose. had an example of a... of a claim where a

car was parked on the side of a streèt, other car came

around the corner and hit a parked car. And we had

attorney's letters and what have you, a lot of fussing

around. After six months, they offered to pay half of the

collision damage. It just an absolute pain. And I

understand that most of the really major companies do this
automatically, voluntarily, so I think this is very worth

while to... just to insure that this practice is done
across the board. So I urge an 'aye' vote.''

Speaker Daniels: ''Further discussion? The Gentleman from Cook:

Representative Lopez.'
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Lopez: 'Thank you, Mr. Speaker, would the Sponsor yield??

Speaker Daniels: ''He indicates he will.''

Lopez: ''Representative Brady, when I hear you speak the statement

that there is no opposition at this time, we spoke earlier,

1 think it was yesterday, and there is still opposition to

this Bill, is it true?''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Bradyo''

Brady) lRepresentativep I'm not sure what... heard what you

said.,

Speaker Daniels: PRepresentative Lopezo''

Lopez: 'When we spoke yesterday afternoon, there was still

opposition to thiG Bill. Dnless you have heard otherwisey

because I have not heard, the opposition is still there on

this Bill, is it true??

Speaker Daniels: HRepresentative Brady.''

Brady: PRepresentative, if you say there's opposition to this

Bill, I stand corrected. My conversation with you

yesterday, understood that there was hope that

another Amendment potentiatly could be offered. But, that

in fact, the group that we were working with, that you were

workinq with, was neutral on this issue. if stand

corrected, please, please do so, because when 1 spoke with

you and the gentleman representing these folks, that was

my indication. And 1... if you want to correct me, please

do so and 1'11 stand by thato''

Speaker Daniels: eRepresentative Lopez.''

Lopezl ''Well, the Speciality Insurance Association is still

opposed to this legislation. They offered to... they were

glad that you... that you offered the Amendment, but they

wanted... their own attorneys wanted to clarify that

Amendment and wanted to add another Amendment to it. Which

for some reason or another and 1 can understand tbat youfve
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worked with us on this Bill, did not think it was

necessary. But, let me ask you another question. Would

this effect rates in any way to people who can not afford

the State Farms and the A11 States Insurance Companies?''

Speaker Danielss: ''Representative Brady.''

Brady: ''Representative, no one... no one has indicated it would

to me. In our conversations with your group, werve tried

to address some of their concerns. But they've never

indicated that it would increase rates for their insured.

In fact, everyone I've spoken with, has thought that this

would bring down the cost of litigation, therefore,

allowing companies to reduce rateso'

Speaker Daniels: 'Representative Lopez.''

Lopez: PRepresentative, there are insurance companies, especially

the inner city, the City of Chicago, in my district and

other districts in the City of Chicago, where there are

people with man...that since we've forced mandatory

insurance, which I completely aqree with, there are

insurance companies out there, the small insurance

companies, like the ones that we're... in my... my personal

feelings we're attacking, are the only ones that people in

my district that can not afford All State or State Farm or

the big insurance companies, can not afford the big rates

that big insurance companies charge. So the problem with

this Bill is, that I understand what you're trying to do

but in the long run, it's going jorce many of these

companies to close down. Because they're not going to be

able to afford the biq prices of big insurance company.

Now, do you, in any way, anything that l've said, do you

agree with what I'm saying?''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Brady.''

Brady: HRepresentative, I don't pretend to be an expert about the
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insurance company you're speaking with, but I don't know

how settlin: claims in a timely, less costly manner can

cause any company to increase their premiums. Now, if

you're suggestinq it because they can delay payment, they

could offer cheaper premiums, I don't know. But we

want... if you look at it in this picture, if you're going

to solve them in a timely, less costly manner, it's got to

cost the insurance company less, therefore, reduce

premiums for everybody. So, 1... I donlt understand what

the logic behind what you're sayingp'

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Lopez.''

Lopez: ''To the Bill. This is another case, big company versus

little company. Veab, we want people to have insurance in

their automobiles. But at the same time, there are people

that can not afford the big insurance rates that other

insurance companies, you and I and Members of the Leg...

Legislature, probably could afford those rates, but there

are people out there that really can not. Now, would you

rather have someone that has no insurance hit you and have

a collision with you and pay you nothinq or would you

rather have an insurance that would pay you something? And

in my case: I would prefer someone that has some type of

insurance, which I've been in accidents before, and they've

had small insurance companies representing them, and

they've paid. So again, oppose this opposi... this Bill

and I urge 'no' vote because this is a legislation that's

for big companies, not for little companies. Thank you.f'

Speaker Daniels: ''Lady from Cook, Representative Krause.''

Krause: ''Thank you: Mr. Speaker. I move the previous question.''

Speaker Daniels: *The question is, 'Shall the main question be

put?' All in favor signify by saying 'aye', opposed 'no'.

The 'ayes' have it. Representative Brady to close.''
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Brady: HThank you, Mr. Speaker, Ladies and Gentleman. stand in

strong support of this. This will create lower cost

insurance for all of Illinois and 1 ask for your favorable

V O V' C * 11

Speaker Daniels: ''The question is, 'Shall Senate 3ill 533 pass?'

Al1 in favor signify by voting 'aye'; opposed by voting

'no'. The voting is open. Have all voted who wish? Have

al1 voted who wish? Have a1l voted *ho wish? The Clerk

will take the record. On this question there are 74 'aye',

36 'no', l voting 'present'. This Bill having received a

Constitutional Majority, is hereby declared passed. Senate
Bill 534, call the Bill, Mr. Clerkol

Clerk McLennand: ''Senate Bill 534, 3ill for an Act in relation to

dental practices. Third Reading of this Senate Bi1l.N

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Savianopp

Saviano: lThank you, Mr. Speaker, Members of the General

Assembly. Senate Bill 534 is the extension of the sunset

of the Dental Practice Act to January 1p 2006. This is a

Bill that has been worked out and is in agreement With a1l

parties and 1 would ask ior a iavorable voteel

Speaker Daniels: oIs there any discussion? The Lady from St.

Clair, Representative Younge. The Gentleman from Cook,

Representative Lang.''

Lanq: ''Thank you, will the Sponsor yield?''

Speaker Daniels: ''Indicates he wi1l.N

Langk ''First, I'd like to remove this from Short Debate, Mr.

Speaker. I'm joined by the requisite number of folks.
Short Debate, thank you. Representative: has the Department

of Professional Regulation taken a position on this B(11?''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Saviano.''

Saviano: ''Sorry, you have to repeat the question.''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Lang.''
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 Lang: PHas DPR taken a position on the Bi1l?''

Speaker Daniels: NRepresentative Saviano.''

Saviano: ''Yes, they support it.''

Speaker Daniels: nRepresentative Lang.''

Lang: ''What changes were made with the Amendment that... that

enabled you to get their support?ï'

Speaker Daniels: lRepresentative Saviano.?

Saviano: ''Amendment 1, which was adopted in committee was

primarily housekeeping cleanup that the department needed

to put them in agreement with the Dental Society. I'm sure

your analysis spells it out, but it addresses... it

addresses all various housekeeping cleanup from the

previous Act, which the department needed inserted in this

legislationxp

Speaker Daniels: DRepresentative LangpW

Lang: ''One of the thinqs you do this Bill is change the public

policies Section of the Act to state that tbe 'dentist is

ultimately responsible for the care of the patient?

regardless of who performs the work'. So by that, I quess

you mean that even if a... if it's a nurse or a hygienist

worklng under the... the aus/ices oi a dentist. The
dentist and the dentist malpractice would ultimately cover

for any... any lîability claims. Would that be correct?''

Speaker Daniels: RRepresentative Saviano.'

Saviano: ''That is trueeK

Speaker Daniels: 'Representative Lang.''

Lang: Mlnd would that also include the $500,000 cap?''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Saviano.f'

Saviano: *1 would imagine it would.'

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Lang.''

Lang: ''And as I would imagine it would too. Are there any

changes in the Act, relative to the training that a dentist
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must go through or anyone working for a dentist must go

through, before they can be licensed?''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Saviano.''

Savianok pThe training... the training hasn't... hasn't changed.''

Speaker Daniels: 'Representative Lang.f

Lang: ''Wel1, what is the change?''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Saviano.''

Savianok ''Okay. Changes certificate of registration, the license

and all references to dental hygienist. Provides a person

reappling for a dental license examination or dental

hygienist license examination, after failing to pass the

license examination with in three years of the first

application, must provide evidence of meeting the current

requirements. It also inserts the lanquage to be in

conformance with all the NAPTA provisions. It changes the

name of Temporary Teaching License to Restricted Faculty

Licenses. It transfers the fee Section of the Act... of

the Act the provision that established the fee for an

application for permit to administer general anesthesia as

well as for renewal of permit to administer general

anesthesia, $25. It adds $l5 fee for restoration of a

dental license for failure to notify DPR of change of

address. Those are not new fees. Adds engaging or

unethical or unprofessional conduct likely to deceive, to

fraud or harm the public, is a violation of the Act.

Clarifies a violation of any rules, promulgated under the

Act, is a violation of the Act. And it makes other minor

housekeeping changes.l'

Speaker Daniels: eRepresentative Lang.''

Lang: ''However, you also delete the requirement that a dental

school academic year, must be at least 8 months long and

you delete the requirement, the re... that academic year
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for a dental hygienist program be at least 32 weeks. Why

do you make those changes? Can these people be properly

trained if you make those periods of time shorter?''

Speaker Daniels: WRepresentative Saviano.p

Saviano: 'l'm sorry, Representative Lang, you have to repeat that

question.''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Lang.'

Lang: pThe current 1aw states that an academic year at a dental

school must be at least 8 months long, you're deleting that

requirement. It also states that an academic year for a

dental hygienist must be at least 32 weeks lonq. Yourre

eliminatin: that requirement. So presumably these academic

years can be shorter. Can they be trained in a shorter

period of time?'

Speaker Daniels: lRepresentative Saviano.'

Saviano: ''Werre simply deleting obsolete language. They still

have to do what was required in the Act beiore.

Speaker Daniels: ''Gentleman, Representative Saviano, moves for

the passage of Senate Bill 534. Al1 those in favor signify

by voting 'aye'; opposed by voting 'no'. The voting is

over... open. Have all voted who wish? Have al1 voted who

wish? Have al1 voted who wish? The Clerk will take the

record. On this question there are l08 'ayes', none

voting 'no', none voting 'present'. This Bill having

received the Constitutional Majority, is hereby declared

passed. Senate Bill 535, read the Bill? Mr. Clerk.''

Clerk McLennand: lsenate Bill 535, Bill for an Act that amends

the School Code. Third Reading of this Senate Bill.''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Hassert.''

Hassert: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker, Members, General Assembly.

Senate Bill 535, simply amends the School Code to allow

school boards to exempt students for participating ROTC
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programs from physical education. 1'11 be happy to ask

any... ansWer any QUPSEiODSZI

Speaker Daniels: 'Any questions? The Gentleman from Cook,

Representative Darte''

Dart: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker, I initially want... I'd like to

take this off of Short Debate. 1'm joined by the the
appropriate number of colleagues. Will the Sponsor yield?''

Speaker Daniels: Hlndicates he wi11.''

Dart: ''Representative, in your Bill, where is it that you define

what ROTC is?''

Speaker Daniels: HRepresentative Kr... Hassertof

Hassert: ''Section 27-6 of the School Code.?

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Dart.'î

Dart: 'And that reference, wlthin reference, this provision #n

your 3i11?*

Speaker Daniels: WRepresentative Hassert.?

Hassert: ''Can you repeat that, Representative Dart?''

Dart: ''That provision would then reference to these... the

changes in your Bill, here?''

Speaker Daniels: 'Representative Hassert.''

Hassert: ''Yes.''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Dart.o

Dart: ''Earlier this Session, we had provisions dealing with

waivers of different mandates. And that's been passed,

signed by the Governor. Would not those provisions that

werve already passed take care of this?''

Speaker Daniels: HRepresentative Hassert.p

Hassert: HRepresentative, I'm sure that with that law, that yes,

they could request a waiver. But we have many requests

throughout the state from ROTC programs to do this anyway,

so this would solve a problem state widea''

Speaker Daniels: 'Representative Dart.''
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Dart: '1So, but wasn't it, I mean, wasn't the point of the whole

waiver Bill that we did was to allow individual schools to

have individual choice over what they want to do instead of

it beinq mandated by us one way or the other. Wouldn't it

make more sense, if not, we qave those people that power,

allow each and every school to decide for themselves what

they want to do instead of dictating from up here what...

what they're to do?l

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Hassert.M

Hassert: ''What... : do understand what youpre saying,

Representative, but 1 think because oi the state board

having numerous requests from out the state, that we can

blanket handle this. Instead of making each school

district go through the waiver process to... to basically

deal with something that doesn't seem... shouldn't be such

a problem and that school boards and that shouldn't have

to qo through the waiver process, if this... if they have

an active ROTC program and this should be allowed. The

state board has no problem with this. Matter of fact, they

would like to bave this done so tbat they don't have to go

through this process. And I would seem that, yes, you're

right, that they could use the waiver process but why not

go ahead and allow this to be done statewide so they don't

have to go through the extra paper work, the extra hassle

oi performing this waiver process right now.?

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Dart.f

Dart: ''I understand What your point is. I guess it's just sort
of perplexing because it flies in the face... I mean the

theory of what we were doing earlier with... when we...

wbether or not we have a lot of them talkinq about this or

not. We really... tbe thrust oi wbat it Was, Was to give

this local control back to these folks and to stop telling

1l3
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them what to do. one way or the other here. Are there...

has there been a great deal of concern raised by schools,

that they want this removed? And can you just give me an
outline of how many have requested this?N

Speaker Daniels: HRepresentative Hassert.'

Hassert: ''State board just informed me of numerous requests. I
do not have a iigurep''

Speaker Daniels: ORepresentative Dart.''

Dart: NYeah? and not be this... when tbey told you numerous, they

didn't know if numerous meant five or meant ten or meant

fifty, no idea?'

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Hassert.''

Hassert: ''Representative Dart, I can't give you an accurate

number.'

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Darto''

Dart: '1Just... the thrust of what you were talking about with

this Bill, is because of the fact, ROTC has in it,

physical related exercise and the like, this would in a

sense be duplicative, is that correct?''

Speaker Daniels: NRepresentative HaGsert.''

Hassert: ''It would be duplicate. It also would take away from

their time to be involved in the ROTC program. If they had

to do the physical education class, it would allow them

less time in their program, so they might not be able to do

the ROTC programs. In the case of the school district 1

bad, it has 5QQ active students. It had... it was a very

well defined program. They were afraid of that... this

would force them to discontinue their program.''

Speaker Daniels: 'Representative Hassert. Representative Dart./

Dart: pRepresentative, just... briefly, dld you... could you..,

detail them any of these physical exerc#ses tbey Go, and if

you possible could, may demonstrate to the Body, some of
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those, if you are... could do that? The ones that we're

going to be prohibiting them from doing./

Speaker Daniels: ''Further questions? The Lady from Cook,

Representative Krause.e

Krause: lThank you, Mr. Speaker. l move the previous question.e

Speaker Daniels: pThe question is, 'Shall the main question be

put?' A1l in favor signify by saying 'aye'; opposed 'no'.

The 'ayes' have it. Representative Hassert to close.'f

Hassert: 'T just ask for a favorable vote. Thank youel
Speaker Daniels: >Gentleman moves for the passaqe of Senate Bill

535. A1l those in favor signify by voting 'aye') opposed by

votinq 'no'. The voting is open. Have all voted who

wish? Have all voted who wish? Have al1 voted who wish?

Clerk will take the record. On this question there are 109

'ayes', none voting 'no', l voting 'present'. This 3i1l

having received the Constitutional Majority, is hereby
declared passed. Senate Bill 539: read the Bill, Mr.

Clerk.p

Clerk McLennand: ïïsenate Bill 539: Bill for an Act concerning

motor vehicles. Third Reading of thig Senate 3ill.''

Speaker Daniels: pRepresentative Stephensv''

Stephens: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Handling this Bill for

Representative Black, as a cosponsor. This... the language

of Senate Bill 539 is a result of negotiations between the

manufactures and franchisees. It establishes a uniform

period of time, in which both sides may settle their

disputes. The Sponsor intends to sponsor trailer

legislation, which will be beard Monday, in Transportation

Committee, to address concerns that IDOT and the road

builders have. This leqislation was proposed by the

Illinois Auto Dealers Association, after an Illinois

Supreme Court found deficiencies in the Motor Vehicle
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Franchise Act in its recent Fields-leep-Eagle versus the

Chrysler Corporation et a11 decision. The Supreme Court

ruled tbat the... that certain provisions relating to the

dealer relocations were unconstitutional. And so the

court ruled that it is not proper function for the court

system to decide where dealerships are to be located,

rather decisions should be made by an executive branch of

government, such as an administrative agency or motor

vebicle board. And without this legislation, Illinois car

dealers will have no forum to present their case in a

dispute, if a dispute arises between the manufacture and

the dealer. 1 will do my best to respond to questions.

This is Representative Blackfs. The main Sponsor oj the

Bill. He's not here with us rigbt now and I move passage

of Senate Bill 539.''

Speaket Daniels: 'The Gentleman from Cook, Representative Dart.O

Dart: lThank you, will the Sponsor yield?''

Speaker Daniels: 'He indicates he wil1.''

Dart: ''Representative, this appears to be a major change in the
la* herq. Fir... I want to touch on some of them briefly

here. I mean, this is extensive'. Who was the... this was

the impetus of the car dealers, was that it?''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Stephensp''

Stephens: ''Yes.f'

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Dart./

Dart: 'When I was looking through the Bill, it appears as if

there's a... a doublinq of fees in this? Increases the new

vehicle dealer's fees and actually doubles it, is that

correct?,

Speaker Danielsk ''Representative Stephens.l

Stephens: ''The fee you are referring to is paid for by the car

dealers and it is an agreement between the two parties.''
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Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Dart.''

Dart: ''It's my understanding that to, that the... the fee with

then go for this new board, is that correct? Where would

the fees... what would the doubling of the feesp where does

that go to and what's it used for?f'

Speaker Daniels: 'Representative Stephens.?

Stephens: ''It goes to the board that will hear the cases.''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Dart.''

Dart: ''Now, the provisions of this Bill deal with some of the

changes with a car dealer. Would a car dealer now, under

this law, what is tbe scbeme... the scheme that you've set

up is a process for a car dealer endinq its dealership.

Could you explain what was the impetus? Why is it that

this is needed? What is the problems that we're tryinq to

address here?''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Stephenso''

Stephens: ''Representative, as a certified non-lawyer, even I'm

familiar with the Field-leep-Eagle versus Chrysler

Corporation case. And that's the genesis oi this. And that

Supreme Court decision ruled that certain provisions

relating to dealer relocations were unconstitutional. And

the court further ruled: that it is not prop... a proper

function for the court system to decide where dealerships

are to be located. Rather decisions like that, should be

made by an administrative body, an executive branch of

government, such as an administrative agency or motor

vehicle board. And thus, the creation of this board and

the funding mechanism that you referred to earlier.f'

Speaker Daniels: l'Representative Dart.''

Dart: ''Would this have... we've passed Bills earlier this year,

dealin: with the dealerships for motorcycles and like.

What impact would that have on any of this?''
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that it doesn'tw''

Speaker Daniels: 'Representative Dart.'

Dartl f'1 don't... it kasn't a trick question of any type. It was

just the que... the fact that know on at least two
separate occasions we've passed Bills here dealing with

motorcycle dealerships and altering the... the different

dealerships as far as the range and when another dealership

can come and locate in there. And I was wondering if this

in fact, because it's dealing with the Supreme Court case,

talking about Where dealerships can be located, this

would be impacted at all. Would this impact any of that

legislation we've just been passing?l
Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Stephens.''

Stephens: @In my estimation, the answer to that question is no.'

Speaker Daniels: HRepresentative Dart.'l

Dart: ''Can you give me just a brief summary of what the Fields
case held?'

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Stephens.''

Stephens: N1 heard the first part of your question. Did you

refer to the Fields case again?'

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Dart.''

Dart: ''Yeah? just briejly, if you can give me just a brief
holding of that.''

Speaker Daniels: f'Representative Stephens.''

Stephens: pThe Dealers Association has introduced this

legislation to correct deficiencies that were found to

exist by the Illinois Supreme Court in the Field versus

Chrysler Corporation decision. With respect to the
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Illinois Motor Vehicle Franchise Act. In December, the

court ruled certain provisions of the Act pertainin: to

dealer relocation to be unconstitutional. The court's

rulin: stated that it is not proper... not a proper

function for the court system to decide where dealerships

are located. As I said earlier, rather, according to the

Illinois Supreme Court, decisions of this nature should be

made by an executive branch of government, such as

administrative agency or a motor vehicle board. Tbis...,

Speaker Daniels: ''Further discussion? The Lady from Cook,

Representative Krause.''

Krause: 'Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I move the previous question.'f

Speaker Daniels: NThe question isz 'Shall the main question be

put?' All in favor signify by saying 'aye'; opposed 'no'.

The 'ayes' have it. Gentleman, Representative Stephens to

close.''

Stephens: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. There have been some

questions as to how this Bill would effect the road funds

and any diversion of road funds. The... there will be a

Trailer Bill, that Representative Black will be presenting

before the Transportation Committee on Monday, to address

that problem, because we recognized that there is a flaw in

the Bill. This legislation must move at this time, so

that we don't leave car dealers in a position where they

have no place to adjudicate disputes with the company from
which they franchise. I move passage oj Senate Bill 539.%

Speaker Daniels: HGentleman moves for the passage of Senate Bill

539. All those in favor signify by voting 'ayef; opposed by

voting 'no'. The votinq is open. Have all voted who

wisb? Have a1l voted who wish? Have a1k voted who wish?

Clerk will take the record. On this question, there are 99

'ayes', 3 voting 'no', 5 voting 'present'. This Bil1
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having received a Constitutional Majority, is herebg
declared passed. Senate Bill 695.'1

Clerk McLennand: ''Senate Bill 695, 3il1 for an Act that amends

the Beer Industry Fair Dealing Act. Third Readinq of this

Senate 3ill.''

Speaker Daniels: *For what purpose does the Gentleman from Cook

arise?''

Lang: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I guess J rise on a Point of

Personal Privilege.l

Speaker Daniels: ''State your point.''

Lang: ''0n behalf of al1 the Democratic Members of the House, Sir,

I've noticed that on the last several Bills, we've had one

person speaking and then... and then...l

Speaker Daniels: nThat's not a point, Sir. Representative Lang,

state your point.e

Lang: ''My point is that lights on our side of the aisle are being

summarily ignored and you go to your designated person on

every Bill to call the previous question.e

Speaker Daniels: ''Okay.'

Lang: NNow are we not going to debate these Bills openly, Sir?n

Speaker Daniels: ''We understand your point. Gentleman from

Bureau, Representative Mautino, is reeognized.

Representative Mautino. Is that a Motion, Sir?

Representative Mautino. Representative Mautino: youfre

on./

Mautino: HThank you, ask the leave of the Body to present 695.

am a hyphenated Sponsor on the Bill. This... this Bill

effects the Beer Industry Fair Dealing Act. Makes two

changes. Includes non-resident dealers under the Act. The

second one would... is an agreed provision which would stop

or attempt... or stop the attempt of any wholesalers from

making requirements for compliance, vhich are outside the
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an 'aye' vote.''

Speaker Daniels: ''Any discussion? Representative Granberg.''

Granberg: HYes, thank you, will the Gentleman yield??

Speaker Daniels: ''Indicates he wi1l.''

Granberg: 'fRepresentative Mautino, does this apply to the three

tier system? Does this provide some sort of protection for

wholesalers and retail... retailers in the distribution of

May l2, 1995

Act. Ask forDealership

alcohol?p

Daniels:Speaker 'Representative Mautino.''

Mautino: ''That's correct.''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Granberg.'

Granberg: ''Representative Mautino, ho*... how would this actually

impact the distributors? Would they be required to deliver

certain goods and products to existing licensees? lf that

is the case: I thought we'd dealt with that a few years

Y 9 C * Y

Speaker Daniels: 'Representative Mautino.l

Mautino: ''No, that's a separate issue, that youbre talking about.

This has two provisions. What it says is that a

non-resident dealer. That's someone who is importing into

the State of Illinois. Would choose... they would choose a

distributorship, then they must comply with all the

provisions of the Beer Industry Fair Dealership Act. They

could not operate under the laws of their own states.o

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Granberg./

Granberg: 1'So, if you have a distributor from Indiana, because

they don't have the franchise laws that are applicable in

Illinois, they would have to comply with al1 of our laws

regarding distribution of those products? Is that... is

my understandin: correct?''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Mautino.''
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Mautino: ''A supplier or manufacturer from Indiana or from

another... another country, that imports into Illinois

would select a distributor in one of the... one of the

cities or territories. And so any... anything arising from

that, would fall under the Illinois law.n

Speaker Daniels: lRepresentative Granberg.'

Granberg: ''Are there any choice of 1aw provisions in the

contracts, so that the manufacturer, retains an Illinois

distributor, would this invalidate any choice law in the

contract that they may have entered into between the

manufacturer and the Illinois distributor?''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Granberg. Representative

Mautino.'

Mautino: ''Okay, that would be the second change that you're

talking about in the Bill. Which basically says, that

the... the Beer Industry Fair Dealing Act is going to... is

ëntended to have Illlnoës 1aw control the contract between

the distributor and the brewer.''

Speaker Daniels: HRepresentative Granbergo''

Granberg: ''So# if my understanding is correct then, Frank, you

have the out of state manufacturer. They may seek to

import and avoid the Illinois laws under the Fair

Dealership Act. They could retain an Illinois distributor

to distribute their products in Illinois, but if they have

a contract with tbat Illinois distributor that would

attempt to supersede our law, this would say, they can not

in fact, do that?''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Mautino.''

Mautino: ''When the Beer Industry Fair Dealership Act was written,

the intent was that non-resident dealers would be covered

under this Act. There was a federal court case which was

the Sustocus versus Hornel and the the ruling that the Beer
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Industry Fair Dealer Act was not applicable to

non-resident dealer licensees. So the wholesalers and the

beer distributors have gotten together. They've made this

agreement that they would include in the definition,

non-resident dealers. That would clarffy anytbing wbich

was... which was misunderstood or unintentional done.''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Granberg.'

Granberg: ''Okay, thank you, Representative. I think that... that

does it for me. Because I misunderstood what you were

attempting to do. Because two years ago, we had the

legislation that required the in-state dfstributors to

distribute the products to certain retail licensees. I was

confusing that with this provision. So this addresses the

situation where the courts said that we could not interfere

with that intra-state contract relationship. Or it was

left out by that legislation. So this would in fact: make

our 1aw plicable to those people who retain the in-state

distributors, although they're out of state legal

manufacturers. And that was the intent of the Fair... the

Fair Dealing Act, if I remember correctly.'ï

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Mautin6.'

Mautino: 'That's correct. I know of no opposition and ask for an

'aye' vote.,

Speaker Daniels: ''Okay, further discussion. Excuse me, this is

on Short Debate, so we're qoing over to Representative

Mautino to close.'

Mautino: NThank you. The provisions are very simple and I just
ask for your 'aye' vote.''

Speaker Daniels: ''Gentleman has moved for the passage oi Senate

Bi11 695. All those in favor signify by voting 'ayef;

opposed by voting 'no'. The voting is open. Have a1l

voted who wish? Have al1 voted who wish? Have a11 voted
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who wish? The Clerk will take the record. On this
question, tbere are l09 'ayes', l voting 'no', none voting

'present'. This Bill havinq received a Constitutional

Majority, is hereby declared passed. Senate 3i11 736, read
the Bill, Mr. Clerko''

Ckerk McLennand: Msenate Bill 736: Bill ior an Act that amends

the Illinois Insurance Code. Third Reading of this Senate

Bi1l.>

Speaker Daniels: NRepresentative Pedersen.
'

Pedersen: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker and Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House. Senate 3ill 736 amends a 1937 law that limits and

insures ability to rescind a policy the information on the

application reveals a material misrepresentation or an

intent to deceive. Under current lav
, the insurer can

rescind only if the application is physically attached to

the policy at the time the policy is issued. This 3ill

removes that requirement. It also adds a consumer

protection aspect to tbe law, which is very beneficial
.

It's somewhat similar to what they do in life insurance

policies. The Bill prohibits an insurer from rescinding

an auto policy or home owners policy, beyond one year or

one policy period, which ever comes first. Under current

law, no time limit exists except for a life or health

policy assuming the insurer has complied with the

attacbment provision. So that means that it's kind of like

an incontestable clause in a life insurance policy. In any
event, this... this Bill' has received no 'no' votes

. On
its travels from the Senate to this point. We had an

attendance Roll Call. So I would ask that we. . . that the
. Assembly vote for this Bill, thank you./

Speaker Daniels: pLady from Cook, Representative Kaszak.'f

Kaszak: *Mr. Speaker, I want to rise on a Point of Personal
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Privilege. On vote on the Senate Bill 539, I intended to

vote 'aye' on that and incorrectly voted 'no' on that
. I

just want the record to reflect that. Thank you.r

Speaker Daniels: ''Tbe record will so reflect
. Thank you.

Gentleman from Cook, Representative Lang.
r

Lang: nThank you, Mr. Speaker. 1 ask that this be taken from

Short Debate. There's a sea of hands on this side of the

aisle to do that.o

speaker Daniels: 'A sea of hands.
p

Lang: PThank you, will the Sponsor yield?l

Speaker Daniels: ''Sponsor indicates he will but he's getting sea

sickoo

Lang: pWhat was that, Sir?l

speaker Daniels: RHe's getting Gea sicklo

Lang: Dxes, I understand. Hi, Representative. Hi there, nice

tie. Representative, when does thts one year period start?

Does it start at the time of the original policy? And when

does it begin again? At the time of each policy renewal?/

Speaker Daniels: nRepresentative Pedersenx
'

Pedersen: *1 assume that it starts on the effective date of the

policy.e

Speaker Daniels: KRepresentative Lang. M

Lang: *Wel1, we can all assume, Sir, but that's why : have to ask

the question because the Bill doesn't say. At least. I'm

not sure it says. Do you want to refer to the Bill and

tell me what the Bill says regarding this? Or. . . your
staffer can get a little' closer, it's okay. He won't bite, '
Sir. He can get a little closer. Maybe you can tell us

when tbis one year period kicks ino
n

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Pedersen.
?

Pedersen: PWe11, it had to be the date of the policy
. That's

when... that's when the liability of the insurance company
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beginso''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Lang.
l

Lang: >So would it be fair to say then, for purposes of

legislative intent, the one year policy period begins at

the time of the original policy and does not begin again

after each policy renewal?'

Speaker Daniels: lRepresentative Pedersen.'

Pedersen: nYes.?

Speaker Daniels: lRepresentative Lang.*

Lang: Ocan you possibly give us an example from your experience

in this industry as to why we need this? What. .. what

happens in the insurance business now that requires that

we pass this 3ill and how will this 3i11 remedy that

Problem?''

Speaker Daniels: *Representative Pedersen. ''

Pedersen: 'Wel1: we're talking about property and casualty

policies, 1 would assume moan. . . mainly home owners or

automobile insurance policies. And the way the industry

works today, it's al1 computerized. And the application

is usually completed in the agent's office, becomes part of

the agent's file. The new insured or the applicant gets

probably the original copy of that application for his

records to attach to his policy when he gets it. And a1l

the information is transmitted to the company by the agent

by computer, so this little provision of it, actually

attaching a copy of the application to the policy is just
an awful 1ot of extra unhecessary paperwork.

/

Speaker Daniels: WRepresentative Lang.l

Lang: ''Wel1 Sir, would it be fair to say then
, that this

statement and my analysis is correct? Imposing a cap on

the time for a policy to be rescinded is intended to

protect consumers from a later accusation of
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misrepresentation while still providing insurers adequate

time to determine if there is any misrepresentation
. Is

that a correct statement?l

Speaker Daniels: lRepresentative Lang. . . Pedersen.''

Pedersen: *Well, there's no limitation now. I mean, if you...

you've made a material misrepresentation of the policy
,

they can rescind the po1... they can rescind it
. That's

the way it is now. This is a great improvement, mean,

there's a lot... a lot of policies that are issued for six

months, automobile insurance as an example, homeowners are

often a year. So, we're really probably talking, after 6

months or after a year, they can't rescind. That's a...

that's a great advantaqe to... to an insurance buyer.
n

Speaker Daniels: 'Excuse me for one second
. I#d like to

recoqnize the Rotary International Study Group
. Members

from India, with the Carlyle Rotary Club Members in the

Gallery. That's Representative Granberg's district and

area. So, Welcome to Springfield. Representative Lang
.
'

banq: PThank you, I'd be happy to donate those iolks my time
,

anytime, Mr. Speaker. Representative, so this is a
consumer Bi1l. You're protectinq consumers with this Bill

,

is that correct??

Speaker Daniels: lRepresentative Pedersen.
?

Pedersen: ''That's correct, in two ways. Number one, by

decreasinq the cost of operating an insurance company
.

they'll be able to offer policies cheaper. lnd protecting
the insurance consumer fèom a rescission of their policy

after 6 months or a year. So they don't have to worry

about that ever happening..l

Speaker Daniels: OFurther discussion? Being none
, the Gentleman:

Representative Pedersen to close.n

Pedersen: ''This is a good Bill. There have been no 'no' votes.
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And I urqe an 'aye' vote.?

Speaker Daniels: lGentleman has moved for the passaqe of Senate

Bill 736. àll those in favor indicate by voting 'aye';

opposed by voting 'no'. The votin: is open. Have all

voted who wish? Have all voted who wish? Have all voted

who wish? The Clerk will take the record. This question,

there are l09 'ayes', none voting 'no' l votinq 'present'.#

This Bill having received a Constitutional Majority, is
hereby declared passed. Senate Bill l9: read the Bill,

Mr. Clerk. What's the status of Senate Bill 19?*

Clerk Rossi: lsenate Bill 19 has been returned to the Order of

Second Reading. No Committee Amendments, Floor Amendment

51 has been approved for consideration./

Speaker Daniels: 'Floor Amendment 5l, Representative Cowlishaw
.
n

cowlishaw: RThank you very much, Mr. Speaker
z Ladies and

Gentlemen of the House. Amendment 51 to Senate Bill l9,
is... when it is included in Senate 3i11 l9, will then make

Senate Bill 19 identical to what House Bill 207 was When

we sent 207 to the Senate. This is the Charter School

Legislation, witb which we negotiated at some length with

a spokespersons for the Itlinois Educatcon Assoctation .

And certain agreements were reached, that were

incorporated into House Bill 207, prior to its being

passed here by a handsome margin and sent to the Senate
.

Senate Bill l9, however, which comes to us from the Senate

and is their version of the Charter School Bill does not

include those provisiohs that we agreed to include in

behalf of the Illinois Education Association. So let me

tell you that there are just three simple things that this
Amendment adds to the Charter School Legislation. First: it

provides that local school boards are required to give

teachers who accept employment with a charter school, up to
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a five year leave of absence. And at the end of the

authorized leave, the teacher must return to the school

district in a comparable position or if the teacher chooses

to do so, resiqn. Teacbers.... the second item is that

teachers at charter schools may resign their positions only

if they give the governing body at least 60 days notice,

beiore the end of the school year. lnd if the resignation 1

is effective at the end of the school year. And finally the

third provision is that out of school district entities

creating a charter school, must demonstrate in their

charter proposal a high level of local pupil, parental,

community, business, and school personnel support. That is

the material that the Illinois Education Association Would

like to see included in this Charter School Legislation. I

believe that we should do so. I stand in strong support of

thts Amendment and wilk gkadly attempt to answer any

questionso''

Speaker Daniels: ''Let me announce that the Junior Girl Scout

Troop 151: from the St. Barnabas School in Chicago is

here. They are guests of Representative Monique Davis.

Welcome to Sprinqfield. The Gentleman from Cook,

Representative Pugh.''

Pugh: ''Tbank you, Mr. Speaker and Ladies and Gentlemen of the

Committee... of the House. Will the Sponsor yield for a

question?''

Speaker Daniels: Oshe indicates she wi1l.''

Pugh: pRepresentative Cowlishaw, can you tell me what the other

50 Amendments to this Bill did or does or do?''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Cowlishawe''

Cowlishaw: 'Thank youp Mr. Speaker. Thank you for turning the

microphone back on. It certainly is helpful. There were

50 prior Amendments to this... to this legislation.
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They're all listed on the LIS System, Sir, and I would

sugqest that ls you wish know what the other 50 were, that

you might want to go and consult the LIS System.''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Pugheo

Pugh: ''Representative Cowlishaw, appreciate your depth of

knowledge relative to these educational issues and that's

why I assumed that you could give me the synopsis of the 50

pieces of legislation as it related to Amendment 51.''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Cowlishaw.''

Cowlishaw: NRepresentative, 1 certainly appreciate your kind

words and complimentary attitude, however, neither have

the time nor do I believe, do any of us have the time to

review, 50 separate Amendments that were previously filed

to this 3i1l. We are... have before us, Sir, Amendment

5l. That is the topic, we are expected to address. It is

neither useful or reasonable to address something that is

not before us. We are not about to vote on Amendments

1-50. We are about to vote on Amendment 5l. Let us please

restrict ourselves to discussion of Amendment 51.1

Speaker Daniels: 'For the Record, the first 25 Amendments, lost

in commlttee. The second 25 Alendments are in Rules and

this is #51, Representative pugh. Representative Pugh.''

Pugh: ''Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. Representative

Cowlishaw, can you explain to me the difference in a

charter school, a teacher that's going to be certified as a

charter school teacher and the current certification? Is

there going to be any additional requirements tOr a teacher

to teach at a charter school, than one that is certified

at the pub... reqular public school level?p

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Cowlishaw.''

Cowlishaw: ''Thank you, Sir. The... the contents of the House

Bill that we sent to the Senate and the contents of Senate
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to do with Amendment 5l. Allnothing

right? But only with the underlined Bill, which is not

supposed to be the topic of discussion right now. But

never the less, the charter schools are required to employ

instructional staff, who are certified, under the

provisions of the School Code, pertaining to teacher's

certification or who possess the following qualifications.

That they were graduated with a Bachelor's Degree from

accredited institution. That they've been employed for a

period oi at least five years in an area requiring

application of the individual's education. That they have

passed the tests of basic skills in subject matter,
knowledge currently required under the School Code for

teacher certification. lnd that they have demonstrated

continuing evidence of professional grokth. Charter

schools are permitted to employ non-certified staff, only

in non-instructional positions.l

Speaker Daniels: RRepresentative Pugh.'

Pugh: ''Wil1... will these individuals have to be finger printed

prior to teaching in this... in charter schools?''

Speaker Daniels: lRepresentative Cowlishaw.''

Cowlishaw: ''Representative Pugh, what ever the current 1aw is,

Would apply to these people the same as it does to al1 the

teachers in our public school system today.'

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Pughy your time is almost out.

So, Would you brin: your line of questioning to a close?''

Pugh: 'Representative Cowlishaw, can you tell me the relative

cost of running a charter school compared to... to that of

a Chicago Public School? Would there be...''

Speaker Daniels: 'Bring your question to a close and 1'11 1et her

answer that question. Representative Pugho'

Pugh: ''Wil1 there be an increase cost in implementing a
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charter... charter school or will the cost be the same or

will we save money by implementing a... a charter school?''

Speaker Daniels: 'Representative Cowlishaw.,

Cowlishaw: ''That is impossible to predict, Representative Pugh.

The fact is, that an awful lot will depend upon the design

of that charter school in the first place. It will depend

upon the people who decide to apply for the charter

status. For example, let us suppose that this charter is

something that is entered into by a large corporation, such

as Caterpillar or Motorola, in conjunction with a group of
teachers from a specific school building, who decide that

the teachers and that corporation want to go together and

charter a school. Sometimes under those circumstances,

that corporation might be making a substantial finàncial

contribution toward the future of that charter school. In

which case, as iar as public funding is concern, that

school, might be cheaper. On the other hand, there might

be a charter that differed drastically from that, and that

did not involve any involv.a.any involvement that would be

likely bring forth private funding. In Which case, per

pupil, that kind of charter school, might be more

expensive. But the cost is depended entirely upon the

design of the charter. And those things unfortunately,

Sir, are just impossible to predict.''
Speaker Daniels: lThe Lady from Cook, Representative Monique

Davis.''

Davis. M.: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Will the Sponsor yield?''

Speaker Daniels: Rshe indicates she *ill.O

Davis, M.: ''Representative, I'd like to follow up on a question

that Coy Pugh asked. He asked if those employees of a

charter school have to be finger printed, similar to those

who are going to teach or work in schools today. ls that
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mandate waived in the charter school? Will they have to

adhere to that?''

Speaker Daniels: HRepresentative Cowlishaw./

Cowlishawl >If the question is, 'Wi1l they be required to adhere

to the current law?' The answer is yes.''

Speaker Daniels: HRepresentative Davis.l

Davis, M.: 'Current 1aw states, Representative, that waivers can

take place and most of the mandates have been waived. So I

would assume from that, those who are going to teach in a

charter school, may not necessarily have passed a finger

print test. My followin: question, Representative, is if

you have a number of class rooms in one particular school

that want to be a part of a charter school in another area,

is that permissible?p

Speaker Daniels: NRepresentative Cowlishaw.'

Cowlishawk ''It's possible, but unlikelyw'

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Davis.?

Davis, M.: 'Representative, the people who have college degrees

but who are not necessarily teachers or haven't had any

child development courses or courses in methods or any

knowledge in reference to the development of teenagers, how

will they be able to meet those needs that are definitely

present in every school?M

Speaker Daniels: lRepresentative Cowlishaw.'

Cowlishaw) ''They will be able to do that equally well, whether we

do or do not adopt this Amendment. thought, Mr. Speaker,

that this debate was about this Amendment, not about the

underlyin: Bill. might be helpful to all of us, if the

questioners would restrict their questions to the contents

of Floor Amendment 51.11

Speaker Daniels: HRepresentative Davis.e

Davis, M.) ''Representative, does this Bill contain every... does
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this Amendment, Amendment 51 contain everything that exists

in Senate Bill 197'1

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Cowltshawp''

Cowlishaw: NI explained a1l this, when we iirst began this

discussion. If we add Amendment 51 to Senate 3i1l l9, we

will then have included in our charter school legislation

the materials that were negotiated and agreed to by the

Illinois Education Association. That is a1l this Amendment

does. It puts back into the Charter School Bill that came

here from the Senate, the provisions that we on the House

side, had agreed to include at the request of the Illinois

Education Association.'' I already explained what is

contained in Amendment 51.''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Davis.''

Davis: ''Mr. Speaker, I'm looking on page l9, letter 'D', says

a teacher at a charter school may resiqn hîs or her

position, only if the teacher gives notice to the charter

school's governing board, 60 days before the end of the

school term. Now, Representative, hoW do you... what

happens if they don't give 60 day notice? Suppose a

woman's husband is moving to Alaska and shels going with

him. What happens to her for violatinq this provision you

have in here?n

Speaker Daniels: HRepresentative Cowlishaw.''

Cowlishaw: ''I think the governing board of the... the governing

board of the charter schoolp would no doubt have some

provisions for hardship cases. I think that might even be

what you miqht call a hardship case. But the fact is, the

provisions to whicb you refer, Madam, are those things

that have to do with the teacher returning to the same

school in which that teacher taught before that teacher

became a teacher in the charter school. If they're moving
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to Alaska, it seems highly unli... unlikely that that

teacher wants to go back to the school from which she or he

C Z R6 @ %V

Speaker Daniels: rYour time is almost expired, Representative

Davis, so bring your line to close. Representative Davis.?

Davis, M.: ''Yeah, these... these issues are so important,

cons#dering we're takking about 45 schools (n our state.

My understanding is to the previous Bill, oh, and here it

is here, in the event that fundin: is less than 95% of a

current districts appropriation per pupil, so what will

determine? Representative, whether that district funds that

charter school at 95% or whether the district funds the

school at l05A?''

Speaker Daniels: lokay, this is the last question and your

answer, Representative Cowlishaw?l

Cowlishaw: 'The design of the charter school.''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Brunsvold.''

Brunsvold: NThank you, Mr. Speaker. Will the Lady yield?''

Speaker Daniels: lshe indicates she will.@

Brunsvold: pRepresentative Cowlishaw, just a kind of get some
basics here. ls this the same Bill as was House Bill 2077

Exactly the same language except for the three items you

had named?''

Speaker Daniels: lRepresentative Cowlishawo?

Cowlishaw: ''Representative Brunsvold, the whole purpose of

Amendment 51 is to make Senate Bill 19 identical to what

House Bill 227 Was, when we sent it to the Senate. And to

make it accord with what we had agreed to with the Illinois

Education Association.''

Speaker Daniels: HRepresentative Brunsvold. Representative

Brunsvold.''

Brunsvold: f'Thank you. So then that would be to put this Bill
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in the exact same position as 207, then the Illinois Hi...

Education Association would be supportive and the JFT would

be still opposed to the Bill?''

Speaker Daniels: lRepresentative Cowlishaw.''

Cowlishaw: PRepresentative Brunsvold, when 1 presented House Bill

207, which when we add Amendment 51 to Senate Bill l9, will

be identical, when 1 presented that House Bill in

committee, 1 would remind you that the state wide

president of the lllinois Education Association came here

to speak in behalf of that legislation. I frankly, can not

tell you what the current... the current position of the

Illinois Federation of Teachers on this subject may be.n
Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Brunsvold.''

Brunsvold: ''The previous speaker asked if a charter school could

request what, 105% of funding? From 95 to 105, was that

the comment that was made? And I guess my question is, why

would they ask for 95 if they could get 105?*

Speaker Daniels: RRepresentative Cowlishaw.'

Cowlishaw: ''Representative Brunsvold, the Bill provides, the

underlying Bill, now this has nothing to do with Amendment

51, Okay? Only with the underlyinq Bl11. The underlining

Bill provides that the pupil funding for per pupil

every charter school, shall not be less than 95% or more

than 105% of the school districts per capita student

tuition multiplied by the number of students residing in

the district. That's What it provides.''

Speaker Daniels: 'Representative Brunsvold.'

Brunsvold: lHow Representative, do they decide? Is that a

negotiated point?''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Cowlishaw.n

Cowlishaw: ''It is a part of the design of the charter school when

the charter is destgned to begin with and applied ior.'
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Speaker Daniels: NRepresentative Cowlishaw.''

Cowlishaw: lRepresentative Brunsvold, perhaps you were absent for

a few minutes, because I had just provided a very long and
detailed answer to that not more than five minutes ago.

But will gladly repeat for you. Charter schools are

required to employ tnstructional staff who are certified

under the provisions of the School Code and are permitted

to employ non-certiiied staff only in non-instructional

positions. There is however, a provision in this

legislation for a means of achieving certification for

teaching in a charter school by... by possessing the

iollowing char... qualifications. To have graduated with a

bachelor's deqree from accredited institution. To have

been employed for a period of at least five years in an

area requiring direct application of that individual's

education. To have passed the tests of basic skills in

subject matter and knowledge currently included under the
School Code. And to have demonstrated continuing evidence

of professional growth, both in the field ofp in which

they were originally educated and in the period during

which they have been at worko''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Brunsvold, you're out of time.

Will you bring your line of question to a close?''

Brunsvold: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Just one final question, the

teacher that moves and support the language that was
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included in here: teacher that moves from another school

district to part of this charter school system, does that

leave a larger sponsibility on to that u... on that school

district that the teacher's leaving? They are responsible

for hiring other individuals. ls there any responsibility

by the charter school to help that other district find

teachers?'

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Cowlishaw.'

Cowlishaw: *Representative Brunsvold, I'm not at al1 certain that

understand your questiono'

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Brunsvold, could you briefly

restate your question?p

Brunsvold: ''lf a school district that was close to where the

charter school is going to be and let's sayp 10 teachers

decide to leave that school district and go to the new

charter school..?

Speaker Daniels: 'Representative...''

Brunsvold: pWhat's the responsibility of the charter school to

that situation or to the original school district?'

Speaker Danielsl ''Representative Cowlishaw.?

cowlishaw: eThere is no responsibility on the part of any charter

school to assist the schools from which their teachers may

have come to find replacements for those people. That is

still entirely the responsibility of the individual

school, public school district. Because of course, they

Would want to hire people in accordance with their own

practices and procedures and personnel requirements and

what ever else they may have as local... a local policies

in those school districts.''

Speaker Daniels: 'Representative Hoeft: the Gentleman from Kane.o

Hoeft: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. May I ask for the question?o

Speaker Daniels: ''I'm sorry: Sir? You said??
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Hoeft: *1 move the previous question.''

Speaker Daniels: pThe previous question has been moved. Al1

those in favor signify by saying 'aye'; opposed 'no'. The

'ayes' have it. Representative Cowlishaw to close on the

Amendment 51.11

Cowlishaw: 'Please some more... support Amendment 51 to Senate

Bill l9. Thank you.p

Speaker Daniels: ''A1l those in favor signify by saying 'aye';

opposed 'no'. The 'ayes' have it. The Amendment's

adopted. Further Amendments?W

Clerk McLennand: 11No further Amendments. A Fiscal Note has been

requested on the Bill and has been filedo*

Speaker Daniels: ''Third Reading. Senate Bills Third Reading.

Senate Bill l9, read the 3ill, Mr. Clerk.?

Clerk McLennand: Osenate Bill l9. Bill for an Act relating oi

charter schools. Third Reading of this Senate 3ill.*

Speaker Daniels: *Representative Cowlishaw. Moves the adoption

of Senate Bill 19. Representative Lang, you care to enter

into this conversation? Representative Schoenberg, why

are you Waving your hand up in the air? Representative

Schoenberg.e

Schoenberg: eAt the appropriate time, Sir, I'd like to ask

questions of the Sponsor./

Speaker Daniels: ''I'd be delighted to call on you. Want to do it

now? Will Representative Lang wait for Representative

Schoenberg? Then 1'11 come back to you. Representative

Schoenberg.''

Schoenberg: NThank you, Mr. Speaker. Will the Sponsor yield for

a question?''

Speaker Daniels: pshe indicates she will.%

Schoenberg: ''Thank you. No need to shout, 'park' . 'pork'

sorry. 1 confuse the two. Representative, on page 7 of the
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Bill, line 30, there is a... the Section indicates that no

charter shall be granted under this article that would

convert any existing private, parochial, or non-public

school to a charter school. Is there... is there a

provision in the leqislation which would prohibit the

formation of a new parochial from applying for a... one of

the 45 charters, which is to be granted under this Bi11?''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Cowlishaw.*

Cowlishaw: ''The Bill does not specifically prohibit that. So I

would presume that it would be possible. For a new formed

parochial school to apply to the State Board of Education

to be granted a charter. But I would point out to you,

that it would be the responsibility of the State Board of

Education to deal with that issue. In that, it seems, at

least likely to me, Representative, that the State Board of

Education would declare that if you want to become a

charter school, under the public school system of this

state, then you have to become a public school.''

Speaker Daniels: 'Representative Schoenberg.e

Schoenberg: 'Thank you, the reason... the reason for my inquiry:

1... was because think we b0th feel strongly about

maintaininq the separation of church and state within the

establishment clause of the United States Constitution.

And that which has been reinforced most recently by a U.S.

District Court case in Milwaukee, pertaining to public

funds for parochial education. And it raised the red flag

to me, when I saw that existing parochial schools seem to

be covered but that your intentions reqarding the formation

of new parochial schools possibly retain... receiving this

money, did not appear to be in print. The reason why

rais... the reason why I raise this, is because obviously

there are serious constitutional questions aqainst public
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monies going for parochial schools. 3ut also, because in

al1 the discussion about charter schools and I'm a

proponent of charter school legislation, the opposition has

tried to obfuscate the issue by saying that charter schools

are really a way to achieve vouchers. Could you briefly

provide a distinction as to why that is not so?''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Cowlishaw.''

Cowlishaw: ''The charter schools that are proposed under this

leqislation, must be, and I would call your attention, if

you have a copy of House 3ill 207, page 8, Section 27a-5,

under the small letter (a), 'A charter school shall be a

public non-sectarian, non-religious, non-home based. and

non-profit school. A charter school shall be organized and

operated as a non-profit corporation or other discreet

legal non-profit entity, authorized under the laws oi the

State of Illinoisp' That is the end of that Section. 1

think, Sir, that that is very clear and I thank you for

raisin: the issue because you quite right. We needed to

provide that kind of protection.''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Schoenberg.''

Schoenberg: pAnd the next question 1 have, is that you indicated

which type of corporations could indeed be applicants for

charters. If... a for-profit entity, such as the

Widowt?) Communications Firm, which is seeking to establish

privately run schools, if they wished to come to Illinois

to establish charter schools, would they be able to do so

under this legislation?''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Cowlishaw.''

Cowlishaw: ''The proposals have to come through a local existing

school board and then they have to be approved by the State

Board of Education. I think, that not only are there some

strong protections already provided in this legislation,
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particularly now that we've added the Amendment, but also,

think that it is highly unlikely, even if some 1ocal...%

Speaker Daniels: ''You want to bring your answer to a close, time

is expired.l'

Cowlishaw: ''Even some local school board was indiscreet enough

to suggest something like that, I don't think the State

Board of Education would abide by it.''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Lang.H

Lang: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Under the appropriate House Rule.

I move to table Senate Bill l9.'f

Speaker Daniels: 'AII those in favor say 'aye'; opposed 'no'.

The 'ayes' have it. Motion is defeated. Roll Call.

Lady's requested a Roll Call. Thought we were going to

finish our work early, didn't you? You weren't recoqnized

for that purpose, Representative Lang. Okay. You have

nothing further? Okay. Next conversation, Gentleman from

Cook, Representative Pugh.?

Pugh: WThank you, Mr. Speaker and Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House. Will the Sponsor yield for a question?''

Speaker Daniels: fshe indicates she wi1l.''

Pugh: ''Representative Cowlishaw, first let me compliment you on

your recent article in the CRAIN'S CHICAGO BUSINESS. I

think was a real good picture of you also. And I really...

really respect your... the ...(?) of knowledge that

you... that you have relative to the educational system

and the ways in which it should and could be improved.

But I am really interested in... genuinely interested in

knowing how the corporations will be solicited to support

the charter school initiative.''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Cowlishaw.''

Cowlishaw: ''Representative Pugh, it has never been my intention

nor to the best of my knowledge, any other Member of this
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Legislature, that anyone

the creation of a charter school. lt is my understandin:

and I think, Sir, that we should be very grateful for that,

that there are corporations out there, that feel an

obligation, an ethical, even a moral obligation, to help us

to improve our schools. Some of those people, including

the Motorola people, have already stepped forward and done

siqnificant things that cost them money, to try to make

schools better for the children throughout this state. So,

don't think Sir, first of all, that anybody is going to

go out and solicit that kind of cooperation. I think it is

there, waiting to happen.?

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Pugh.'f

Pugh: ''Can this piece of legislation will establish 45 charter

schools, is... and the first one will... is this the first

pilot will be located in Chicaqo, or its first 45 *i1l be

located in Chicago?/

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Cowlishaw.''

Cowlishaw: HThe limit, the maximum number of charter schools

authorized under Senate Bill l9, is 45, but those are

broken out on a regional basis. Fifteen, and no more than

for Chicago, 15 in the collar counties and 15

downstate.?

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Pugh.''

Pugh: ''Over what time period we wil1... is the first one... does

this Bill call tor the first one to be developed as a pilot

in Chicago. and over what time span will the others be

implemented?''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Cowlishaw.''

Cowlishawk Hlt's first come, first serve, and the charters may be

granted according to this 3ill, for a period not less than

three years and no more than five years. And charter

May 12, 1995
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renewals thereafter, may be incremental periods, not to

exceed five years.?

Speaker Daniels: lRepresentative Pugh.''

Pugh: ''Wi11 there be a comparative cost analysis done at any

point in time to determine whether or not the state is

going to save money as a result of implementing charter

schools, or was that the intention of the legislation to

save money or was it just to improve the school system?''
Speaker Daniels: lRepresentative Cowlishawo'

Cowlishaw: 'The intent is that the cost should neither be a

disincentive nor incentive. However, there are evaluations

and reports required by this legislation with some

frequency. They are a11 sent forth in fact. with dates and

al1 of those kinds of things so that we are... we can be...

so we follow what happens with these schools. 5ut not just
tbe per pupil cost, we need to know also, what they do to

improve learning for childrenp'

Speaker Daniels: lRepresentative Pugh. Your time is almost

expired, Sir.''

Pugh: ''My last question would be... would have to do with the

janitors and the other support stàff that goes along with
the school. Under this... under the charter school

legislation will the same union, janitors, and plumbers and
those kind of individuals be employed under the charter

school concept, or will that be privatized and farmed out

to individual agencies or corporations?'

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Cowlishaw.''

Coklishaw: FAII such arrangements are open to Whatever the people

who devised that charter and created, want to do. We have

tried to be be as... the least restrictive that we can, in

opening opportunities for people. There are people

throughout this state who have wonderful ideas about how to
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improve the schools.

best that they possibly can without out micro-managing

everythin: for them. Part of what is included in

provisions for contracts, for noninstructional personnel,

all of that will be part of the charter itself, when the

charter is devised to begin with.''

Speaker Daniels:Your time is expired Sir. For the record,

Representative Lang's Motion to table Was deieated. The

Gentleman from Champaign, Representative Winkel.''

Winkel: ?Mr. Speaker, I move the previous question.'

Daniels: ''The question is, 'Shall the main question be put?' All

in favor signify by saying 'aye', opposed 'no'. The 'ayes'

have it. Representative Cowlishaw to close.''

Cowlishaw: ''This is a good Bill. It's good for kids. It's good

ior creativity. Please vote 'yes'.?

Speaker Daniels: nThe question is, 'Shall Senate Bill 19 pass?'

All those in favor signify by voting 'aye', opposed by

voting 'no'. The voting is open. Have a11 voted who wish?

Have all voted who wish? Have a1l voted who wish? The

Clerk will take the record. On this question, there

areo..l'm sorry, the record has already been taken.

Seventy three 'ayes', 34 'noes', tWo voting 'present. This

Bill having received a Constitutional Majority, is hereby
declared passed. Representative Clayton.,

Clayton: ''I wish to have voted 'no'... 'yes' on that Bill.

May 12, 1995

Let's let them use those ideas to the

Speaker

sorry.n

Daniels: HThe record will indicate that

voted 'yes' had you been... had

Representative Deeringop

'Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I inadvertently voted 'yes'.

I'd like the record to reflect that I wanted to vote 'nol

on that Bil1.R

you Would have

been available.

Deering:
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Speaker Daniels: 'fRepresentative Deering would have been recorded

as 'no' had his switch worked properly. The record will so

reflect. Senate B(11 766. Read the Bill, Mr. Cterk.l

Clerk Rossi: *senate Bill 766, a Bill for an Act amending the

Private Detective Private Alarm and Private Security Act of

1993. Third Reading of this Senate Bi1l.P

Speaker Daniels: pRepresentative Wojcik.''

Wojcik: 'Thank you, Mr. Speaker, and Members of the House.
Senate Bill 766, amends the Private Detective Private Alarm

and Private Security Act. It establishes that a person who

has a four year degree in Electrical Bngineering or related

field, shall be given credit for two years of experience in

qualifying to be licensed as an Alarm Contractor. It

provides a person who has passed a national certification

program, shall be qiven credit for one year of experience

in qualifying to be llcensed as an Alarm Contractor. The

reason for this Bill: is basically to clean up the...*

Speaker Daniels: ''Is anyone stand in opposition? Representative

Granberg, you stand in opposition, Sir?''

Granberg: ''Mr. Speaker, I just have a brief question of the
Lady . ''

Speaker Daniels: ''The Lady will yield.''

Granberg: ''Thank you. Representative Wojcik why is this
legislation needed at this time? Was there existing

regulatory authority already. or is this a new Act?'

Speaker Daniels: pRepresentative Wojcik.''

Wojcik: OThis is actually Kurt... Representative Granberg, what
happened is, the court struck down the existing standards

for qualification, and this corrected so that it would

remedy the problem of what the Supreme Court has done.''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Granberg.p

Granberg: ''Thank you, Representative Wojcik./
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Speaker Daniels: ''The Lady moves for the passage of Senate 3i1l

766. Al1 in favor signify by voting 'aye', opposed by

votinq 'no'. The voting is open. Have all voted who wish?

Have al1 voted who wish? Have al1 voted who wish? Take

the record Mr. Clerk. On this question, there are l09

'ayes', none votin: 'no' none voting 'present'. This Bill

having received a Constitutional Majority, is hereby
declared passed. Senate Bill 774. Read the 3ill Mr.

Clerk.''

Clerk Rossi: ''Senate Bill 774, a 3ill for an Act to create the

Fort Sheridan Redevelopment Commission Act. Third Reading

of this Senate Bi11.>

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Lachneroe

Lachner: ''Mr. Speaker: Ladies and Gentleman of the House. Senate

Bill 774, creates the Fort Sheridan Redevelopment

Commission Act. lt allows for the three or more cities

that are contiguous or encompass a1l or part of Fort

Sheridan to establish this Redevelopment Commission by

entering a qovernmental agreement. It requires the

agreement to establish the powers of the Commission

including the ability to issue bonds or notes. will be

happy to answer any questions.'

Speaker Daniels: lDoes anyone stand in opposition?

Representative Hoffman, do you stand in opposition, Sir??

Hoffman: ''We11, think we should course, regardless of my

position 1... can't make a determination without

questioning the Sponsor.''

Speaker Daniels: ''He indicates he'll yield.''

Hoffman: HRepresentative: it is my understanding this would

establish the Fort Sheridan Redevelopment Commission Act

and will give them bonding authority. Is that correct?''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Lachnera'l
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Lachner: PThat is correct.''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Hoffman.?

Hoffman: ''And what will they use that bonding authority for?''

Speaker Daniels: 'Representative Lachner.l

Lachner: ''They can use that bonding authority for numerous

projects that would occur within the confines of what is
now Fort Sheridan.'

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Hoffmang''

Hoffman: 'What type of projects?'
Speaker Daniels: lRepresentative Lachner.''

Lachner: 'Representativez any redevelopment project
infrastructure improvement within the grounds of Fort

Sheridan.''

May l2, 1995

Speaker Daniels: >Representative Hoffman.l

Hoffman: Oïes, with regards to the bonds, these Would be revenue

bonds? Is that correct?''

Speaker Danielsk ''Representative Lachner./

Lachner: >Well, these would be bonds issued by the Development

Commission. It would be guaranteed by the members of the

commission, the three contiguous communities.e

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Hoffman.''

Hoffman: 'They would also... would they be backed by the full

faith and credit of the state??

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Lachner.*

Lachner: ''Yeah, that's correct. The Bill gives the commission

the power to create special service districts or tax

increment financing districts within the corporate limits

of any member municipality of the commission with members

consent or within Fort Sheridan.''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Hoffman.n

Hoffman: ''Wel1, the question was, will this.oowill the revenue

bonds here be backed by the full faith and credit of the
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state and you say they will? Is that right??

Speaker Daniels: 'Representative Lachner.''

Lachner: ''That is not correct. 1 didn't hear you before. It is

backed by the communities that are members of the

commissionm?

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Hoffman.*

Hoffman: >So, there will be no potential for anybody coming back

to the state if these bonds are not paid, because

sufficient revenue is not been generated to pay the bonds

and saying, 'Hey state, you have to... you have to pay

these bonds offf.''

Speaker Daniels: NRepresentative Lachneryo

Lachner: ''That is correct Representativeof'

Speaker Daniels: NRepresentative Hoffman.f

Hoffman: DThe bondso..will they be issued through front door

referendum, back door referendum?''

May l2, 1995

Speaker Daniels: NRepresentative Lachner.''

Lachner: ''Representative, these are non-referendum bonds.'

Speaker Daniels: nRepresentative Hoffman.''

Hoffman: ''So What... how will this... hoW will this effect the

tax caps issue in your area,

bonds?'

there is non-referendum

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Lachner.''

Lachnerl ''Representative, would you repeat that question?'l

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Hoffman.n

Hoffman: ''lf these are non-referendum bonds, how will that affect

the tax caps??

caps?speaker Daniels: 'Representative Lachner.'

Lachner: ''The authority to issue these bonds is given through the

member communities that are in the commission and by

creating this Redevelopment Commission the member

communities are affected by the tax caps themselves and by
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authorizing the bonds, this would fall within the purview''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative.p

Hoffman: *Wel1, it is my understandin: that the commission has

given the authority to issue revenue bonds, how will the

revenue be generated and do they have any... do you have

any revenue estimates to insure that these bonds will be

paid off?''

Speaker Daniels: 'Representative Lachnerp''

Lachner: ''We don't know how much money the commission is going to

need to raise... raise for this. However, given that the

bonds that they would issue would be guaranteed and paid

for, by both revenues generated on the Fort or within the

commission and guaranteed by the member communities. We

feel that they, the security of these bonds would not be an

issueo''

Hoffman: ''Representative Hoffman.p

Hoffman: ''Well, 1 guess the concern is this, the concern is these

communities back these bonds and there isn't sufficient

revenue to pay for the bonds. So, then the communities are

stuck with having to pay for tbe bonds because they are

backed by full faith and credit of the communities. Now

communities raise money through property taxes, they raise

money throuqh some other types of taxes. However, you have

property tax caps in your area. If indeed the bonds are

not paid for, and if indeed the property taxes have to be

utilized to pay back these bonds: in my opinion, this could

potentially be utilized to get over the property tax cap

and could result in increase property taxes to your

taxpayers. Now that isn't the result that you want, but

that could be the result of this 3ill. Is that right??

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Lachner.''

Lachner: nRepresentative that's not correct. The commission
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shall not have the power to levy any tax whatsoever, except

with respect to the special service in TIF districts. The

bond revenue... the bonds would be paid by revenues from

within Fort Sheridan. The answer to your questionv .. '

Speaker Daniels: 'fFurther discussion? The Lady from Lake,

Representative Gash.'

Gash: NWi1l the Sponsor yield?n

Speaker Daniels: NHe indicates he will.@

Gasb: MRepresentative Lachner, to the best oi your knowledge,

does this Bill impact on Highland Park, Highwood, and Lake

Forest?''

Speaker Danielsk 'Representative Lachnerol

Lachner: >If the question was, does thbs Bill impact on Highwood,

Highland Park and Lake Forest? The answer to that question

is: yes. These are the three contiguous communities to

what is now Fort Sheridanop

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Gash.''

Gash: HRepresentative Lachner, to the best of your knowledge, is

there any other State Representative serving in this Body

whose diptrict includes all three of those towns?'

Speaker Daniels: lRepresentative Lachnei.''

Lachner: uAbsolutely Representative Gash. As you Well know, your

district encompasses a portion of the south port... part of

Fort Sheridan.''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Gash.''

Gash: ''Wel1, as Highland Parkr Lake Porest and Highwood. To tbe

best of your knowledge, was I a Sponsor of this Bill, a

hyphenated Sponsor of this Bill, yesterday?'f

Speaker Daniels: RRepresentative Lachner.''

Lachner: RRepresentative Gash, you are a hyphenated Sponsor of

this Bill now.''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Gashof'
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Gash: ''1 have a question of the Clerk. Is that accurate??

Speaker Daniels: ''We're checkinq. High-tech. Suspense.

According to the system, the Clerk advises me that you are

listed as Sponsor. Are you happy about that or do you want

to be removed? Representative Gash.''

Gash: HA hyphenated Sponsor, Mr. Speaker?H

Speaker Daniels: pNow you are getting technicalv''

Gash: ''I'm getting technical.''

Speaker Daniels: PThe Clerk says you are a hyphenated Sponsor on

the computer system. Now would you like to be removed??

Gash: lAnd that Will be reflected as the Bill is sent out? With

al1 do respect... Speaker... I want...p

Speaker Daniels: lThe Clerk says... the Clerk says the board is

not the 3ill. We like the board the way is.

Representative Gash, do you have any further questions?''

Gash: ''I urge an 'aye' vote.''

Speaker Daniels: *Further discussion? Representative Krause.''

Krause: lThank you, Mr. Speaker. move the previous question.e

Speaker Daniels: lThe question is, 'Shall the main question be

put? All those in favor signify: by saying 'aye'; oppose

'no'. The 'ayes' have it. Representative Lachnero''

Lachner: urge a 'aye' vote for this important 3i1l that helps

the communities of Lake Forest, Lake Bluff, Highwood, and

Highland Park in the redevelopment of the Fort Sheridan

Y V CZ * Y

Speaker Daniels: ''The question isp 'Shall Senate Bill 774 pass?f

Al1 those in favor signify, by voting 'aye'; opposed by

voting 'no'. The voting is open. Have al1 voted Who

wish? Have a1l voted who wish? Have all voted who wish?

The Clerk will take the record. On this question there are

l08 'ayes', none voting 'no' 2 votin: 'present'. ThisF

'

Bill, having received the Constitutional Majority: is
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hereby declared passed. Representative Churchill in the

Chair.?

Speaker Churchill: pLadies and Gentlemen of the House. We will

adjourn today on the Death Resolution for a former Member.

Before we do that, we do need to read the Adjournment

Resolution. Mr. Clerk, please read the Adjournment
Resolution.?

Clerk Rossi: f'Senate Joint Resolution 448, offered by

Representative Churchill. Resolved by the Senate in tbe

89th General Assembly of the State of lllinois. The House

of Representatives concurring herein, that When the t?o

Houses adjourn on Friday, May l2, 1995, the Senate stands

adjourned until Monday, May l5, 1995: at 12:00 noon, and

the House of Representatives stands adjourned until Monday,

May l5, 1995, at 11:00 a.m.P

Speaker Churchill: OA11 those ln favor of the Resolution signify

by saying 'aye', any opposed say 'nay'. In the opinion of

the Chair, the 'ayes' have it, and the Resolution is

adopted. As is our custom as we adjourn on the Death
Resolution for a former Member, would all Members and the

guests in the gallery please rise. Mr. Clerk: would you

please read House Resolution 32.*

Clerk Rossi: ''HOUSE RESOLUTION 32 WHEREAS, The House has learned

with sorrow of the death of a former Member of the Illinois

House of Representatives, Richard A. Mugalian, of Palatine;

and WHEREAS, Richard A. Mugalian was born in Chicago on

April 4, 1922, and was educated in *he Chlcago public

schools; he attended North Central College, the University

of Illinois, and Loyola University Medical School, and he

took his A.3. at the University of Chicago and his J.D. at

the UniNerslty of Ebicago LaW Scbool) and WHEREAB, Mr.

Mugalian served in the U.S. Army from 1943 to 19462 and
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WHEREAS, Mr. Mugalian served as a Member of the Illinois

House of Representatives from 1972 to 1980, havin: served

as Palatine Township Democratic committeeman from 1970 to

1974; and WHEREAS, Mr. Mugalian, who was in private

practice as an attorney in Palatine, represented the board

of the Palatine Rural Fire Protection District for 14 years

and was a former director of the Cook County Legal

Assistance Foundation and a member of the American Civil

Liberties Union; a supporter of the Civil Rights Movement

and opposed the Viet Nam War, he was the champion of

justice and civil liberty and was proud to be called a

liberal; and WHBREAS, In the House, Representative Mugalian

served as co-chairman of the Committee on State Government

Speaker

Currie:

Organization and as a member of the Judiciary and

Revenue committees; and WHEREAS, Richard A. Mugalian leaves

to cherish his memory: his wife, Lola Muqalian; daughter,

Ruth Mugalian; sons, Art and Steve Mugalian; and three

qrandchildren; and WHEREAS, The defender of individual

rights and civil liberties, Richard A. Mugalian contributed

greatly to his community and state and will be missed by

a11 who knew him; therefore, be it RESOLVED, BY THE HOUSB

OF REPRESENTATIVES OF THE EIGHTY-NINTH GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF

THE STATE OF ILLINOIS, that We express our deep sorrow at

the death of a valued former colleague and friend, Richard

A. Mugalian, offer our sincere sympathy to his family, and

join his friends in honoring his memory; and be it further
RESOLVED, That a suitable copy of this resolution be

presented to the family of Richard A. Mugalian.l'

Churchill: ''The Chair recognizes the Lady from Cook,

Representative Curriew''

HThank you, Speaker and Members of the House. Dick

Mugalian was my first seatmate, and though we shared but a
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single term in this institution, he had an enormous impact

on me. Mugs was a policy wonk of the highest water. He

grooved on issues and the business of this chamber. The

analysis, close reading and study of 3ills was what really

kept him going and thrilled him the most. He spent his

summer vacations writing long letters to the Governor

telling him which 3ills, on the merits, the Governor should

sign and which he should veto. Dick was a strong Democrat

because he believed that the principles of the Democratic

Party were closest to his own, but he was not a strong

partisan. He wasn't a vote trader and he never put party

ahead of principle. He worked: in fact, in strong

bipartisan fashion in this chamber and my favorite of the

Mugalian Bills was one he introduced with Giddy Dyer, a

Republican from Hinsdale. That was the Bill that ended the

property tax exemption for religious institutions. You

won't be surprised to know that the Bill never made it out

of committee. Dick was a strong civil libertarian, qreatly

committed to ideas of human dignity, civil rights and civil

liberties, a member of the American Civil Liberties Union.

He made a very important mark on this institution. Many

called him the conscience of the House of Representatives

during the time that he served here. He was a major force

for good in this institution, a major force for good for

the people of this state. hope you will join me in
sending our condolences to his wonderful widow Lola, their

three children, and I would move now, Speaker, that al1

Members of the House be added as Sponsors of this

Resolution.''

Speaker Churchill: lRepresentative Currie moves that all Members

be added. Is there leave? Leave is granted. Further

discussion? The Gentleman from Champaign, Representative
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Johnsono/

!Johnson
, Tim: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker and Members of the House.

I am among a very few people who served with Representative !
IM

ugalian. And whtle I disagreed with his ultimate

position, probably 85% of the time, I don't know that I've

ever served with anybody in the General Assembly or at any

level of government, who was more absolutely committed to

issues as a matter of principle than he was. Who supported

him and who didn't, whether he got reelected or whether he

didn't, what interest groups came down different ways on

different issues, what way parties came down on issues was

totally irrelevant to him. On every issue,.he voted and

looked at the merits of the issue at qreat depth and at the

depth of his soul and voted that way. And that's a

characteristic that we al1 wish we had, we all try to

strive for, but I'm not sure that I ever served with

anybody at any level who epitomized principledness more

than he did, and I would join with Representative Currie

and people on both sides of the aisle in payin: my respects

to an outstanding Legislator: a good friend and a good

person in Dick Mugalian.''

Speaker Churchill: ''The Gentleman from Cook, Representative

Pedersen.''

Pedersen: RThank you, Mr. Speaker and Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House. Dick Mugalian was the Republic... the Democratic

Committeeman in Palatine township while 1 was the

Republican Committeeman of Palatine township and of course

there were all kinds of comments made about the... you know

these two extremes. And we had a 1ot... we had a lot of fun

with it. He... our relationship was very cordial, and of

course we worked for the betterment of elections and all

that sort of thing. We went through a lot of campaigns on
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the opposite side of the fence, but I was just kidding
about the extremes, I want you to know that. In any eventz

he was a... a great guy, we talked many times and we really

miss the... the kind of guy that he was. And I will

certainly remember Lola and the family in my prayers and...

and of course Dick.''

Speaker Churchill: ''The Gentleman from McHenry, Representative

Skinner.''

Skinner: nDick Mugalian's one oi the people that Pat Quinn killed

and we are not the better otf as a result of that. 1

served with him on the Revenue Committee and what Tim said

is absolutely correct. all of us were like Dick

Mugalian, then what the... the kids who go to hiqh school

and college read about the General Assembly would be true.

wish we were all like that, but obviously, well obviously

we're not. wish he Were still here, frankly.l

Speaker Churchill: ''The Gentleman from Dupage, Speaker Daniels.''

Daniels: *Mr. Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen of the House. 1

served with Dick Mugalian and found him to be an extremely

honorable and principled man. As stated before by

Representative Currie, he was strong in his beliefs. He

was very articulate, and yes, he was a liberal. And those

of us that had a little different philosophy, frequently

found ourselves voting in a different direction, but always

respected his commitment to the process to what he thought

government ouqht to be. He served in the highest fashion,

was held in very high esteem and consequently, we owe him a

great debt of gratitude for the service that he put forth

for the people of Illinois. To his widow Lola and three

children, we send our best wishes with fond remembrances of

a great man who served this institution in very high

fashion.''
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Speaker Churchill:

May 12, 1995

Currie now moves for the''Representative

passage of House Resolution 32, and further moves that the

House stand adjourned until Monday, May 15th, 1995, at the
hour of 11:00 a.m. All those in favor signify by saying

'aye'; any opposed say 'nay'. In the opinion of the Chair,

the 'ayes' have it, and the Resolution is passed and the

House does now stand adjourned until Monday, May 15th,
1995, at the hour of 11100 a.m., allowing perfunctory time

for the Clerk.?
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